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by Wynsley Wrigley

TAIRAWHITI could lose its health 
board to amalgamation under a wide-
ranging review of the public health 
system.

Big changes might lie ahead under the 
review, says retired Hauora Tairawhiti 
chairman David Scott.

He is referring to the Health and 
Disability System Review interim report 
released last September. The review was 
led by Heather Simpson, former PM 
Helen Clark’s chief of staff.

A final report, expected to include 
recommendations, is due in March. 

Mr Scott retired late last year after 
serving the maximum allowable three 
terms as a health board chairman after 
his initial appointment by the previous 
government in 2010.

Kim Ngarimu took over as chairperson 
in December.

The health system review interim 
report asked whether it would be better 
to have fewer than 20 health boards, have 
health boards with different functions or 
more sharing of resources at the national 
level.

Mr Scott said the final report would be 
significant.

He believed Ms Simpson would propose 
that the current 20 health boards be 

reduced in number.
The issue was one of rationalisation.
“How many health boards does a 

country of 5 million people need?
“Will politicians be brave enough to 

pick up on her signal.”
Mr Scott said specialist treatment or 

surgery also faced rationalisation.
“If you are New Zealand’s leading 

hospital in brain surgery, then you will be 
the only hospital in brain surgery.

“Other hospitals would send their 
patients to that particular place.

“We have one example in New 
Zealand at the moment, that’s Starship 
(Children’s Hospital, in Auckland).”

“Starship is New Zealand’s destination 
for very, very sick children.”

Mr Scott said Tairawhiti (and 
Northland’s) almost 50/50 split between 
Maori and non-Maori was an advantage 
with issues examined by the report 
including inequity for Maori.

It was important that the leadership 
and direction of Maori health be strongly 
influence by Maori.

The Midlands region of health boards 
(Bay of Plenty, Lakes, Hauora Tairawhiti, 
Taranaki and Waikato) was the only 
region doing that.

CHANGE IN 
THE WIND 
FOR DHB
Review could see Hauora 
Tairawhiti amalgamated 
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LIFE-CHANGING

A BOY whose foot was skewered by the 
metal remains of an old crayfish pot while 
playing in rock pools at Pouawa on Sunday 
has gone home from Gisborne Hospital to 
recuperate.

The boy, 11-year-old Netana Aupouri, was 
playing with friends near the family’s beach 
camp when it happened.

The remains of the pot were hidden 
in the sand and the piece he stepped on 
penetrated the soft tissue of his right foot.

“Mum was standing on shore and she 
just heard screaming,” his older brother 
Dion Aupouri-Akuhata told the New Zealand 
Herald.

At first the family thought a stingray had 
injured him.

“I think the water was a bit murky. He just 
stepped straight onto the remains of the old 
craypot and part of it went through his foot,” 
Dion said.

The injured boy was carried out of the 
rock pools with the cray pot still attached.

“They didn’t want to pull it out.”
The pot was cut off from around Netana’s 

foot, and the piece that went through his foot 
was left in place until he reached Gisborne 
Hospital where it was removed.

Gisborne Hospital reported this morning 
that the boy had now been discharged from 
hospital.

Buried craypot nasty 
surprise for Netana

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

CANCER DRUG DEAL

AT HOME NOW: 11-year-old Netana Aupouri, pictured in hospital with a friend, has 
been sent home to recuperate after his foot was skewered by metal from part of an old cray 
pot on Sunday at Pouawa. He was playing with his friends in rock pools at the beach when 
it happened.  Picture supplied   
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TOMORROW

•	 The	man	behind	the	theatre/stand-up	comedy	show	The	Man	talks	about	his	award-
winning	work	about	a	modern	jester	who	holds	court	in	the	park	and	reaches	out	to	his	
fellow	citizens	by	questioning	everything.

•	 Quebecois	ive-piece	Rosier	prepare	to	bring	their	genre-bending	mix	of	traditional	folk,	
indie,	jazz,	pop,	bluegrass	and	contemporary	styles	to	the	Dome.

•	 New	Zealand	lamenco	guitarist	Paul	Bosauder	to	bring	a	multi	award-winning	dancer	
and	a	world-class	lamenco	percussionist/singer	to	Gisborne	for	his	pulse-thumping	show	
Tierra	y	Mar.

true sense of the word.”
Mr Scott said there would have to be 

changes to the method of health funding.
“The present percentage population 

funding formula only takes cursory 
notice of real annual inflation and the 
rapid increases in items such as drugs, 
artificial joints, medical supplies and 
salaries.”

Health boards had to operate on a 
break-even basis.

“But to budget annually and land on 

the metaphorical cent is completely and 
utterly ludicrous.”

Mr Scott said the nature of health, 
unlike most business, was a 24/7 
operation, 365 days a year.

Health boards had “no idea of what is 
coming through the door”.

Mr Scott said the three boards he had 
chaired had held detailed discussions and 
decided “how much notice they would 
take of landing the proverbial budget on 
a cent”.

Health boards had some control over 
whether patients qualified for planned 

care services (formerly known as elective 
services).

“Those three Hauora Tairawhiti boards 
made a call that the needs of a patient 
having to wait, sometimes heavily 
medicated against pain, were more 
important than ensuring we avoided a 
deficit and balanced the budget. 

“Ultimately I was prepared to wear 
that as chairman and full credit to the 
boards who were prepared to wear the 
flak.”

The final report may also suggest 
different proportions of elected and 

appointed board members (currently 
seven elected and up to four appointed), 
different election systems or even entirely 
appointed boards.

The interim report noted concerns 
about inequality in the health system, 
particularly for Maori, reports of systemic 
racism, and said that the system had 
not worked well for poor and rural 
communities. New Zealand had a good 
health system, but it was muddled, 
fragmented, overly complicated and 
lacking leadership at all levels, said the 
report.

Patient needs prioritised over budget – Scott
FROM PAGE 1

AERIAL SILK:	Ava	Mansoor	gets	an	upside-down	view	of	the	
world	while	entwined	in	fabric	during	Gisborne	Gymnastics	
Club’s	circus	school.		 Picture by Paul Rickard

UNDER INVESTIGATION:	Police	have	an	inquiry	under	way	into	a	blaze	
that	destroyed	a	small	hatchback	car	and	set	light	to	a	sizeable	area	of	grass	at	Makorori	in	
the	early	hours	of	Sunday	morning.	Fire	and	Emergency	NZ	sent	crews	to	the	fire	at	about	
1.30am.	“The	car	was	totally	involved	in	fire	when	we	arrived	and	the	flames	had	spread	into	
surrounding	grass,”	a	senior	firefighter	said.	“We	put	a	couple	of	high	pressure	deliveries	on	
to	it	and	had	the	fire	out	in	about	half-an-hour.”	It	happened	in	the	dunes	alongside	State	
Highway	35,	just	north	of	Makorori	Headland.			 Picture by Sarah Curtis 

ONE AT A TIME:	Gemma	Macdonald,	
Kayleigh	Wallace	and	Holli	Macdonald	
learn	to	balance	and	ride	a	unicycle	at	
the	Gisborne	Gymnastics	Club	circus	
school	yesterday.	Picture by Paul Rickard
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IDENTIFYING and accessing Ngati 
Porou taonga (treasures) held at three of 
the country’s cultural heritage agencies is 
the basis of a new 10-week Ngati Porou 
archive internships programme. 

Archives NZ, National Library of NZ 
and Nga Taonga Sound and Vision will 
each host a Ngati Porou intern, who will 
research, review and archive Ngati Porou 
taonga. 

The internships are part of the 
Ngati Porou cultural heritage strategy 
developed by Te Runanganui o Ngati 
Porou’s taonga advisory board. 

Advisory board chairwoman Ani 
Pahuru-Huriwai said she was excited 
about how the internships would support 
the tribe’s Maori language plan. 

“The care, preservation and access to 
Ngati Porou taonga held in the various 
whare taonga here and around the world 
is becoming critical, as with each passing 
year we lose more and more of our native 
speakers. 

“Our interns will be an important key 
to unlocking the door to many kilometres 
of taonga written in te reo Maori,” said 
Pahuru-Huriwai. 

“There is a willingness by the crown 
agencies to not only engage with us, 
or to realise the intent of the letter 
of commitment, but also to repay a 

great debt owed to Ngati Porou for the 
contribution our tipuna (ancestors) like 
Ta Apirana (Ngata) made to the cultural 
fabric of this nation. 

“These internships continue the work 
Ta Apirana started in terms of gathering, 
reviewing and caring for our taonga tuku 
iho (heirlooms),” she said. 

The Ngati Porou taonga advisory board 
has met with management from National 
Library, Archives NZ, Nga Taonga, Te 
Papa Tongarewa, Heritage 
NZ, Digital NZ and the 
Department of Internal 
Affairs for the last two 
years.

They have developed a 
work plan to give effect to 
the letters of commitment, 
which are part of the Ngati 
Porou Treaty settlement 
around access to taonga.

“The internships are 
a huge step towards 
consolidating our 
relationship with Ngati Porou and 
developing a template for how the Crown 
work with iwi with letters of commitment 
post-settlement,” said Richard Foy, the 
chief archivist for Archives New Zealand 
Te Rua Mahara o te Kawanatanga.

“We value our relationship with Ngati 

Porou and are looking forward to hosting 
our intern,” said Foy. 

The internships have been funded by 
Te Matawai and will be managed by 
Radio Ngati Porou.  

Ngati Porou was the first cab off the 
rank in terms of incorporating letters of 
commitment into its Treaty settlement, 
which requires cultural agencies to open 
their doors and provide access to taonga. 

The interns, Maria Wynyard, Lady 
Pokai and Mahinaarangi 
Manuel, will identify 
taonga for the Ngati Porou 
exhibition at Te Papa 
Tongarewa in 2024.

■ Te Matawai is an 
independent entity set 
up under Te Ture mo Te 
Reo Maori (the Maori 
Language Act) to promote 
the use of te reo in homes 
and the community.

The organisation was 
established in 2017. It is led by iwi and 
the Maori community, but has ties to the 
Crown, with two of its 13 board members 
appointed by the Maori Development 
minister and the rest appointed by 
iwi and Maori language stakeholder 
organisations.

Ngati Porou interns
to seek out taonga

by Doug Laing, Hawke’s Bay Today

THE Wairoa A&P Show is definitely 
on Friday and Saturday, despite a scam 
email saying it had been called off.

Event manager Laura Hooper says 
organisers were contacted by one trade 
exhibitor who had received the email.

She did not know how widely it 
had been circulated, but has taken 
precautions with a website post 
announcing the Show is still on, the 
email is a scam and people should 
ignore it.

She told Hawke’s Bay Today the 
email had the tell-tale signs of being 
a scam — from overseas, even — and 

she had no idea why an A&P Show in 
a town with a population of less than 
4300 would be targeted.

As it happens, the Show’s volunteers 
have got the showgrounds into good 
nick to kick off what is a busy few 
weeks of annual events in Wairoa.

The two-day Show will be followed on 
Sunday by the Corson Wairoa Jumping 
Show, also at the showgrounds, the 
Wairoa Racing Club’s annual two days 
of racing on February 20 and 23, and 
the East Coast Farming Expo back at 
the showgrounds on February 25 and 
27.

The features of the Show this 
week are the equestrian events, with 

Sunday’s events helping to attract more 
than 300 horses and riders, along with 
the annual rodeo, the sheep dog trials, 
and the shearing.

Gates open to the public at midday 
on Friday, with horse events and the 
dog trials under way immediately. The 
local rodeo will start at 5pm, and a 
Speedshear at 7pm.

Equestrian events and the dog trials 
continue on Saturday, with the national 
second division circuit Rodeo and the 
Wairoa Shears, which will include the 
first match of a Wales Development 
team North Island tour.

About 30mm of rain late on Monday 
and early yesterday will have pleased 

the show’s rural community, but more 
is forecast for the two days of the show.

“We’re hoping it’s not a 10-year cycle,” 
said Ms Hooper.

In 2010 more than 80mm of rain 
ruined the show, most events having to 
be cancelled, the shearing being held 
in a woolshed several kilometres away 
because sheep and shearers couldn’t 
get into the showgrounds and a fleet 
of exhibit tractors towing trucks, 
horsefloats and other vehicles which 
otherwise couldn’t get out.

The show was first held as a Wairoa 
County Ram Fair and Show in 1899, 
and the show society bought the 
current site in 1920.

Scam targets Wairoa A&P Show, ‘ignore it’

NGATI POROU 
INTERNS: From 
left, Archives NZ 
chief archivist 
Richard Foy, Nga 
Taonga Sound and 
Vision acting chief 
executive Honiana 
Love, National 
Library of New 
Zealand Librarian 
Bill Macnaught 
with Ngati 
Porou interns 
Maria Wynyard, 
Mahinaarangi 
Manuel and 
Lady Pokai, 
after a whakatau 
(welcome) for 
them at the 
National Library 
on Monday. 
 

Picture by Llewelyn 
Jones, Imaging 
Services, National 
Library.

OUCH: An old craypot speared Netana 
Aupouri’s foot when he was playing in 
rock pools at Pouawa on Sunday.

Picture supplied

‘ The internships 
are a huge 
step towards 
consolidating our 
relationship with 
Ngati Porou ’  —Richard Foy

His brother Dion, a commercial kina diver who 
featured in TVNZ’s series Spiky Gold Hunters, 
wants to share the dangers of discarded crayfish 
pots.

He arrived at the Pouawa camp to hear his little 
brother had been taken to hospital, but later saw 
the damage in a gory picture.

“When I saw the photos, I was like, you’re 
kidding me, that’s right through his foot.

“This is what happens if you leave your stuff in 
the ocean.

“I’m all for people gathering kai or seafood in 
any ways or manner they can, but at least take a 
little bit of time out of your day. 

If you do lose something, try your best to get it 
back,” Dion said.

“Don’t leave your rubbish in the ocean.”
Mr Aupouri-Akuhata also posted a message 

on the Coasty_Kidds Facebook page, where he 
shares his ocean adventures and passion for 
diving.

He said it was not the first time he had seen 
discarded fishing equipment.

“When I go diving, I see a lot of pots that aren’t 
retrieved, or they just can’t be bothered, the rope 
snaps and that’s the end of it.

“But I never expected it to be so close to shore 
where kids play.” — NZ Herald 

‘Don’t 
leave your 
rubbish in 
the ocean’

FROM PAGE 1
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by Murray Robertson

THE district’s croppers will be 
watching the weather closely over 
the next week, with rain predicted 
on every one of the next seven 
days, according to forecasters.

Most will welcome the rain, 
though they hope for not too much.

As predicted, the rain yesterday 
morning eased off but more has 
been forecast for today with the 
cold southerly.

Tomorrow it is forecast to be 
cloudy with a few showers, rain 
at times on Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday, then more significant rain 
on Monday.

Cedenco is into the second week 
of its sweetcorn harvest.

“At this stage we think it should 
be OK,” said general manager 
Carla McCulloch.

“We don’t think there will be 
enough of it to stop our harvest. 

“Damp weather does cause some 
access issues but if the rain stays 
light we’ll be all right
. . . and it will be a welcome boost 
of moisture for the crops.”

Coxco started its squash harvest 
a week ago.

“We’re happy with the rain. 
We’ve had a good start to the 
season and the rain will definitely 
help to set up the later-season 
crops,” said managing director Omi 
Badsar.

“As long as we don’t get a big 
dump we’ll be fine. Scattered rain 
over seven days is welcome from 
our point of view.”

Mr Badsar said the Coxco 
squash crop looked very good.

“We’re happy with the results we 
are getting so far.”

Maize growers have also 
welcomed the forecast rain.

“Some rain this week will be 
quite nice,” said Glencore Grain 

regional manager Dave Corrin.
“We’re not desperate for it but 

it’s going to be welcome. Hopefully 
we get some warmth on the back 
of it.”

The company’s maize crop was 
“looking good”, he said.

Gisborne Wine Growers 
chairwoman Annie Millton said 
the forecast rain was not likely to 
bother grape growers too much at 
this stage.

“It has been quite light so far 
and it has been good to get the 
moisture from that light rain into 
the ground. It’s OK at this stage.

“After it clears there may be 
some pressure from powdery 
mildew but that’s the unknown at 
this stage.”

Mrs Millton said from now into 
the start of harvest, which for 
most growers will be some time 
in February, would be the crucial 
time for the success of the vintage.  

Croppers OK with 
the week of rain 

by Matai O’Connor

YESTERDAY over 1400 
Gisborne students who sat NCEA 
exams could breathe sighs of relief 
or disappointment as their results 
became available.

Gisborne Girls’ High School 
student Daina Stevenson is one 
of the students who woke up 
yesterday morning eager to find 
out how she had gone. 

It was a relief to not only 
pass NCEA level 2 but receive 
excellence endorsements in biology, 

chemistry, drama and a merit 
endorsement for English.

“I had been aiming for 
excellence endorsements all 
year and my last exam wasn’t 
the greatest, so I had kind of 
given up on expecting excellence 
endorsements.

“It was definitely a struggle to 
get to sleep the night before.”

Daina said she “kind of forgot” 
about her NCEA results over the 
summer holidays as she was busy 
working. 

This year she will be in Year 13 

and will study similar topics as 
last year, such as English, biology, 
calculus, chemistry and psychology.

At this stage she doesn’t 
know what her future career or 
educational journey will be.

There were 189 students in 
the region entered in digital 
examinations.

 2019 NCEA results are live on the 
New Zealand Qualifications Authority 
(NZQA) website. For any enquiries the 
call centre can be contacted on 0800 697 
296 or helpdesk@nzqa.govt.nz

NCEA results ‘a relief’ for Daina

PASSED THE TEST: Gisborne Girls’ High student Daina Stevenson was happy at finding out she had passed 
NCEA level 2 and got three excellence endorsements and one merit endorsement.  Picture by Paul Rickard

FOXLEY. — T o
Simon and Margie, a
beautiful new grandson,
Luke Simon Renner.
Born to Abby and Sam
on 2nd January 2020. A
brother for Rosie and
Joshua. Thanks be to
God.

ELLMERS,  Judith.
— On 13th January
2020, peacefully at Te
Wiremu House. Loved
wife of the late Keith.
Loved Mum of Lynne
(dec), Lincoln and
Anita, and Mary and
Derek. Judith will be
missed by her
grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.
   A celebration of her
life will be held at a
later date.

- Evans Funeral
Services Ltd FDANZ
www.evansfuneral.co.nz

GREATBATCH,
Cynthia Winifred. —
On 14th January 2020,
peacefully in her sleep,
aged 92 years. Dearly
loved wife of the late
Lin Greatbatch. Loved
mother and mother-in-
law of Ian and Chris,
Kathryn and Hugh.
Dearly loved grand-
mother of Steven and
Angela, Tracey and
Dan, Tina and Jamie,
Andrew and Lorrin, and
Wendy, and great-
grandmother of Isla,
Bryn and Eden.
   Cynthia’s funeral
service will be held at
Holy Trinity Church,
Derby Street, at 3pm on
Saturday 18th January,
followed by private
cremation.

- Evans Funeral
Services Ltd FDANZ
www.evansfuneral.co.nz

MATTHEWS,
Sholto Charles Henry.
— 8.2.1940 -
19.12.2019. Diana,
Susie, Annie, Henry
Matthews and family,
invite friends and
whanau to celebrate
Sholto’s life at a
Memorial Service on
February 8 2020, at
2pm, the Cheval Room,
Hawke’s Bay Racing,
Prospect Road,
Hastings. Messages to
The Matthews Family,
C/- PO Box 2343,
Stortford Lodge,
Hastings 4153.

MORAN, Frances
Teresa Temepara. —
Peacefully on 14th
January 2020,
surrounded by her
whanau. Married to
Morehu Beau
Rangiwai. Loved Mum
of Desmond and Lyn,
Paula, Frances and
Pawel, Suzie, Ada
Sarah and Morehu.
Loved Nanny of all her
mokopuna and moko-
puna tuarua. “No more
suffering Mum, rest
easy."
   Mum is lying at her
home, 252 Lytton Road,
poroporoaki at 7pm this
evening.
   Her funeral service
will be held at Evans
Chapel, Ormond Road,
at 10am, Thursday 16th
January. Then travell-
ing to Hauiti Marae,
Tolaga Bay, followed
by interment at
Poututara Cemetery.

- Evans Funeral
Services Ltd FDANZ
www.evansfuneral.co.nz

ROGERS, Iaan
Thomas (Jolly). — On
8th January 2020,
suddenly, at his home,
aged 56 years. Loved
son of the late Betty
and Bert. Dearly loved
father of Stallone,
Jerome, and Leanne.
Loved brother of
Elizabeth White (Perth),
Jeanette Warburton
(Rotorua), Dianne Sligo
(Mt Maunganui), and
the late Bruce. A loved
friend of Louise and
Keith, and a loved
granddad.
   Iaan’s funeral service
will be held at Evans
Chapel, Ormond Road,
at 1pm on Friday 17th
January, followed by
private cremation.

- Evans Funeral
Services Ltd FDANZ
www.evansfuneral.co.nz

GEUZE, Jacob Jan

The family express their
sincere gratitude to all
relatives, friends and
neighbours for the
many cards, letters and
messages of con-
dolence, following the
passing of Jacob.
Grateful thanks to those
who attended the
funeral service and
kindly sent donations.
Special thanks to the
staff and management
at Leighton House,
Gisborne, for their care
and support over the
past 2½ years, and also
Gavin at Evans Funeral
Services for the respect
and dignity shown at
this difficult time. We
humbly thank the
Walter Findlay Team
for their generosity and
support. Please accept
this as a personal and
heartfelt thank you from
the Geuze family.

WE, THE WHANAU
OF NOEL FRANCIS
TE-IKANUI GREEN

(JNR), NOELIE
GEEN, POLAR

BEAR, FATBOY

Wish to invite you all to
the unveiling of his

headstone:

Sunday 2.2.2020

At Rua A Rehu Urupa
Puha

at 11am

Followed by hakari
down the lane, Tarbuck

CLAGUE,
Ariel Annette

In loving memory of a
loved wife, mother and

grandmother who
passed away January

15, 2016.

It is four years since we
lost you and it still feels

like yesterday.

Loved and missed by
Rodney, children

Gillian, Andrea and
Jason, and

grandchildren Caelan,
Ruby and Ethan.

FOXLEY,
Philippa Grace

22nd April 1924 -
25th December 2019

The Lord gives and
takes away.

A celebration of
Philippa’s life will take
place at The Bushmere

Arms, Gisborne on
Friday 7th February,

2pm-6pm.

All friends and family
welcome

In Memoriam

Bereavements

Deaths

Unveilings

Births

Deaths

Deaths

Deaths

Deaths

Deaths

FAMILY NOTICES

Monumental
Masons

Memorial
Services

PLEASE

HAVE FAMILY

NOTICES

IN BY 9AM

DAY OF

PUBLICATION

WEBSTER,
(nee Davidson)
Betty Marion. – Aged 
92 years. On January 
11th, 2020 (peacefully) 
at Hastings. Dearly 
loved wife of the late 
Tom, and loved mother 
of (the late Rodney), Jim 
and Julie. Loved Nana 
of Teresa, Cindy, Greg, 
Brooke and Cindy. 
Loved Great-Nana of 
Sophia, Kooper, Lily, 
Eva, and Ollie.
        The funeral service 
will be held at the 
Salvation Army, 389 
Gladstone Road, 
Gisborne, at 11am, 
Thursday 16th January, 
followed by interment 
at the Taruheru Lawn 
Cemetery.

STONEHAVEN

Memorials

601 Nelson Road

Ph 867 1800
www.stonehaven.net.nz

WITH rain forecast for the rest of the 
week, it’s the perfect time to check your 
property’s pipes and drains, Gisborne 
District Council says.

A post on the GDC Facebook page 
has pointed out two easy things to 
check — make sure the gully trap on 
your property is not cracked, and the 

downpipes are not going into the gully 
trap.

“Help us to prevent stormwater 
(rain) getting into the city’s wastewater 
(sewerage) network. During heavy rain, 
the network can get overwhelmed with 
stormwater and can’t cope, and that’s 
when overflows happen and we need 

to relieve the pressure by discharging 
wastewater into waterways. 

“Help stop this by checking the pipes 
and drains on your property.”

A list of quick checks and fixes can 
be viewed on the DrainWise checklist 
on the council’s website: gdc.govt.nz/
drainwise-education-resources

Good time to check your pipes, drains: GDC
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POLICE Minister Stuart Nash 
believes community safety and crime 
prevention at Mahia has moved 
forward with the official opening 
yesterday of the new Mahia police 
station to serve the growing coastal 
settlement.

The building was shifted from the 
site of the Nuhaka police station last 
November and began operating in 
mid-December.

Mr Nash, who is also the MP for the 
Napier electorate, officially opened the 
new station yesterday.

“The changing trends in both 
demographics and demand for police 
services in the Tairawhiti area mean 
the time is right to create a new 
policing presence in Mahia,” he told 
the crowd at the opening.

“The population and the economy 
in the Mahia Peninsula are growing 
strongly.”

He said police had been considering 
the move for some time and last year 
consulted locals in both communities 
about how to better serve the area.

“I have personally holidayed many 
times in Mahia, which is in the Napier 
electorate.

“Its beaches and fishing spots, 
surfing, diving and tramping 
opportunities as well as its strong 
sense of community all make it an 
attractive place to visit.”

The Mahia population swells 
markedly over the warmer months 
and school holidays, which have been 
busy times for police, the Minister 
said.

“The more permanent population is 
also changing too, especially with the 
arrival of one of New Zealand’s most 
innovative companies, Rocket Lab. The 
company launches satellites into space 
from the Mahia Peninsula.”

The police move to Mahia had created a valuable 
hub for all three emergency services.

“Police will operate in partnership with Fire and 
Emergency New Zealand and St John Ambulance to 
stand alongside the community when it needs help.”

The new police station is situated next to the local 
FENZ base.

“The new station continues the strong government 

investment in people and resources for the police, 
which now has the largest number of frontline officers 
ever in our history.

“Alongside our promise to increase police numbers, 
we have been investing in tools and resources to help 
Police do their job.

“This includes the new non-emergency phone 
number ten-five (105), the new Police app for 
communicating from mobile devices, a new call centre 

on the Kapiti Coast, new Eagle helicopters and new 
body armour.”

Mr Nash pointed to the nearly 1900 new police 
officers who have graduated since the Coalition 
Government took office.

“The Eastern Police District, which covers the 
Tairawhiti area, will see frontline police numbers 
increase by 27 percent, over and above those who 
leave the organisation.” 

‘Time is 
right’ for  
police 
base at 
Mahia

NEW COP SHOP:  
Above, Mahia 
police officer 
Senior Constable 
Craig Henneker 
with his wife 
Senior Constable 
Nicola Davies 
and their son 
Jack, after the 
official opening 
of the new police 
station at Mahia 
yesterday. Right, 
Police Minister 
and Napier MP 
Stuart Nash 
(centre) was in 
charge of the 
scissors at the 
ribbon-cutting 
ceremony, 
assisted by Police 
Commissioner 
Mike Bush (left), 
and Sen Const 
Henneker.

Pictures by  
Liam Clayton

by Wynsley Wrigley

TODAY, 75 years ago a German 
U-boat sailed into Gisborne Harbour.

The World War 2 exploits of U-862 
were recorded by the late Gisborne 
author Gerald Shone in his book 
U-boat in New Zealand Waters. 

Mr Shone, speaking to the Herald in 
2015, said the U-boat entered Gisborne 
Harbour at midnight on January 15, 
1945, looking for targets.

Commander Heinrich Timm had 
decided to sail to New Zealand after 
sinking several ships in Australian 
waters.

U-862 spent the daylight hours of 
January 15 lying at periscope depth 
out from Kaiti Beach, waiting for a ship 
worth sinking to pass, but no target 
appeared.

Mr Shone’s research showed the 
submarine came into the harbour with 
only one metre of water under its hull.

“The captain had no idea how 
shallow it was.”

The U-boat sailed on to Hawke Bay 
and Wellington before being sent back 
to the Far East a few days later having 
made no attacks on New Zealand 
ships.

Mr Shone spent 10 years 
researching the event and travelled to 
Austria to attend a reunion of the crew.

“The U-boat men were quite 
interested in talking about what had 
happened during their three months 
travelling around Australia and 
New Zealand, and they were very 
forthcoming in giving me information,” 
Mr Shone said.

The U-boat’s presence in New 

Zealand waters went undetected, and 
came to light only in 1992 when first 
watch officer Gunther Reiffenstuhl 
published his personal war diaries.

“It is pure luck that the first watch 
officer decided to make his diaries 

public,” said Mr Shone.
“Without them, we may never have 

known.”
Mr Shone’s brother, Mike, said 

Napier City Council had installed 
a storyboard on the Marine Parade 

pathway detailing the visit of U-862.
■ Tairawhiti Museum is planning 

an event to mark the unusual story of 
the U-boat visit to Gisborne waters.
Museum director Eloise Wallace said it 
would be later in the year.  

Slim pickings for U-boat in Gisborne 75 years ago
ON LOOKOUT: 
The German 
submarine, U-862 
in the waters off 
Penang, Malaysia, 
in September 
1944. Four 
months later the 
U-boat sailed into 
Gisborne Harbour. 

 
File picture
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by Khalia Strong,  
New Zealand Herald

CANBERRA — A team of Kiwi 
firefighters in Australia say the 
workload they face is “huge”.

Five crews were sent to a forest 
fire covering nearly 65,000ha at 
Charleys Forest, east of Canberra, 
last week. Crew leader Ken Keenan 
said the heat and terrain made the 
conditions very difficult, but they 
were able to provide some reprieve 
to local crews.

“The other teams have been 
working for weeks on end and we’re 
here to give them a break. A bit of 
rest, some R’n’R, because they’ll be 
at this for quite some time.”

He said the work was arduous, 
and their firefighters must be 
extremely fit.

“In a typical day, we might drive 
two hours for a start, and then walk 
another hour or two just to get to 
the fire line.”

Strike team leader Bruce James 
praised the team for their “military-
like” focus.

“It tends to be 14-16 hour days 
and you’ve just got to be very 
disciplined. As soon as you get 
back, you almost run through the 
shower and get to sleep,” James 
said.

Only 10 percent of the team were 
paid firefighters, he said, and the 
volunteer efforts were outstanding, 
considering people had to leave 
paid work and their homes to help 
out.

“We’ve got a guy whose wife’s 

sick at the moment, someone else is 
having a drama at home, and they’re 
just awesome. Just an outstanding 
crew, no issues at all, super 
disciplined and hardworking.”

The teams were patrolling a 
fire break between the fire and 
unburned vegetation, but Keenan 
said there were still surprises.

“Yesterday, we thought we were 
going to a moderate spot fire but we 
got there and it was pretty intense. 
So the plan changed pretty rapidly.”

James said although the physics 
of fire was the same, the flames 
travelled differently on Australian 
terrain and native vegetation.

“There’s these very quick 
direction shifts of the fire, and 
they’re pretty big fires, up to 20m 
flames, just depending what it’s 
running through.”

More than 170 NZ firefighters 
have been sent to Australia since 
October, and James said the worst 
wasn’t over yet.

“They’ll be in drama for months 
yet. Victoria’s only just kicking 
off. The rain will be awesome for 
finishing some of the fires that are 
going quiet.

“But those fires that are about 
to start with the very next lightning 
strike — that symptom of a 
continental climate is dry lightning 
— those are your next fire-starts. 
Long-term drought and forest death 
across Australia just means more 
drama to come.”

Tough efforts in harsh 
Australian conditions

‘ARDUOUS WORK’: New Zealand firefighters are working alongside New South Wales Rural Fire 
Service team members in Australia.  Picture supplied

BRIEFS
Police name pair killed in 
Wairarapa firearms incident

CASTLEPOINT — Two people who were killed in 
a shooting at a home in the Wairarapa on Monday 
have been identified by police.

Jody Ratima, 48, and James Teddy, 54, died 
in the shooting near Castlepoint, field crime 
manager Inspector Dave Thornton says.

Emergency services were called to the incident 
just after 5am on Monday.

Ratima and Teddy were known to each other, 
police said, and investigations were continuing.

A post-mortem was under way in Wellington 
and no-one else was being sought by police in 
connection to the incident, Insp Thornton said.

“The scene examination is ongoing.”
 — Newshub.

Cyclone to hit Pacific nations
SUVA — Authorities in Fiji and Tonga are 

warning locals to be prepared for a tropical 
cyclone as a storm in the region intensifies.

The Fiji Meteorological Service has issued a 
heavy rain alert and warned of thunderstorms 
today. New Zealand’s WeatherWatch said it looked 
like a cyclone, which will be named Tropical 
Cyclone Tino, would develop fully today or 
tomorrow. The forecaster expected Fiji to take a 
“direct hit” on Friday, before it moved to Tonga. 
“The storm will still be developing as its moves 
through the Fiji area — making it a little hard to 
work out intensity in advance,” a spokesman said.

“But it’s hoped the storm will likely remain at 
the lower level of the intensity scale as it crosses 
land. Therefore, rain and blustery winds will be 
the main concern for all of Fiji.”

Torrential rain, gale-force winds and dangerous 
sea conditions would be the main issues in Tonga 
by the weekend if the tropical cyclone remains on 
its current path, WeatherWatch said.

Some of those gale-force winds also had the 
potential to be damaging.

“The good news is that it is moving through fast 
— so really, the 24 hours of Saturday look wet and 
windy in Tonga. But across Sunday, winds fade 
out, skies dry out and the sun returns.”

The storm is not expected to affect New 
Zealand. WeatherWatch said it may create 
dangerous conditions at eastern beaches. 
“Offshore storms like this have proven deadly in 
New Zealand in recent years,” WeatherWatch said.

The storm is expected to be the closest to our 
shores from Sunday night through to Monday.

“While surfers love these set-ups, we cannot 
stress enough how dangerous offshore storms 
can be for children or weaker swimmers in the 
surf — even if the weather at your beach may be 
stunning, sunny, hot and calm,” the forecaster 
said. — NZ Herald

Person found dead in Sth Akld
AUCKLAND — A person was found dead in the 

south Auckland suburb of Favona in the early 
hours of this morning.

Police confirmed they responded to an incident 
at 2.50am. 

The individual was found deceased in a property 
on Calthorpe Road. 

The circumstances of the death remained 
unclear at the time of going to press this morning 
as police continued to investigate. — Newshub.

PM berated by Oz broadcaster
CANBERRA — Australian broadcaster Steve 

Price has unleashed on Prime Minister Jacinda 
Ardern in a bizarre tirade against her “virtue 
signalling” Australian holiday, scolding her for 
not taking leave in “Hamilton or Canterbury or 
somewhere like that”.

Price, 64, berated Ardern on yesterday’s episode 
of The Project Australia, drawing a strange 
comparison between her trans-Tasman escapade 
and Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison’s 
trip to Hawaii amid the country’s devastating 
bushfires.

Price, who was recently dumped from talkback 
radio station 2GB, kicked off when The Project 
panellists discussed the potential tourism 
benefits of Ardern’s Australian holiday. 

“Why is she not holidaying in New Zealand?  
If you can criticise Scott Morrison for going 
to Hawaii . . . why is she not in Hamilton or 
Canterbury or somewhere like that? What’s she 
doing hanging around Australia?” Price lashed 
out. 

Co-host Peter van Onselen noted that New 
Zealand is not currently in the midst of a national 
crisis.“Stay in your own country and spend 
money in your own place,” Price retorted. 

“Typical virtue signalling Jacinda Ardern. I 
get sick and tired of that woman. Why are we 
not criticising her for not holidaying in her own 
country?”— Newshub.

Kiwis toil: 16-hour days at the fire front

WELLINGTON — The political 
tit for tat between the Labour-led 
government and the National Party 
is being blamed for getting in the 
way of dealing with the root causes 
of New Zealand’s housing crisis.

Recently released figures show 
the waitlist for public housing has 
hit a record high — reaching nearly 
14,500 households.

National is blaming Labour’s 
housing policies for the growing 
waitlist, but Labour says after nine 
years of neglect under National, it 
has delivered more than 3000 state 
housing places since coming to 
power.

However, housing advocates say 
that finger pointing is getting in the 
way of building a solution.

The number of families and 
individuals waiting for public 
housing has more than doubled 
from the roughly 6000 on the list 
shortly after the 2017 election.

The demand is greatest in 
Auckland, along with the East 
Coast, Bay of Plenty, Waikato and 
Canterbury.

Former Christchurch Mayor 
Garry Moore now chairs a group 
of executives in the community 
housing sector.

He said he was sick of the 
political points scoring over the 
housing crisis.

“The political parties say ‘I built 
10 houses and you only built eight’ 
and that’s the level of conversation 
that’s not healthy,” he said.

Mayor Moore said all agencies 
needed to work together to get 
houses built and people living  

in them.
“There are examples from North 

Cape to Bluff of where communities 
are working really, really well 
together — and what we have to do 
is look at it as a system,” he said.

The East Coast is one key area 
that stands out — in data released 
by the Ministry of Housing and 
Urban Development, more than 1400 
were waiting to get into a house.

Flaxmere ward councillor Henare 
O’Keefe said the situation had been 
getting worse and worse, because 
of a lack of policy and action.

“All of the above and I would 
suggest you could add to that a lack 
of empathy and sympathy . . . people 
being negligent,” he said.

He said politics had got in the 
way of the housing crisis and 
houses were not being built fast 
enough.

“I just said to someone the other 
day ‘we build 1000 houses tonight 
— it still wouldn’t be enough’ so the 
short answer to that is no — the 

demand far outweighs the supply,” 
he said.

Community Housing Aotearoa 
vice chief executive Chris Glaudel 
said successive governments had 
failed to properly invest in housing 
for decades and it was now at crisis 
point.

Community Housing Aotearoa is 
an organisation that represents non-
government housing providers.

“At the end of the ‘80s — early 
‘90s — that investment dropped off 
and while we were able to ride on 
that prior generations’ investment 
for a long time — it’s finally caught 
up with us,” Mr Glaudel said.

He said it would not be a quick 
fix either, especially as communities 
grow.

“Developing the necessary 
infrastructure — both the roads and 
the water — but also the community 
infrastructure of schools and 
kindies and things — it takes a lot 
to plan and to put those into place,” 
he said.

Associate Housing Minister Kris 
Faafoi told RNZ in a statement 
that the government has already 
delivered more than 3000 state 
housing places, with another 2500 
to be delivered by June. 

 — RNZ

Politics ‘getting in way of housing crisis’

‘NOT DEALING WITH THE ROOT CAUSES’: Recently 
released figures show the waiting list for public housing has hit 
a record high. File picture

National is blaming 
Labour’s housing 
policies for the growing 
waitlist, but Labour 
says after nine years of 
neglect under National, 
it has delivered more 
than 3000 state housing 
places since coming to 
power.  
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Ryman Care Open Day

Make a visit 
to start a 
conversation.

Talking to a family member about 

care can be diffi  cult. To help start a 

conversation, you’re invited to visit 

our Open Day this Sunday. This is an 

opportunity for you, and your family 

members, to experience the feeling of 

community at Ryman Care, fi rst-hand. 

It’s also a chance to look at the options, 

from the light touch of a serviced 

apartment, to resthome, hospital and 

dementia care.

For 35 years Ryman have been 

pioneering a better way. To start a 

conversation, visit the Care Centre at 

Kiri Te Kanawa Retirement Village this 

Sunday to experience the diff erence 

for yourself.

06 863 3636     rymanhealthcare.co.nz

KIRI TE KANAWA VILLAGE

12 Gwyneth Place, Lytton West, Gisborne

This Sunday, 1pm to 4pm, with a presentation at 2pm.



by Karoline Tuckey, RNZ

WELLINGTON — Parts of 
central Wellington will remain at a 
standstill for months as authorities 
admit they still do not know how 
to fix a key part of a sewerage 
collapse in the central city.

A major sewerage pipe caved in 
just days before Christmas, at the 
corner of Willis and Dixon streets, 
leaving workers pulling long hours 
to stop millions of litres of sewage 
spilling into the harbour.

The work, including containing 
the waste and setting up a 
temporary pipe, has closed 
sections of key roads through the 
city, which remain blocked as the 
city returns from holidays.

However, Wellington Water 
says plans to fix one section will 
not even be drawn up for several 
months.

Exasperation was clear at a 
public meeting last night for people 
affected by the road closures and 
engineering work, who gave a 
crisp “do better” message to the 
agencies involved.

Having asthma and heart trouble, 
Dixon Street resident Cathy Mills 
needed an ambulance, but with 
the road closures paramedics had 
trouble getting to her apartment 
building.

“I rang for the ambulance, they 

were on the line — they were a 
bit stressed out about it, they 
kept calling me back saying ‘the 
ambulance is on the way, the 
ambulance is on the way, how are 
you?’ and I was sitting at the door 
in a real bad way,” she says.

“It’s only from Newtown to my 
place, and my sister can normally 
get me there in 10 minutes — it 
was delayed by a long way. When 
they finally got there they said they 
didn’t realise Dixon Street was 
closed, and they had to Google on 
the map to find a way to get back 
down to where I was.”

“We are left in the dark. Can’t 
council send letters to residents to 
keep them up to date?”

Another man at the meeting 
voiced concern about whether fire 
trucks could face delays if there 
was an emergency.

City GPs practice manager 
Lorraine Wood also says 
ambulances have been delayed 
from reaching them, although 
an alternative route through a 
congested back lane had been 
established.

“We can’t get ambulances and 
other things into our practice, 
which is quite a problem.

“And it makes it hard for patients 
to come and see us, they aren’t 
aware of what’s going on, they find 
they can’t get car parks. It’s hard 

for them to reach us and they’re 
late, our doctors are then finding it 
hard to run to time and that creates 
tensions.

“Our experience with 
communication about this hasn’t 
been fantastic, but we’ve had the 
meeting tonight and we understand 
communication is going to improve, 
so we look forward to that.”

Knit World owner David 
Goldingham said stores behind 
the roadworks were not getting 
foot traffic, and some business 
owners are becoming increasingly 
desperate.

He said an advertising scheme 
was needed, so people knew they 
were open. 

Another business owner at the 
meeting told the agencies staff she 
had been loosing customers.

“People do generally think that 
you’re closed because of this.”

Project director Ian McSherry 
from Wellington Water said the 
difficult and “risky” part of the job 
was decommissioning the original 
collapsed pipe on Dixon Street, 
which could take months before a 
plan could even be drawn up.

Geotechnical work to find out 
more about the ground around the 
collapse is under way, but parts of 
Dixon Street are expected to remain 
behind barriers for some time.

The second half of the job is 

replacing the temporary above-
ground pipe on Willis Street with 
a permanent underground pipe, 
which begun this week. 

This is expected to be 
straightforward and to be done 
within a few months, Mr McSherry 
says.

The new permanent pipe will 
run from the intersection of Willis 
Street and Dixon Street, down Willis 
Street and on to the obsolete State 
Highway 1 offramp at the end of the 
Terrace Tunnel, he said.

While work moves ahead the 
closures in Willis Street will 
progress down the street leaving 
only part of the road closed at any 
one time.

Wellington Water’s Alex van 
Paassen acknowledges there have 
been communication problems.

“With this project — what you 
normally take six, 12 or 24 months 
to do, we’re trying to smash it 
through in two months — so one 
of the consequences of that is that 
stuff that would normally happen in 
sequence is happening together.

“So, we change the fences 
around one day, the emergency 
services driver might not have got 
that update that day.”

But he said new staff had been 
hired to help with this, and regular 
letters updating residents and other 
organisations have begun.

Key roads in capital to be closed for months

by Kristin Edge, Northern Advocate

NORTHLAND — A decision over what to 
do with a dead whale weighing over several 
tonnes and measuring 10m in length should 
be made by iwi in Northland today.

The Bryde’s whale was discovered 
stranded by locals on the beach about 8km 
south of the Baylys Beach entrance, between 
Mahuta and Glinks Gully, yesterday morning.

The whale, initially thought to be a 
humpback but confirmed to be a Bryde’s 
whale by the Department of Conservation 
(DoC), was alive and thrashing around when 
it was found.

West coast resident Michael Ross arrived 
on the beach to find two people pouring water 
over the whale. 

“It was very lively and thrashing about, 
trying to move, but the water was about 100m 
away at the time. It had cuts and bruises on 
it.”

Volunteer firefighters from Te Kopuru and 

Dargaville were called but about half an hour 
after their arrival the whale died.

“It was a bit surreal because it had been so 
lively and then it was gone,” Mr Ross said.

A karakia was delivered by the Kaipara 
District Council’s iwi liaison officer, which 
was very moving, Mr Ross said.

DoC spokeswoman Abi Monteith said 
conservation staff were supporting iwi on 
their wishes for the next steps, which might 
include flensing or burial.

However, the logistics of moving such a 
large mammal combined with the remote 
location would make things a little more 
difficult.

“We don’t have information about the 
cause of death as yet. We may do a necropsy 
or take samples for testing,” Ms Monteith said.

In 2018, a mother and her calf were found 
stranded on Baylys Beach. 

Despite attempts to save the whales the 
mother died and the calf had to be euthanised 
two days later.

Iwi to decide what to do next with gentle giant’s carcass

‘IT’D BEEN SO LIVELY . . . AND THEN IT WAS GONE’: A Bryde’s whale died 
yesterday after stranding near Glinks Gully on Northland’s west coast. 
 Picture by Morgan Rawhiti

WELLINGTON — Water restrictions 
are being put in place around the 
country as the dry summer weather 
begins to bite.

In parts of the Far North, people 
cannot use garden hoses, sprinklers or 
irrigation devices. Water blasting and 
filling swimming pools are banned.

In Wellington, New Plymouth, 
Central Hawke’s Bay, people can only 
use hoses on certain days and times.

Residents in Dunedin and South 
Wairarapa are also being asked to 
save water. Total outdoor water bans 
were triggered this month in Kairakau, 
Waipawa and Otane in central Hawke’s 
Bay after two separate water pipe 
breaks.

The restriction levels were lowered 
after the pipes were fixed, but people 
still could not use sprinklers at all, 
hand held hoses at certain times, and 
private washing of cars or buildings is 
allowed only with a bucket or sponge.

Central Hawke’s Bay District Council 
chief executive Monique Davidson 
said the area was now set at Level 3 
restrictions out of a possible 4.

“Moving to level 3 is around us 
really acknowledging that we’ve had 
an enormous dry period. The river 
levels are very low. We want to manage 
the river levels really carefully and in 
particular our reservoir levels,” she 
said.

Ms Davidson said the public 
had been supportive of the water 
conservation efforts, but that needed 
to be ongoing.

In Northland, rainfall in 2019 was 
the lowest on record and parts of the 
region are on the cusp of a drought.

In the Far North, the district council 
has imposed Level 3 water restrictions 
in Kawakawa and Moerewa as water 
supply drops.

The area’s stream has dropped 
steadily over the last few weeks, 

according to the council.
Niwa meteorologist Seth Carrier 

said the weather across New Zealand 
was going to be settled in the coming 
weeks.

“We’re in a fairly dry stretch 
right now for a vast majority of the 
country and unfortunately it’s going 
to continue into the next week or two. 
As we go through January, we have 
generally high pressure overhead, 
which means not much rainfall.”

Mr Carrier said the driest soils 
were in Hamilton, the Coromandel 
Peninsula, Auckland and Northland.

In Auckland, Watercare said it was 
going to put up a call for people to be 
water-wise next month.

Watercare communications manager 
Rachel Hughes said water use usually 
spikes in January, February and March 
on hot days with people watering the 
garden, kids playing under a sprinkler 
or using the hose pipeline more often.

“It’s not about going without it. 
It’s about cutting down on wastage. 
Just some simple steps you can take, 
like turning off the tap when you’re 
brushing your teeth and spending a 

minute less in the shower,” she said.
Most councils around New Zealand 

have published tips on how to 
conserve water on their websites. 

 — RNZ

Water conservation urged
Parts of NZ on brink of drought, water restrictions being put in place
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Conditions: Buy Resene Premium Paints, Wood Stains, Primers, Sealers, Wallpaper, Decorating 
Accessories and Cleaning Products and get the GST value (15% off the full retail price) off at Resene 
ColorShops and participating resellers. The discount reduction will be calculated on the normal retail 
price OR if you have a Resene DIY Card you can get the Save the GST value sale discount and an 
extra 5% off. Excludes WallPrint, decals, Crown, trade and industrial products, PaintWise levy and 
account sales. Paint offer also available at participating Mitre 10 MEGA, Mitre 10 and Hammer 
Hardware stores. Not available in conjunction with any other offer. Offer ends 29 January 2020.

On Resene Premium Paints, 

Wood Stains, Primers, Sealers, 

Wallpaper, Decorating Accessories 

and Cleaning Products

Come in and see us today 
at your local Resene ColorShop!

Gisborne: 291 Palmerston Rd, (06) 868 4656

350 Childers Rd, (06) 654 0100
or shop online at shop.resene.co.nz



WHAKATANE — Police have 
confirmed they found a man’s body in the 
sea after last month’s deadly Whakaari/
White Island eruption but then lost it in 
an unsuccessful recovery operation.

However, they have described social-
media claims that the body was towed 
on a rope in the water, then lost after the 
police launch ran over it as “offensive”.

Responding to claims in a Facebook 
post by activist Ethan 
Tamaki, police Deputy 
Commissioner Mike 
Clement confirmed to the 
New Zealand Herald that 
the New Zealand Defence 
Force tried to recover the 
body in the water two days 
after the tragedy. 

When this failed, the 
recovery team tried to 
transfer the body to 
the police launch but this was also 
unsuccessful due to sea conditions, he 
said.

A police spokeswoman said Mr 
Tamaki’s claim that the launch ran over 
the body was not true. 

Neither she nor Mr Clement directly 
addressed the claim that the body had 
been towed on a rope.

Mr Clement told media at a press 
conference on December 18 that on the 
day, a body was seen in the water in the 
bay next to the White Island jetty, the 
police launch Deodar couldn’t get close 
enough to recover it.

“Despite our best efforts, we weren’t 
able to get (the body) before it went down 
again. They got very close to the body . . . 
within metres.”

Twenty people died when Whakaari/
White Island erupted while they were 
visiting the volcano on December 9. 

The bodies of two — Kiwi guide 
Hayden Marshall-Inman and teenage 
Australian tourist Winona Langford 
— were washed out to sea and remain 
missing.

Mr Marshall-Inman’s brother, Mark 
Inman, told the New Zealand Herald he 
had contacted police about the claims 
in the Facebook post but had not heard 
back. He did not want to comment until 
he had heard from police.

In the Facebook post, Mr Tamaki wrote 
that “an anonymous and extremely 

reliable source” with the Defence Force 
told him about the unsuccessful recovery 
operation. 

The Defence Force had towed the body 
at the request of the police, Mr Tamaki 
wrote. “The sad truth is they partially 
retrieved a body. As the police vessel 
could not get close to the island, the NZ 
Navy sent out personnel in a small rigid 
hull Navy vessel as they were able to get 

close to the island. After 
some time searching they 
discovered a body.

“They notified the police 
commissioner before they 
were about to retrieve the 
body and to their horror 
were ordered to tow the 
body by rope in the water 
out to the police vessel so 
they could retrieve it.”

Mr Tamaki also wrote 
that when the Navy crew reached safe 
water the police vessel ran over the body 
while attempting to retrieve it. 

The New Zealand Herald contacted the 
Defence Force and was told to contact 
police.

In a statement, Mr Clement said only 
that the Defence Force had attempted 
to recover a body in the water but that, 
when this proved unsuccessful, an 
attempt was made to transfer the body to 
the police launch.

“All efforts were made to recover the 
body, first by Defence Force staff who 
were on a RIB (rigid inflatable boat) and 
when this was unsuccessful an attempt 
was made to transfer the body to the 
police launch; however, due to the sea 
conditions this was also unsuccessful.”

The police spokeswoman said Defence 
staff and police co-ordinated to transfer 
the body to the police launch, so police 
could recover the victim.

The police priority throughout the 
operation was to recover all the victims 
and return them to their loved ones, Mr 
Clement said.

“We are hugely disappointed that we 
have been unable to recover two people. 
I would describe the claims in the 
Facebook post as offensive both to the 
families of the victims and to the police 
and Defence Force staff who worked 
tirelessly during the operation.”

 — NZ Herald

Whakaari body
found in water, 
but then lost

Twenty people died 
when Whakaari/
White Island erupted 
while they were 
visiting the volcano 
on December 9.   

UNSUCCESSFUL RECOVERY OPERATION: A man’s body was found in the sea 
following the Whakaari/White Island eruption but then lost, police have confirmed.

 Pixabay picture
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*Ongoing service costs apply

View by appointment

Contact…

Graham Wake
Freephone: 0800 277 000

Phone: 06 868 3902

Email: graham@beethamvillage.co.nz

Margaret Place, Lytton West

Gisborne 4010 www.beethamvillage.co.nz
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Sunday 27 April 2014, 1.00 – 4.00pm

Serviced Apartment

34 Amanda Place
Corner Apartment, Single 
Bedroom, separate North/East 
– Facing Living Area. Available 
Now 

39 Sqm $209,000*

Serviced Apartment

38 Amanda Place
Single Bedroom, separate 
North/East –Facing Living 
Area. Available Now.

 39 Sqm $205,000*

Chelmsford Villa

8 Beetham Avenue
Refurbished Villa, two 
bedrooms, open-plan dining/
lounge area, window seat, 
Large service court at rear.

127 Sqm $559,000*

Kaka 129 Villa 

10 Beetham Avenue
Refurbished Villa, two 
bedrooms, wet-area shower, 
two toilets, Open-plan dining/
lounge area, window seat, 
private patio.

129 Sqm $619,000*

Chelmsford Villa

3 Beetham Avenue
Villa to be refurbished, two 
bedrooms, two toilets, open-plan 
dining/lounge area, window seat 
overlooking small park, patio 

127 Sqm $619,000*

Villas and serviced 
apartments available

Sunday 27 April 2014, 1.00 – 4.00pm



by Boris Jancic, NZ Herald

WELLINGTON — Wiki Mulholland 
has watched friends die around her since 
her terminal breast cancer diagnosis 18 
months ago.

The mother-of-three often wondered if 
she’d survive long enough to see public 
funding for drugs that could extend life 
for her and thousands of other Kiwi 
women battling the disease.

Today, Government drug-buying agency 
Pharmac will announce it has struck 
a provisional deal to cover the cost of 
Ibrance, a pricey but potentially life-
prolonging treatment Mulholland and 
other women have campaigned for.

It means at least 2000 women could 
begin receiving the drug by as early as 
April. “There have been times where 
it really felt like it was never going to 
happen,” Mulholland said.

“It’s life-changing, it’s just given me so 
much hope.”

Pharmac will now run one final 
consultation on the proposal until the 
end of the month.

If all goes to plan the drug could be in 
patients’ hands from April 1. It will cover 
first- and second-line treatments, making 
New Zealand one of the first countries in 
the world to do so.

About 2000 Kiwis are expected to be 
eligible for Ibrance — the brand name for 
palbociclib — and then up to 950 others 
each year.

With a non-subsidised price of $66,000 
a year for breast-cancer sufferers, many 
women have had to fundraise or borrow 
from family members in a bid to prolong 
their lives.

It is not known how much Pharmac 
will pay for the drug under the proposed 
deal. Pharmac does not disclose how 
much it pays for drugs.

But drug company Pfizer says it will 
now provide the drug free to qualifying 
breast-cancer patients until the subsidy 
comes into force in April.

The Pharmac announcement comes 
at the end of a long public campaign by 
Mulholland and other survivors.

They have marched on Parliament, 
gathered a 34,000-signature petition, 
confronted politicians and told their 
stories over and over in hopes that 
Pharmac would take up the drug — 
which has been publicly funded in 
Australia since last year — and others 
like it.

Mulholland was among a group of 
women who told confronting personal 
stories to a parliamentary select 
committee.

Although she is proud to have made a 
difference for women, she said it should 

not have been so hard.
“It was gut-wrenching to put it on the 

table and share with other people your 
fear about dying and leaving behind your 
family,” Mulholland says.

“It’s quite incredible to think you have 
to live in a country where you have to do 
that.”

Mother of two Krystal Hekau was 
among those who marched to the Beehive 
but never lived to see the fruits of their 
labours.

She died in May, aged 36.
Her husband, Ofa, said he was filled 

with pride.
“Knowing that my wife was behind 

that push, it’s heartening to know it’s 
finally available to the public.”

Hekau was a member of nationwide 
cancer support group Sweet Louise, 
whose ranks have swelled to more than 
700 members since the petition was 
delivered to Parliament in 2018.

Chief executive Philippa Reed said 205 
of the group’s members died last year and 
15 in the past month alone.

“This is really going to make a 
difference. There are so many women 
who will need this and it is a fantastic 
step,” Reed said.

“But it’s a shame that it has taken so 
long.”

Reed and Mulholland want to see 
Pharmac’s budget doubled.

Pharmac, which makes its decisions 
independently of politicians, said in 
September that it was mulling over 
Ibrance and taking offers from other 
suppliers. 

Soon after, the Government gave the 
agency an extra $60 million over two 
years.

Pharmac chief executive Sarah Fitt 
told the NZ Herald the agency had 
spent the time since finding potential 
competitor treatments to be able to 
leverage a better deal. 

“We have to be absolutely sure that the 
next $100m we spend, we are spending it 
on the right medicine,” the Pharmac chief 
said.

“I know that is no consolation to 

patients and their families, because they 
want it now,” she said.

Fitt said consultation should be 
straightforward, but no final decision 
had been made and the agency needed 
to make sure the final eligibility criteria 
was right.

Pfizer Australia and New Zealand 
managing director Melissa McGregor 
said more than 600 Kiwi women were 
diagnosed with advanced breast cancer 
every year.

“Access to targeted treatments like 
Ibrance, which enable New Zealand 
patients to live well and for longer 
without their disease progressing, is 
crucial for people with advanced cancer.”

National Party politicians have 
previously argued New Zealand was the 
victim of “global postcode pricing”, with 
manufacturer Pfizer reportedly charging 
$2000 a month for the drug in Malaysia.

Fitt said the agency was confident it 
had secured a good deal.

Pharmac last year had a budget of just 
over $1 billion.

‘It’s given me so much hope’

TAKEUPANZH



Help for thousands
● 2000women to benefit

immediately

● Nearly 1000 others each year

after that

● 600Kiwis diagnosedwith

advanced breast cancer each year

NZ Herald graphic

Pharmac announces deal to fund breast cancer drug Ibrance

LIFE-CHANGING ANNOUNCEMENT: Five cancer 
groups marched to Parliament in May (above) 
after gathering 34,000 signatures in the hope that 
Pharmac would fund the life-changing breast 
cancer drug Ibrance. Wiki Mulholland (left) says it 
shouldn’t have been so hard to make a change. 
 NZ Herald pictures
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WELLINGTON — New Zealand shares joined 
a global rally as the upcoming preliminary trade 
deal between the US and China underpinned 
optimism about global growth, and revived 
confidence in tech stocks such as Gentrack.

The S&P/NZX 50 Index advanced 81.46 points, 
or 0.7 percent, to 11,625.13. Within the index, 28 
stocks rose, 15 fell and seven were unchanged. 
Turnover was $173.7 million.

Stocks across Asia were largely stronger as 
investors took the US decision to stop calling 
China a currency manipulator as a major step in 
de-escalating tensions between the world’s two 
biggest economies.

Stephen Innes, chief Asia market strategist 
at AxiTrader, said the strengthening Chinese 
yuan was the best gauge of the market’s view 
on US-China trade tensions, and that recent 
appreciation indicated further improvement.

“With the US reversing its decision to brand 

China a currency manipulator, it is a most precise 
and definitive de-escalation of trade tension 
to date and provides a less congested road 
as we pivot to phase two of the broader trade 
agreement,” Innes said in a note.

Tech stocks such as Apple, Microsoft and 
Netflix supported Wall Street’s gain overnight, 
and Australia’s S&P/ASX 200 Index was up 0.7 
percent in afternoon trading, led higher by growth 
stocks.

“The local market’s going up with positive 
leads from Wall Street on the back of more 
optimism about trade,” said Grant Davies, an 
investment adviser at Hamilton Hindin Greene.

Utilities software developer Gentrack led the 
local market higher, up 2.9 percent at $3.94 on 
a volume of 1.4 million shares, well up on its 
90-day average of 162,000 shares. Among other 
software firms, Pushpay Holdings advanced 1.2 
percent to $4.37, Vista Group International rose 

0.3 percent to $3.46 on a volume of 1.7 million, 
Eroad slipped 0.3 percent to $3.19 and Serko was 
down 1 percent at $5.08.

Breathing mask maker Fisher & Paykel 
Healthcare, which was the strongest stock on the 
top 50 index last year, rose 2.2 percent to $21.85.

Spark New Zealand edged up 0.2 percent 
to $4.55 on a volume of 2.3 million shares and 
Chorus increased 0.2 percent to $6.44 after the 
government confirmed the auction parameters 
for the interim 5G radio spectrum. Infratil, which 
owns half of Vodafone New Zealand, increased 
1.7 percent to $5.36.

Metlifecare was the most traded stock on a 
volume of 7.2 million shares, almost 14 times 
its 521,000 average. It rose 0.3 percent to $6.89, 
nudging closer to the $7 takeover price.

Meridian Energy increased 1.8 percent to $5.15 
on a volume of 2.3 million shares.

Of other stocks trading on volumes of more 
than a million shares, Precinct Properties 
New Zealand increased 0.98 percent to $1.865, 
Goodman Property Trust rose 1.8 percent to $2.26 
and Fletcher Building was up 1.5 percent at $5.30.

Of listed bonds trading on volumes of 
more than a million, ANZ Bank New Zealand’s 
September 2020 notes paying annual interest of 
4.03 percent closed at an unchanged yield of 1.46 
percent.

Synlait Milk fell 2 percent to $8.72 in the day’s 
biggest decline, on a volume of 40,000 shares, 
less than its 101,000 average.

A2 Milk fell 1.4 percent to $14.55 and Z Energy 
declined 1.7 percent to $4.52.

Air New Zealand increased 0.5 percent to 
$3.02. Today, chief people officer Jodie King 
announced her departure to take up a role 
at Vodafone. She will leave by the end of the 
financial year in June.

Oceania Healthcare slipped 0.8 percent to 
$1.30. Its chief financial officer Matthew Ward 
announced his resignation today and will finish 
up at the aged care provider at the end of March.

Outside the benchmark index, Truscreen rose 1 
percent to 9.7 cents after the cervical cancer test 
maker said a screening trial in India compared 
well to a pap test trial and was important in 
entering the Indian market. — BusinessDesk

SHAREMARKET YESTERDAY

by Jamie Gray, NZ Herald

WELLINGTON — New Zealand 
has overtaken Australia and the 
United States as the number one 
exporter of food to China, according 
to a report.

The report, from the China 
Chamber of Commerce for Import 
and Export of Foodstuffs, said New 
Zealand’s total food exports to 
China in 2018 were worth US$6.4 
billion ($9.65 billion), of which dairy 
accounted for 62 percent.

In 2017, food imports from New 
Zealand ranked third behind the 
US and Australia. The latest import 
results showed that in 2018, China 
imported food from 185 countries 
and regions valued at US$73.6 billion 
($111.1 billion) — up 19.3 percent on 
the previous year.

The report said food imports from 
Chile grew the fastest, rising three 
places to become the 10th biggest 
supplier of imported food, with year-
on-year growth of 50.2 percent.

Dairy co-op Fonterra — New 
Zealand’s biggest exporter — said 
the data confirmed the imported 
food industry had gained impetus 
in China.

“(We are seeing) the benefits of 
this with the report showing that 
New Zealand dairy imports into 
China in 2018 grew by 15 percent 
to US$4 billion,” Fonterra’s vice-
president Greater China Commercial, 
Paul Washer, said.

Washer said there was strong 
in-market demand from customers 
who were keen to promote the fact 
that their product used protein 
ingredients from the milk of New 
Zealand grass-fed cows.

Fonterra chairman John 
Monaghan said in last year’s annual 
report that the co-op would prioritise 
New Zealand milk, complemented by 
milk components sourced overseas 
only when required. As a result, it 
would start to exit its overseas milk 
pools.

Fonterra has its loss-making 
China Farms division — which it last 
year wrote down by $203m — under 
review.

Latest data from Stats NZ showed 
dairy exports surged late last year.

In November, milk powder exports 
hit $1.1 billion — the highest value of 
milk powder exports for a November 
month since dairy exports peaked 
in 2013.

For the June 2019 year, China 
was New Zealand’s biggest trading 
partner, taking $18.95 billion worth 
of goods. Two-way trade with China 
came to $32.2 billion in that year. 

The second biggest partner was 
Australia which took $14.07 billion 
in exports and had $27.09 billion in 
two-way trade.

NZ pips US to 
be China’s top 
food exporter

AUCKLAND — MediaWorks’ owners have 
struck an unconditional agreement to sell the 
New Zealand headquarters of the radio and 
television network to New Zealanders for $26 
million, delivering a huge cash injection to the 
struggling business.

Michael Anderson, MediaWorks chief 
executive, confirmed the business had reached 
an agreement to sell its properties.

“We had planned to sell the properties by 
April this year and we have been successful 
in achieving that. We have agreed to the 
leaseback of the properties, meaning that 
MediaWorks’ staff will notice no difference 
whatsoever. We’re delighted that we have 
been able to move so quickly and get this deal 
sorted. It is a testament to the hard work 
people have been putting in to make sure that 
MediaWorks continues to operate well,” he 
said.

A network of Auckland business people, who 
already own a number of properties together, 
are understood to have made the successful 
offer. The sale is to multi-millionaire well-
established New Zealanders who have known 
each other for a number of years. 

But it is subject to strict confidentiality 
provisions and those involved could not discuss 
arrangements today.

The group has previously formed limited 
partnership arrangements to hold highly 
valuable Auckland properties, and at least 
one member owns other media properties in a 
sizeable real estate portfolio.

Members have expertise in the real estate 
sector and an established track record 
of successful long-term leases to many 
commercial tenants around the city.

The Eden Terrace MediaWorks’ site has 
a number of buildings and is almost half 
a hectare of fringe CBD land: a 4358sqm 
property in six titles on Flower St and New 
North Rd.

Bayleys now has “sold” on its marketing 
campaign, having run a tender process for 
United States private equity firm Oaktree 
Capital Management, which owns 60 percent 

of MediaWorks and ASX-listed QMS with the 
remaining 40 percent.

The headquarters have a combined floor 
area of 6051sqm and are a five-level office 
building with 48 car parks, a two-level office 
building, a character building, a two-level 
carparking building with 69 car parks and a 
building originally used as a meeting hall or 
church.

The sites have a $25.3m Auckland Council 
valuation, the most valuable building 
being the five-level block at $18.5m. Those 
valuations are based on 2017 assessments.

The properties are 2 Flower St, 3 Flower St, 
40 New North Rd, 44 New North Rd, 46-48 
New North Rd and 52 New North Rd.

On October 18 last year, the business 
revealed plans to sell off the company’s TV 
arm and its properties, leaving staff in “a state 
of shock”, the NZ Herald reported at the time.

If a buyer could not be found quickly, staff 
said then they feared the network could be 
closed by Christmas. But in November, the 
group of Kiwis stepped forward to make their 
successful offer for the property, slightly over 
council valuation.

MediaWorks said then that it planned to 

sell its Flower St building, with a possible 
leaseback option “for a buyer to continue to 
operate television from that location”.

The buyer group could be amenable to 
continuing the current leasing arrangements. 
Bayleys made note of the fact the properties 
were close to the under-construction $4.4 
billion City Rail Link, making the properties 
an extremely attractive long-term investment 
option for buyers with vision.

Commercial or office use is understood to 
be the best and maximum use of the sites, 
with redevelopment a long-term option for the 
wealthy buyers.

An analyst last year estimated MediaWorks’ 
radio business had earnings before interest, 
tax, depreciation and amortisation (ebitda) of 
about $30 million a year, but the TV arm was 
losing about $10m to $15m a year in ebitda.

That meant it was costing about $15m a 
year to keep the TV business going and it had 
become clear it was not possible to get it into 
profitability, despite trying over the past four 
or five years, he said.

Inquiries have been made this morning 
about the property sale to MediaWorks. 

 — NZ Herald

CASH INJECTION: 
MediaWorks’ NZ 
headquarters have 
struck a deal to 
sell the radio and 
television network to 
a group of Auckland 
business people for 
$26 million. 
 File picture

AUCKLAND — Helicopter companies 
Heletranz and Inflite have merged to establish 
a nationwide operation.

The companies say the deal came after 
establishing a long-term relationship.

Owners of Heletranz will have a 25 percent 
stake in Inflite.

The deal will mean there will be 30 aircraft 
— some fixed wing and helicopters — in the 
combined fleet.

Inflite has grown quickly and has a 
fleet of more than 15 aircraft, ranging from 
skydiving fixed-wing planes to Eurocopters 
and corporate planes including a 550 Falcon 
jet with operations concentrated in the South 
Island.

Heletranz Helicopters has an eight-strong 
fleet of single and twin-engine helicopters, 
including the luxury Agusta 109s Grand and 
Bell 427. The fleet will soon expand to 13 
choppers. It pioneered heli-fishing and heli-

dining in the Auckland region with its most 
popular trips to Waiheke.

A director of Heletranz, Sofia Ambler, said 
it would give the company she owns with 
husband John the opportunity to increase its 
presence throughout the country and will set 
up a base in Taupo.

“We’re very excited having bought into 
Inflite. We have worked closely together 
developing a great partnership over the last 
couple of years which has resulted in our 
successful merger. Our biggest focus has 
always been on the experience and Heletranz 
will continue to thrive and plan to expand the 
brand throughout the country.”

She said the bigger company would be 
able to better meet high demand expected 
for the America’s Cup and Apec next year. 
Heletranz clients would now get seamless 
access to choppers in the South Island. 

 — NZ Herald

Heletranz and Inflite merge

MediaWorks HQ sells for $26m

EXPANSION: Heletranz owners say the merger will help it 
meet demand during the America’s Cup.  File picture
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by Lara Vlietstra

AGEING is the lifelong 
process of getting older, and 
the number of older adults is 
increasing faster than ever. 

Ageing itself is not a disease, 
yet Western society treats it 
as one. There’s substantial 
evidence about the many contributions older 
people make to our societies; however, older 
adults are often stereotyped as dependent, frail 
or a burden, and they are discriminated against 
on the grounds of age (“ageism”).

The Ministry of Social Development named 10 
positive ageing indicators in 2007. One of these 
is “attitudes”, where the desired outcome is: 
“New Zealanders have positive attitudes towards 
ageing and older people. Ageing is viewed as a 
positive experience by older people themselves, 
and others value and respect older people and 
encourage their contributions.”

So, it’s time for a change in our attitudes, 
preconceptions, assumptions and expectations 
about ageing. It’s time for millennials to start a 
countermovement. 

WHEN AND WHY DID WE GET A BAD
ATTITUDE TOWARDS AGEING?
Over time there has been a change from a 

“traditional” society, where older adults were 
honoured and respected, to one that views 
ageing as negative and where stereotyping older 
people has become primitive and automatic. 

Todd Nelson described that low fertility during 
the Depression years of the 1930s and the 
ongoing improvement in life expectancy marked 
the start of the ageing population. Western 
society was not prepared to deal with this new 
large population of older adults, which has led 
to an association between old age and negative 
qualities that has persisted and even increased. 

Meanwhile, Professor Mason Durie and Dr 
William Edwards describe that Maori society 
has a more positive attitude towards ageing. 
Although the Maori population is youthful 
compared to the overall New Zealand population, 
Maori positive ageing is not only concerned with 
older Maori people. Dr Edwards explains that it 
is about Maori of all ages adopting a proactive 
ageing process that is planful, enables resilience 
to life’s challenges, and allows all Maori to 
equitably share the benefits of society. 

IF WE’RE LUCKY, WE ALL GET OLDER.
Ageism has been called the ultimate prejudice 

and compared to the other “isms” (like racism 
and sexism), anyone may eventually become a 
target. Ageism is relatively new compared to the 
other isms, and was coined less than 50 years 
ago by Robert Butler. Nevertheless, Melissa 
Ditmann says negative attitudes towards ageing 
are already deeply rooted and widespread in 
modern societies, from as young as pre-school 
aged children. She notes that employees 
over age 40 are sometimes considered “old” 
and not offered the same training, promotion 
opportunities and pay as younger colleagues. 
Erdman Palmore’s survey showed that more than 
75 percent of over-60s had experienced one or 
more incidents of ageism, with 58 percent saying, 
“I was told a joke that pokes fun at old people.”

AGEING ISN’T AS BAD AS WE THINK
But this “getting old is bad” message is just 

not true. For example, at least 95 percent of 
older adults do not fit the stereotypes of being 
helpless and sick. And Anne Tergesen said while 
29 percent of people thought that when you get 
older you won’t be needed, only 9 percent of 
older adults experienced this feeling.

Encouragingly, Tergesen’s research indicates 
that emotional wellbeing improves until the 
70s. Older adults reported better marriages and 
friendships, less conflict and closer social ties 
with members of their social networks than 
younger adults. And they had more energy, were 
more motivated and managed their economic 
lives better than their younger counterparts.

A SELF-FULFILLING PROPHECY? 
Assumptions and expectations around ageing 

could also potentially destroy one’s own future. 
Compared to positive attitudes towards ageing, 
negative attitudes have an almost three times 
stronger effect on the physical and mental 
performance of older individuals. 

Stereotypes of ageing are pervasive, and 
influence: how older adults see themselves 
and others; their cognitive and physical 
performances; their ability to recover from 
disease; their health-seeking behaviours; how 
they are treated by others and society as a whole. 

NEGATIVE STEREOTYPES CAN KILL
Becca Levy’s longitudinal study of 660 people 

50 years and older found that those with more 
positive self-perceptions of ageing lived 7.5 years 
longer than those with negative self-perceptions 

of ageing. Meanwhile, positive stereotyping 
of ageing tends to improve performances like 
memory, writing skills and walking ability. 
Positive stereotyping could therefore have a 
major role in healthy and positive ageing. 

A kaumatuatanga study commissioned by 
Te Pou Matakana stated that older Maori listed 
thinking positively as one of the things that 
contributed to wellbeing. Maori positive ageing 
begins early in life and proceeds through to its 
end. Older people are highly valued members 
of Maori society, and Dr Edwards explains that 
engagement with te ao Maori facilitates a positive 
old age for individuals while also strengthening 
Maori society. So it is mutually beneficial.

WHEN IS THE BEST TIME TO START THINKING
ABOUT HEALTHY AND POSITIVE AGEING?
The body reaches its muscle and bone mass 

peak around the age of 30, so this marks a great 
time to start thinking about healthy ageing. 

Millennials, the first of whom were born in 
1981, have great potential for rejecting ageism 
and promoting positive attitudes. They grew up 
in an electronics-filled and increasingly online 
and socially-networked world. As the most 
ethnically diverse generation, millennials tend 
to be confident, tolerant of difference and open-
minded, and want to stay true to who they are, 
their values and individuality. More importantly, 
they are more optimistic about their future than 
other generations, although they will probably be 
less economically successful.

As only 25 percent of the diversity in human 
longevity is explained by genetic factors and the 
other 75 percent is largely environmental, it is time 
that millennials take control over their own future. 
At age 30, people should begin to think about 
how to age positively and healthfully. We should 
all work towards a Maori view of ageing well. 
A survey of 397 “culturally conservative” older 
Maori found that being considered a kaumatua or 
elder is more about role and function than about 
age itself. We must understand that ageing is not 
as bad as we might think.

Millennials have all the right characteristics to 
turn the tide on ageism. Let’s start now by fully 
embracing older people — after all, if we’re lucky, 
one day we’ll get to be old and will benefit from 
it too. 
n Lara is a PhD candidate in the Department 

of Medicine and School of Physiotherapy, 
University of Otago.

Ageism: Can we turn the tide?EDITORIAL

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, ONLINE COMMENTS

In her introduction to the interim 
NZ Health and Disability System 
Review published in September, 
chair Heather Simpson notes that 
almost 8.5 percent of the country’s 
entire workforce is employed in 
some form in the health sector, 
“a huge network of interrelated 
organisations, each of which is 
committed to providing quality care 
or services to their customers”.

The expert review panel 
recognised that “the complexity of 
the system, and the difficulty this 
causes for people to navigate it . . . 
is often at the heart of individuals’ 
and organisations’ dissatisfaction 
with the way the system performs”.

Also, “The reality . . . is that, 
despite the commitment and good 
intentions of most of those working 
in it, the current system is not 
performing equally with respect 
to all New Zealanders” — most 
significantly for Maori, despite te 
Tiriti o Waitangi guaranteeing full 
rights and benefits as citizens.

While the panel had seen many 
great examples of professionals 
working together to achieve real 
progress, and rural communities 
demonstrating flexibility and 
cohesiveness that could be a model 
for the rest of the system, “we have 
also seen many examples where the 
system continues with practices that 
the evidence no longer supports. We 
see communities and whanau facing 
a system that looms as a confusing 
monolith, telling people what is good 
for them, rather than a system that 
works with them to improve their 
overall wellbeing in ways designed 
for them, not for the system. And 
we have seen rural communities 
forced to make do with a level of 
service accessibility that is simply 
unacceptable”.

“When we project forward 
and consider the demographic, 
technological, societal, cultural, 
and environmental changes that 
are rapidly overtaking us, it is 
clear there are challenges ahead. 
Continuing with the current model 
of care, based largely on a Western 
medical model, employing more 
and more medically qualified staff 
focused on treating illness, rather 
than promoting wellness, will not 
only be ineffective in achieving the 
equitable outcomes we desire, it will 
not be sustainable. The numbers of 
staff required will not be available 
and the cost would be prohibitive.”

Ms Simpson said the 312-page 
interim report was a reality check 
on where the system was at, and 
made no recommendations. Phase 
two, due out in March, was focused 
on building details of the significant 
changes needed to achieve a more 
equitable and sustainable health 
and disability system; including 
further consultation with the sector 
on specific proposals.

■  The maximum length for letters is 350 words.
■  Anyone can write a column, 600 words maximum, but a photo is required.
■  Always include full name and contact details.
■  If you use a nom de plume, there is a higher bar for acceptability.
■  Letters may be edited for clarity, length or legal reasons.

editor@gisborneherald.co.nz   

A reality check

On November 11, 2019 a 
healthcare assistant parked 
a laundry bag trolley outside 
my room in ward 8 at 5.15pm. 
She emptied the yellow hazard 
waste bag into the white 
bag on the trolley. I asked 
her what she was doing. She 
pulled a brown paper rubbish 
sack from the laundry bag and 
said the yellow plastic bags 
were getting too expensive 
so she was transferring them 
into brown bags, and other 
areas were doing the same. 

I am concerned that 
hazardous waste is going 
into landfill somewhere 
when it should be dealt with 
separately and incinerated — 
that is where the cost is for 

the hospital. It seems to me 
that the certain parties at the 
hospital have found a way to 
save money and are not caring 
where they are dumping 
hazardous waste.

PHILIP DERBYSHIRE

Footnote response:
Hauora Tairawhiti has procedures 

in place for managing the disposal 
of hazardous waste, which are 
regularly monitored. These 
procedures are regularly reviewed in 
line with current standards. 

Hauora Tairawhiti does not 
dispose of hazardous waste in 
landfill. Hauora Tairawhiti is happy 
to discuss directly with the writer of 
the letter.

Hospital waste concern

Re: On local climate 
actions, Jan 14 comments.

So Bob, I need to get 
this crystal clear. Do you 
accept that there is nothing 
practical that we can do in 
this district that will halt 
climate change?

G.R. WEBB

As stated previously, today’s 
effects are to a large degree from 
last century’s emissions. 

It is our practical duty to future 
generations to do all we can to 
“ameliorate the effects of climate 
change” now, Gordon.

BOB HUGHES

Much bigger than district

Re: Mylotto not the answer, 
January 14th letter.

Dana, you can withdraw 
money from your MyLotto 

account as long as there is 
more then $10 in there.

MyLOTTO USER

A $10 MyLotto minimum
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TEHRAN — Iran said on Tuesday 
that authorities have made arrests for 
the accidental shootdown of a Ukrainian 
passenger plane, which killed all 176 
people on board and set off protests in 
the country demanding accountability 
after officials initially concealed the 
cause of the crash. 

Iran’s Judiciary spokesman 
Gholamhossein Esmaili said “some 
individuals” were arrested after 
“extensive investigations”. 

His statement on the judiciary’s 
website did not say how many people had 
been detained or name those arrested. 

Iran at first dismissed allegations 
that a missile had brought down the 
plane, but in the face of mounting 
evidence officials acknowledged on 
Saturday — three days after — that its 
Revolutionary Guard had shot down the 
plane by mistake as the force braced for 
a possible military confrontation with the 
United States. The plane, en route from 
Tehran to the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv, 

was carrying 167 passengers and nine 
crew members from several countries, 
including 82 Iranians and 57 Canadians, 
many of whom were Iranians with dual 
citizenship. There were several children 
among the passengers, including an 
infant.

Iran’s president on Tuesday called for 
a special court with “a ranking judge 
and dozens of experts” to be set up to 
probe the incident. “The responsibility 
falls on more than just one person,” 
President Hassan Rouhani said in a 
televised speech, adding that those found 
culpable “should be punished.” “There 
are others, too, and I want that this issue 
is expressed honestly,” he said, without 
elaborating. 

Rouhani called the incident “a painful 
and unforgivable” mistake and promised 
that his administration would pursue the 
case “by all means.” 

“This is not an ordinary case. The 
entire world will be watching this court,” 
he said. — AP

Arrests announced over Ukrainian airliner downing

BAGHDAD — Young Iraqis who drove mass 
protests demanding sweeping political reforms are 
worried that the conflict between the US and Iran, 
which is playing out in part on Iraqi soil, is killing 
their momentum.

Even before the US drone attack that killed Iranian 
General Qassem Soleimani, the 4-month-old protests 
against government corruption, poor services and 
rising Iranian influence in state affairs were beset 
by internal divisions. A violent security crackdown 
heightened tensions, leading to hundreds of deaths 
and thousands of injuries as well as targeted killings 
of sympathisers. 

And in the stormy aftermath of the US drone 
strike that also killed top Iraqi militia commander 
Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis, avoiding another war in 
Iraq became a top priority for state officials as they 
scrambled to contain hostilities between Washington 
and Tehran. “We are afraid that the uprising is being 
forgotten and officials are focusing on things we don’t 
want, not our main goals,” said Noor, an activist in 
Baghdad’s Tahrir Square who asked to be identified 
only by her first name, fearing reprisal, like all other 
protesters interviewed for this story. 

“On the other hand, we are trying to be calm and 
keep people on the street to make the point that we 
are not with the Americans or the Iranians. We are 
with Iraq.”  There are hopeful signs as Iran and the 

US appeared to back down — at least in the short 
term — after Tehran retaliated for Soleimani’s killing 
by firing missiles at two Iraqi bases housing American 

troops. No one was seriously injured and Iran was 
unexpectedly forced to shift gears to manage the 
fallout from its accidental downing of a Ukrainian 
airliner filled with Iranians. 

Nevertheless, the issue of US troop withdrawal in 
response to the attack that killed Soleimani minutes 
after he landed at Baghdad airport has monopolised 
Iraqi politics, with caretaker Prime Minister Adel 
Abdul-Mahdi openly calling for their ouster. 

“Everyone is busy with America and Iran, but we 
are still facing attacks on the street,” said Zaid, a 
protester in Baghdad. “Now we’ve become an easy goal 
for the militias; they can harm us because no one is 
focusing on them.” 

The rejection of Iranian influence over Iraqi state 
affairs was a core component of the protest movement 
and demonstrators fear that as tensions between 
Tehran and Washington ease, Iranian-backed militias 
will turn on them for vengeance. 

The protests began October 1, when thousands 
took to the streets in Baghdad and in the country’s 
predominantly Shiite south. Since then, about 500 
people have been killed, most of them shot by security 
forces who also used tear gas to disperse crowds.

“Protesters are certainly more afraid now than they 
were a few weeks ago but at the same time they want 
to maintain their ground,” said Ruba Ali Hassan, a 
researcher at York University in Toronto. — AP

Iraq protests caught in the middle as US-Iran tension mounts

BRUSSELS — Britain, France and 
Germany on Tuesday ratcheted up 
pressure on Iran to stop violating its 
landmark nuclear deal in a last-ditch 
effort to resolve their differences 
through talks while also starting 
a process that could bring back 
punishing UN sanctions on Tehran.

The three European Union countries 
are being pressed on one side by US 
President Donald Trump to abandon 
the agreement like he did unilaterally in 
2018, and on the other side from Iran to 
provide enough economic incentives 
for them to roll back their violations.

Now, the Europeans have 
reluctantly triggered the accord’s 
dispute mechanism to force Iran into 
discussions, starting the clock on 
a process that could result in the 
“snapback” of UN and EU sanctions 
on Iran.

The three nations specifically 
avoided threatening the sanctions 
while emphasising hopes for a 
negotiated resolution. They held off 
their announcement until tensions 
between the US and Iran had calmed 

down after the January 3 killing of an 
Iranian general in an American drone 
strike so their intent would not be 
misinterpreted. 

“Our goal is clear: We want to 
preserve the accord and come to 
a diplomatic solution within the 
agreement,” German Foreign Minister 
Heiko Maas said in a statement. 
“We will tackle this together with all 
partners in the agreement. We call on 
Iran to participate constructively in 
the negotiation process that is now 
beginning.”

Iran’s Foreign Ministry warned of a 
“serious and strong response” to the 
European move. But at the same time, 
ministry spokesman Abbas Mousavi 
held out an olive branch, saying his 
country was “fully ready to answer 
any good will and constructive effort” 
that preserves the nuclear deal, Iran’s 
official IRNA news agency reported.

The accord, which Iran signed with 
the US, Britain, Germany, France, 
China and Russia in 2015, has been 
unravelling since Trump pulled 
Washington out in 2018 and reinstated 

sanctions designed to cripple the 
Islamic Republic under what the 
US called a “maximum pressure” 
campaign.  

The Europeans felt compelled to act, 
despite objections from Russia and 
China, because every violation of the 
deal reduces the so-called “breakout 
time” Iran needs to produce a nuclear 
bomb, Britain’s Foreign Secretary 
Dominic Raab told Parliament. “Each 
of these actions were individually 
serious,” Raab said. “Together, they 
now raise acute concerns about Iran’s 
nuclear ambitions.” Iran insists it is not 
seeking an atomic weapon. 

Trump said the deal should be 
renegotiated because it didn’t address 
Iran’s ballistic missile program or its 
involvement in regional conflicts, and 
reimposed US sanctions that have left 
Iran’s economy reeling. To pressure 
the remaining signatories to provide 
enough economic incentives to offset 
the US sanctions, Iran last year began 
violating its limitations in stages.

Throughout, it has announced the 
violations publicly and continued to 

allow inspectors from the International 
Atomic Energy Agency into its 
facilities. 

Following the drone strike in Iraq 
that killed Revolutionary Guard General 
Qassem Soleimani, Iran announced 
what it said was its fifth and final step 
in violating the deal, saying it would 
no longer abide by any limitation to its 
enrichment activities.

That left the Europeans “with no 

choice” but to invoke the dispute 
mechanism, Raab told Parliament.

Raab told Britain’s Parliament that 
“the government in Iran has a choice.” 

“The regime can take the steps to 
de-escalate tensions and adhere to 
the basic rules of international law. Or 
sink deeper and deeper into political 
and economic isolation,” he said. “We 
urge Iran to work with us to save the 
deal.” — AP

Iran nuclear deal: EU powers 
trigger dispute mechanism

DREADFUL CRASH: Rouhani called the incident “a painful and unforgivable” mistake 
and promised that his administration would pursue the case “by all means.”  
 AP picture

DEAL-UNDEAL: 
Iran’s Foreign 
Ministry warned 
of a “serious and 
strong response” 
to the European 
move.  AP picture

ECLIPSING PROTESTS: The protests began October 
1, when thousands took to the streets in Baghdad and 
in the country’s predominantly Shiite south.  AP picture
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WASHINGTON — The US sent home 
21 Saudi military students following an 
investigation into a deadly shooting last 
month by one of their fellow trainees 
at the Pensacola Naval Air Station, an 
attack that Attorney General William 
Barr said was an act of terrorism driven 
by some of the same motivations of the 
September 11 plot. 

The trainees who were removed had 
jihadist or anti-American sentiments 
on social media pages or had “contact 
with child pornography,” including in 
internet chat rooms, officials said. The 
December 6 shooting at the base in 
Pensacola in which Saudi Air Force 
officer Mohammed Alshamrani killed 
three US sailors and injured eight 
other people focused public attention 
on the presence of foreign students in 
American military training programs and 
exposed shortcomings in the screening 
of cadets. Monday’s resolution singled 
out misconduct by individual students 
but also allows for continued training of 
pilots from Saudi Arabia, an important 
ally in the Middle East. 

“The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
gave complete and total support for 
our counter-terrorism investigation, 

and ordered all Saudi trainees to fully 
cooperate,” Barr said. “This assistance 
was critical to helping the FBI determine 
whether anyone assisted the shooter in 
the attack.”

Barr said the kingdom has agreed 
to review the conduct of all 21 to see 
if they should face military discipline 
and to send back anyone the US later 
determines should face charges. 

On the morning of December 6, the 
gunman walked into a building on the 
grounds of the Navy base and shot his 
victims “in cold blood” as Marines who 
heard the gunfire from outside yanked a 
fire extinguisher off the wall and rushed 
to confront him. He was ultimately 
killed by a sheriff’s deputy during the 
rampage. The gunman shot at a photo 
of President Donald Trump and another 
former US president and witnesses 
reported he was making statements 
“critical of American military actions 
overseas” during the attack, FBI Deputy 
Director David Bowdich said. 

Navy Capt. Brook DeWalt, a Pentagon 
spokesman, said on Monday that 
Defence Secretary Mark Esper has the 
results of the vetting review and the 
department will release appropriate 

information in the near future. 
Twelve of the trainees who were 

removed were assigned to the base 
in Pensacola and nine others were 
assigned to Air Force bases in the 
US, including in Mississippi, Texas 
and Oklahoma, a senior Justice 
Department official said. The trainees 
were all removed from the US on a 
Saudi government aircraft on Monday, 
the official said. Of the 21 sent home, 
17 had social media containing jihadi or 
anti-American content. Fifteen had some 
kind of contact with child pornography. 
One of the trainees had possessed over 
100 images of child pornography and 
had searched for the material but the US 
attorney’s office determined there wasn’t 
enough evidence to warrant federal 
prosecution.

In a statement, the Saudi embassy 
called the shooter a “disturbed and 
radicalised” individual who acted alone 
and who does not represent the values 
of Saudi Arabia or the hundreds of 
thousands of Saudis who have lived 
and studied in the US over the decades. 
It said it had cooperated with the 
investigation and would continue to do 
so. — AP

US ousts 21 Saudi cadets after shooting probe

LONDON — When accomplished, 
glamorous American actress Meghan 
Markle married Prince Harry in 2018, 
she was hailed as a breath of fresh air 
for Britain’s fusty royal family. That 
honeymoon didn’t last. 

Now the couple wants independence, 
saying the pressure of life as full-time 
royals is unbearable. And a debate is 
raging: Did racism drive Meghan away?

When Prince Harry, who is sixth in line 
to the throne, began dating the “Suits” 
actress — daughter of a white father and 
African American mother — the media 
called it a sign that Britain had entered a 
“post-racial” era in which skin colour and 
background no longer mattered, even to 
the royal family.

UK Labour Party lawmaker Clive 
Lewis, who like Meghan has biracial 
heritage, says the royal rift shows 
that Britain still has a problem with 
“structural racism.” “We can see it with 
Meghan Markle and the way that she’s 

been treated in the media — we know 
that this is a reality of the 21st century, 
still,” Lewis told Sky News. 

Frederick W. Gooding, an assistant 
professor of African American studies at 
Texas Christian University in Fort Worth, 
Texas, said it would be “disingenuous” 
to claim race had not been a factor in 
Meghan’s treatment. “She was always 
going to be an outsider,” he said. “There 
was always going to be this barrier 
because of her race.”

“From the start, some in the media 
wrote about Meghan using racially 
loaded terms. One tabloid columnist 
referred to her “exotic” DNA. 

A Daily Mail headline described her 
Los Angeles roots as “(almost) straight 
outta Compton” and claimed she came 
from a “gang-scarred” neighbourhood. A 
TV host described Meghan as “uppity.” 

Meghan was criticised for everything 
from eating avocados — which the Daily 
Mail claimed fuel “human rights abuses, 

drought and murder” — to wearing dark 
nail polish, apparently an etiquette faux 
pas. Morgan Jerkins, a senior editor at 
Zora, a Medium.com site for women of 
colour, said that because Meghan was 
“an outsider, culturally, racially, and 
socio-economically, she has been the royal 
family’s scapegoat.”

Others point out that Meghan is 
hardly the first royal to get a rough ride 
in the media. The press and the royal 
family have an intense and often toxic 
relationship going back decades. Harry’s 
mother, Princess Diana, was snapped by 
paparazzi wherever she went. When she 
and Prince Charles admitted that their 
marriage was in trouble, her private life 
became public property.

British Home Secretary Priti Patel 
denied Meghan has suffered from racist 
media coverage. But others say the 
media double standard Meghan faced is 
evidence that talk of “post-racial” Britain 
is wildly premature. — AP

Questions of racism still linger 
after high-stakes royal summit

SRINAGAR, India — At least six 
Indian soldiers and six civilians 
were killed in five separate 
avalanches in the Himalayan 
region of Kashmir, officials said 
on Tuesday.

Army spokesman Col. Rajesh 
Kalia said three separate 
avalanches hit three frontier Indian 
army and paramilitary posts in 
the past 24 hours along the highly 
militarised line of control that 
divides disputed Kashmir between 
India and Pakistan. Five soldiers 
were buried under snow when the 
post was hit by an avalanche on 
Monday night in northern Kashmir.

Kalia said four soldiers died 
while one was rescued and 
was stable at a hospital. In two 
separate avalanches in north 
western Kashmir an army and a 
paramilitary soldier were killed on 
Tuesday, he said.

Also badly affected by heavy 
snowfall was the Kashmir valley 
where six people died because of 

avalanches. Baseer Khan, a civil 
administrator, said nine people 
were swept by an avalanche on 
Monday in eastern Kangan area. 

For the past two days the 
Himalayan region has witnessed 
heavy snowfall resulting in 
a series of avalanches and 
landslides. Electricity lines were 
damaged and many roads were 
buried under snow, affecting daily 
life, Khan said. 

Avalanches and landslides are 
common in mountainous Kashmir, 
which is divided between India 
and Pakistan and claimed by both 
in its entirety. They have caused 
some of the heaviest death tolls 
for the Indian and Pakistani 
armies in the region.

In 2017, at least 20 Indian 
soldiers were killed in three 
avalanches, and in 2012, a 
massive avalanche in Pakistan-
controlled Kashmir killed 140 
people, including 129 Pakistani 
soldiers. — AP

Six soldiers among 12 killed as 
avalanches hit Kashmir: Officials

TAGAYTAY, Philippines — A volcano 
near the Philippine capital spewed lava 
into the sky and trembled constantly 
on Tuesday, possibly portending a 
bigger and more dangerous eruption, 
as tens of thousands of people fled 
villages darkened and blanketed by 
heavy ash.

The volcano was spurting fountains 
of red-hot lava 800 metres (half a mile) 
into the sky, and the massive column of 
ash and volcanic debris at times lit up 
with streaks of lightning.

The alert level since the eruption 
began on Sunday has been 4, 
indicating a hazardous eruption is 
possible in hours to days. Level 5, the 
highest, means such an eruption is 
underway.

The Philippine institute said about 
50 volcanic earthquakes were detected 
over eight hours on Tuesday, indicating 
rising magma. It also warned that 
heavy and prolonged ash fall was 
possible in nearby villages.

“The speed in the rise of magma is 
important (in determining) when the 
volcano will have a strong eruption 
and if it will slow down and freeze,” 

said Renato Solidum, who heads 
the institute. “As of now, we don’t 
see activities slowing down and the 
earthquakes still continue.”

More than 38,000 people have been 
relocated so far to over 200 evacuation 
centres, UN spokesman Stephane 
Dujarric said in New York.

More than 500 international and 
domestic flights were cancelled or 
delayed due to the overnight airport 
closure, affecting about 80,000 
passengers, airport manager Ed 
Monreal told The Associated Press.

President Rodrigo Duterte visited 
hard-hit Batangas, which has been 
declared a calamity zone for faster 
disbursement of emergency funds. 
Accompanied by top disaster-response 
officials and Cabinet members, he 
promised the national government 
would help with the cleanup and 
reconstruction of the devastated 
province once the eruption ends.

At least six people have been taken 
to a hospital in Tagaytay city in Cavite 
due to respiratory ailments caused by 
the ash, Health Secretary Francisco 
Duque III said.  — AP

Philippine volcano trembles more, spews lava half-mile high

DEVASTATING FOUNTAIN: More than 500 international and domestic flights were 
cancelled or delayed due to the overnight airport closure, affecting about 80,000 
passengers.  AP picture

ROYAL TRANSITION: Meghan was 
criticised for everything from eating 
avocados to wearing dark nail polish.  
 AP picture
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SQUASH EXPORTS: The first of the 
Gisborne squash crop to be exported 
from Gisborne by sea will swing over 
the Eastland Port wharf from Sunday, 
onto the freighter Pacific Magnolia. 
The ship will take some 2000 units 
of squash, bound for markets in 
Japan and South Korea. The cargo 
is currently being packed by Four 
Seasons and Coxco. It was expected 
the ship would be in port 3-4 days. 
Four further squash shipments are 
scheduled. The Solent Star calls on 
February 4 and March 17, the Atlantic 
Erica on February 18 and the Pacific 
Mermaid on March 6.  
 Picture by Liam Clayton 

BEEF and Lamb New 
Zealand (B+LNZ) encourages 
and supports farmers to 
work together at a significant 
scale through its Catchment 
Community Group (CCG) 
programme, a key component of 
its Environmental Strategy.

The strategy aims to deliver 
the B+LNZ vision of profitable 
farmers, thriving farming 
communities, valued by all New 
Zealanders.

“As part of our commitment 
to the environment, we have 
significantly lifted our support 
for catchment communities 
around the country, producing 
resources to help community 
groups get started and make 
rapid progress,” said B+LNZ 
Environment Capability Manager 
Richard Parkes.

He has travelled New Zealand 

and seen first-hand the value 
CCG’s are adding to their 
communities, farms and the 
environment. “The formation of 
catchment community groups is 
best described as a movement 
sweeping the country, led by our 
farmers and is driven to a large 
extent by farmer desire to be 
master of their own destiny.

“The Catchment Community 
Group Programme is designed to 
enable and support farmers and 
farming communities — it is not 
just about leading farmers but 
leading catchment communities.” 
B+LNZ supports CCG’s through 
providing several resources to 
help make the most of working 
in a catchment community group 
for the future of the catchment 
and community.

Richard said B+LNZ was 
investing in the capability of 

farming communities. “We 
are building the capability of 
those working with catchment 
groups, this will support groups 
to develop comprehensive 
catchment action plans.

“We have also developed a 
workshop that will help groups 
establish a comprehensive 
Catchment Action Plan. 

“Reach out to your extension 
manager for more information,” 
Mr Parkes said. “As part of our 
Environmental Strategy we are 
working with the Ministry for 
the Environment on several 
projects which has resulted in 
the formation of new catchment 
groups.

“We will continue supporting 
the establishment and work of 
more Catchment Communities 
and sharing their stories 
publicly.”

B+LNZ’s help for farmer-led group

LOOK AT ME: Who says sheep haven’t got a mind of their own? Ross Buscke did a great job of photographing the outstanding Puketoro stock sale last week for 
the McNeil family and for The Herald. One of his shots was of this ewe obviously trying quite a bit harder than the mob below her to get noticed (pictured at left). It 
was pretty crowded in the pen after all, but talk about taking the high ground. She certainly did her best to stand out from the crowd. Hats off to the other “workers” 
at the sale too (pictured at right). Well done Roscko!                                                                 Picture by Ross Buscke      

CATCHMENT ACTION: Beef and Lamb NZ continues to foster the creation of 
Catchment Community Groups as part of its Environmental Strategy and its vision 
for profitable farmers and thriving farming communities that are valued by all New 
Zealanders.                                          File picture 
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*Offer ends 31/3/20 or while stocks last. 
Offer only available at participating Polaris Dealers. 
Not valid with any other offer. Excludes fl eet clients. 
Terms, conditions, limits and exclusions apply. +
Finance offer is only available on selected models. 
GST registered customers only. 24-month term contract. 
20% Deposit required. Fees and conditions apply 
(normal lending criteria applies) Finance is provided by Polaris Finance, 
a program operated by De Lage Landen Limited Company No 135515.

0800 220 426

www.mccannics.co.nz
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$18,995 INC GST

FARM PACK INCLUDES:
FREE ROOF + GLASS SCREEN + REAR POLY PANEL + TOW HITCH

$18,995
FREE FARM PACK 

1.99% FINANCE+
PLUS

PLUS$18,995
570 HEAVY DUTYGOAT BUYER

BUYING ALL GOATS
ALL YEAR ROUND

Prompt pickup & payment

Experienced musterers can be arranged

Contact Brian Hutchings 022 069 5212
briansplace1@hotmail.com 2
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 AgriHQ

MARKET REPORT 
Week beginning January 13

LAMB

With the Chinese market losing its 
dominance, some of the slack was picked 
up by European markets in December, 
taking a third of NZ’s lamb, though 
the UK was still 15 percent weaker 
than what was already historically low 
volumes in December 2018. Frozen leg 
prices have strengthened over the break 
with chilled Easter orders diverting 
product out of the frozen market. 
Negotiations for Easter chilled orders 
are looking encouraging. Export volumes 
to the US were close to historical trends 
in December. In 2018 they were much 
more active than usual (taking around 
10 percent of our lamb in Nov/Dec) but 
this fell back to 7 percent in the backend 
of 2019. US French rack prices have 
softened 10c.kg to trade at US$10.10/kg.

BEEF

An early Chinese New Year and 
action from the Chinese government to 
artificially depress protein retail prices 
during the festive season has driven 
Chinese traders out of the market. The 
underlying protein shortage in China 
has not been resolved, however, so this 
market might show some recovery in 
early February when the Chinese New 
Year festivities are over. With China 
out of the market, US customers are 
making full use of the opportunity to put 
pressure on the NZ manufacturing beef 
prices. The 95CL dropped to US$2.42/
lb last week. This is a far cry from the 
US$3.20/lb levels achieved at the end of 
November, but still US30c/lb ahead of 
usual levels for this time of the year. The 
90CL product is trading for US$2.20/lb, 
but NZ exporters have very little of this 
on hand which is normal for this time of 
year. 

VENISON

The European market for venison is 
not looking flash and prices are likely 
to remain somewhat depressed over 
the upcoming year. Sales were below 
expectations in pre-Christmas sales. 
However sales In the US are continuing 
to go well. The Chinese market is 
developing but is still currently small, 
accounting for 7.3 percent of exports in 
the August — October period. Average 
export value for November was $16.47/kg, 
down from $17.78/kg in October and 21 
percent lower than November last year. 
This has been reflected in the schedule 
prices which have been lower than last 
season. The pet food market boom has 
effectively been and gone with the prices 
seen in this period not likely in the near 
future. There are mixed reports in the 
co-products.

by Doug Laing

A NOVICE shearing competition will be held 
at this year’s Pahiatua Shears to meet the 
increasing demand for opportunities for new 
entrants in the shearing industry and shearing 
sports.

The one-day Sunday shearing competitions in 
Northern Wairarapa on March 1 become at least 
the 21st of the 59 shows during the 2019-2020 
Shearing Sports New Zealand season to offer a 
Novice grade, designed for learner shearers who 
have not shorn more than 60 lambs or 50 adult 
sheep in a day.

Some competitions also offer Novice 
woolhandling competitions.

The Pahiatua Shears is the last competition 
before the 60th Golden Shears international 
championships being held in Masterton on 
Masterton 4-7.

The Golden Shears, first held in 1961 with 
shearing in just the Open, Intermediate and 
Junior grades, introduced Novice Shearing in 
1998.

This year it is facing possible record entries 
in the grade with confirmation from Hawke’s Bay 
shearing contractor Colin Watson Paul that they 
will include those who took part in the Women 
and Wool Farmstrong fundraiser at the Royal New 
Zealand Show in Hastings in October.

Women and Wool drew the women out of 
the comfort zone of such careers as dentistry, 
accountancy and policing and taught them to 
shear, ultimately in front of a crowd and raising 
$41,000 for the cause.

It more than doubled expectations, but also 
sparked a new drive from the self-titled “bunch 
of ladies”, with some entering the Novice grade 
at the show’s Great Raihania Shears two days 
later, and Women and Wool showdown winner 
and career wool-buying representative Maureen 
Chaffey placing in several finals in the lower 
North Island in October and November.

Novice grades will be held at two of the five 
shearing sports competitions throughout the 
country this weekend. 

The Wairoa A&P Show on Saturday has a 
novice grade with heats starting at 8.30am, and 
at the Horowhenua A.P. and I. Show in Levin on 
Sunday novice heats start at 9am.

Remaining 2019-2020 season shearing sports 
shows offering novice shearing competitions 
are: Wairoa (January 17); Horowhenua (January 
18); Dannevirke (January 31); Rangitikei, Marton 
(February 1); Northern Wairoa, Dargaville 
(February 8), Southern Shears, Gore (February 
14-15), Ohura (February 15), Counties, Pukekohe 
(February 16), Apiti (February 29), Pahiatua 
(March 1), Golden Shears, Masterton (March 4-7), 
Mayfield (March 14), Waimarino, Raetihi (March 
21), Waitomo (March 28), New Zealand Shears, 
Te Kuiti (April 2-4), Royal Easter Show, Auckland 
(April 10-11).

The Southern Shears, Dannevirke A&P Show, 
Rangitikei Shearing Sports, Apiti Sports, Golden 
Shears and New Zealand Shears will also have 
novice woolhandling. 

NOVICE SHEARS: Hawke’s Bay woolbuying representative Maureen Chaffey stepped 
out of the comfort zone of the say-job to win the Women and Wool showdown in 
Hastings in October. Now she’s chasing her first win in a growing number of novice 
competitions, and heading for the ultimate challenge of the Golden Shears in March.                                            
 Picture by Shearing Sports NZ 

Novice grade launched
Pahiatua Shears to hold learner shearers competition
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• All new models have the choice of TTV or 
Powershift transmissions

• Market leading hydraulic low (131 l/min) for 
the most demanding implements

• All new cabin design with lat operator platform 
for easier access

• New front support ensures an axle steering 
angle up to 60 degrees

• Large selection of models available ranging from 
75 to 113 hp ensures there will be a model to suit 
your requirements

THE NEW EUROPEAN SPECIALIST 

THAT’S BIG ON FEATURES
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by Emma Russell, NZ Herald

WELLINGTON — A wife of a kidney 
transplant recipient has shared a heartfelt 
letter online to the family of her husband’s 
donor.

“I want you to know a part of your loved 
one is very much alive in my husband . . . 
we will be forever grateful for your loved 
one’s selfless decision to be a donor,” Toni 
Rielly wrote on a Facebook community 
page.

The Lower Hutt family celebrated the 
two-year anniversary since Rielly’s husband 
Anthony received his kidney transplant 
from a deceased donor on Sunday.

Speaking to the NZ Herald yesterday, the 
couple relayed the significant impact that 
3am life-saving phone call two years ago 
has meant to them.

“It has given us our lives back. We now 
have the freedom of being able to go away 
for the weekend when we want and accept 
dinner invitations, and we’re not scared 
that we won’t get to grow old together,” 
Rielly said while shedding tears.

Ever since Anthony received the 
transplant, they had wanted to write to 
the family of the donor to thank them but 
found it difficult to find the right words that 
would give the letter justice.

Anthony was born with reflux 
nephropathy kidney damage which is a 
condition where the kidneys are damaged 
by the backward flow of urine into the 
kidney.

However, it wasn’t until he turned 31 
years old that his kidney failure started 
to take effect and he became reliant on a 
dialysis machine to remove excess water 
solutes and toxins from his blood.

For more than two years, he was hooked 
up to the machine for nine hours a day in 
order to stay alive.

“I had to take on the role of caregiver, 
counsellor, housekeeper, as well as try to 
work full-time myself,” Rielly said.

The now 36-year-old father — who had 
been on the transplant waiting list for two 
years — said he never expected to get a call 
that soon and nothing had prepared them 
for the emotions they felt the day they got 
the call.

“I remember we were driving along the 
motorway to the hospital and it suddenly 
dawned on me what it would mean for 
someone else, and I felt guilt that I was 
so excited about the situation when there 
was a family that was grieving the loss of a 
loved one,” Anthony said.

In Rielly’s letter she said: “Our daughter 
who has autism struggled to understand 
the changes to her normal life routine. We 
were just existing. Then your loved one’s 
decision to be a donor not only saved my 
husband’s life, but gave me my life back, 
and a daughter her dad back.

“I want you to know my husband is 

looking after your loved one’s kidney. He 
takes his medication like clockwork.

“He makes sure he follows the dietary 
guidelines even though he would love to eat 
ham, soft cheeses, thick shakes, he won’t 
risk it. He keeps himself hydrated, and can 
now exercise again.”

Since posting the letter, the couple have 
received an “overwhelming” response from 
people whose lost loved ones donated an 
organ, others who had received organ 
donations, and people who are still waiting 
but say they now have hope.

Dr Nick Cross, National Renal 
Transplant Service clinical director, said 
being a donor was an amazing thing to do 
for a stranger and can be life-transforming 
for those who receive organ donations.

“It gives them time back when they 
would otherwise be hooked up to a dialysis 
machine, it gives them a better outlook, 
the ability to exercise and work. It is the 
quality of life they will get,” Cross said. 
“The benefit is huge and need is ongoing.”

Donor ‘gave our lives back’

Kidney donations in New Zealand
■■ About 450 New Zealanders are on the national kidney transplant waiting list at 

one time.

■■ The average waiting time for a patient to receive a kidney donation in New 
Zealand is four years.

■■ About 200 kidneys are donated to New Zealanders in need each year.

■■ There are three main types of kidney donations — one is from a deceased 
person, another is from a willing and healthy family member who knows them, 
the third is from an anonymous live donor.

■■ Another way is through a donor chain where several non-matching pairs 
of patients and willing donors are linked up, then the available kidneys are 
shuffled around so that all the recipients end up with the organ that’s the best 
fit for them, regardless of their relationship with the donor.

Wife of kidney transplant recipient shares heartfelt letter
HASTINGS — A Hawke’s Bay tour operator is 

questioning why Department of Conservation 
staff are allowed to use Cape Kidnappers 
cottage for holidays, when access to the 
site is closed to the public because of safety 
concerns.

Two Korean tourists were injured by a 
massive landslide along the Cape last January, 
closing the beach for commercial tours until 
just before Christmas.

While the reserve at the head of the 
peninsular is open, where a large gannet colony 
resides, DoC has closed the track from the 
beach to the reserve, citing safety concerns.

DoC said it has kept the track from the beach 
to the gannet colony closed while it gets a 
Hastings District Council geotechnical report 
into the safety of the cliffs peer reviewed by 
GNS.

DoC Hawke’s Bay operations manager 
Jenny Nelson-Smith said the cottage at Cape 
Kidnappers was owned by DoC but was on 
private land adjacent to the DoC reserve.

“The cottage is primarily used for work-
related purposes, but can sometimes be booked 
for recreation when not being used for work. 
When DoC staff are staying at the cottage in 
any capacity, they also undertake maintenance 
work needed to keep the cottage functional.

“The reserve itself is not closed and can be 
accessed by private land with agreement from 
the landholders. It is the track from the beach 
to the reserve that has been closed by DoC 
while the Quantitative Risk Analysis report is 
reviewed and finalised.

“The QRA is being independently reviewed 
by GNS to ensure that we have a full 
understanding of the level of risk associated 
with the walk from Clifton to the reserve so that 
we can manage it effectively.”

The only way for tourists to visit the gannet 
colony was if they got permission from the 
private land owner or took a bus tour with 
Gannet Safaris. — RNZ

Cottage still  
used by DoC, 
despite closure
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IN TAIRAWHITI WE SAY:

You are my future, our culture is love.

Patricia Walsh and 
Vaelyhn Maurirere

My name is Patricia Walsh and 

I am locally grown. I have four 

wonderful adult children and 

twelve mokopuna who motivate 

me to be a game changer and 

agent of change. My desire is to 

create a community where my 

mokopuna can thrive and feel 

safe in every space they walk. 

Being a community champion 

is more than a role to me, it 

is evidence of the changes 

that I have made in my life 

and continue to make. I was 

that child raised in a home 

where violence and pain was 

normalised. I grew up to be that 

mother who was beaten in front 

of my children but this is not 

the legacy that we will leave my 

mokopuna. Being a champion 

indicates that you can come 

and talk to me if you are not 

OK.  Being a champion is also 

a statement to this community 

that violence is not OK. I am 

proud to be a small part of this 

awesome movement.
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Taranaki races at New Plymouth  Thursday  Jetbet 4  TAB Doubles 1-2, 3-4, 5-6  Trebles 1-2-3, 4-5-6  Quaddies 1-2-3-4, 3-4-5-6  Place6 1-6

1 Peninsula Beachfront Hotel 1.07

 $10,000, maiden, 2000m

 1 44332 Touch The Clouds  (9)  58.5 54   

 2 02767 Master Herb  (6)  58.5 45  T Yanagida (a2)

 3  Opal Crusher  (2)  58.5 45  B Ansell (a3)

 4 67s07 Torque Time  (5)  58.5 45  

    C L O’Beirne (a2)

 5 56639 Clownin Around  (1)  57 50  C Burdan (a3)

 6 s8485 Saigon Hot Night  (7)  57 49  

    J Fawcett (a1)

 7 50650 Southern Vogue  (4)  56.5 46  K Asano (a2)

 8  Aasleagh  (8)  56.5 45  D Danis (a2)

 9  Clonmel  (10)  55 45   

 10 7 Lady Gwendolyn  (3)  55 45  

    S Weatherley (a)

2 Epsom With Wheels & George 1.42
 $10,000, rating 65 benchmark*, 1800m

 1 95685 Overthetop  (2)  59 63  C Burdan (a3)

 2 900s2 Remarx  (4)  58 61  S Weatherley (a)

 3 3231 Aquila Star  (6)  55.5 63  K Asano (a2)

 4 04878 Roschana  (5)  55 59  S J Macnab (a2)

 5 s8687 Kit Kat  (1)  54.5 58  T Yanagida (a2)

 6 s0805 Bangles  (3)  54 55  J Fawcett (a1)

3 Stella Artois 2.17
 $10,000, maiden, 1600m

 1  Opal Crusher  (7)  58.5 45  B Ansell (a3)
 2 53724 Capital Gains  (4)  57 52  C L O’Beirne (a2)
 3 3273s Our Matriarch  (10)  56.5 54  D Danis (a2)
 4 3s42 Reliable Miss  (1)  56.5 53  
    T Yanagida (a2)
 5 73454 Dawon  (5)  56.5 51  T Taiaroa (a3)
 6 08667 Hermes  (2)  56.5 45   
 7 24 Alexandrite  (9)  55 52  S Weatherley (a)
 8 62 Tuppence  (8)  55 52  K Asano (a2)
 9  Clonmel  (3)  55 45   
 10 9 Madame Cherie  (6)  55 45  C Burdan (a3)

4 Landmark Homes 2.52
 $10,000, rating 65 benchmark*, 1400m

 1 s00s3 Rose Bowl  (2)  59 65  S Weatherley (a)
 2 s5176 Shady Grey  (3)  59 61  C L O’Beirne (a2)
 3 23867 Spondulix  (6)  59 61  T Yanagida (a2)
 4 52472 Celtic Wonder  (4)  58 63  J Fawcett (a1)
 5 s4103 Enrichment  (5)  58 62  C Burdan (a3)

 6 088s4 Cabochon  (1)  57 61  N Alam (a4)
 7 70375 Nubian Smile  (7)  57 61  K Asano (a2)

5 Comcat 3.29
 $10,000, maiden, 1400m

 1 0s63 Joshua One Nine  (5)  58.5 51  
    M K Hudson (a3)

 2 — Namjong Namjong SCRATCHED

 3 53724 Capital Gains  (9)  57 52   
 4 430s3 Beaudz Well  (1)  57 51  S Weatherley (a)
 5 4 Rock In The Park  (11)  57 50  
    K Asano (a2)
 6 s7253 Enduring Love  (8)  56.5 54  C Burdan (a3)
 7 4s33 Its So Easy  (6)  56.5 52  J Fawcett (a1)
 8 s64s4 Chanceux  (4)  56.5 50  C L O’Beirne (a2)
 9  Danz I Am  (7)  56.5 45  S J Macnab (a2)
 10 7 Swiss Avenue  (3)  56.5 45   
 11 26 Aricina  (2)  55 51  T Yanagida (a2)
 12  Bella Noche  (10)  55 45   
EMERGENCY:

 13 — Goldchi SCRATCHED

6 Powerworx Taranaki Cup 4.04
 $10,000, maiden, 1200m

 1 550s4 Brawler  (5)  58.5 50  T Yanagida (a2)
 2 000s0 Goldchi  (1)  58.5 45  J Fawcett (a1)
 3 s4904 Another Secret  (3)  57 50  
    M K Hudson (a3)
 4 0s048 Buster’s Habit  (2)  57 49  
    C L O’Beirne (a2)
 5 s052s Piriwai  (7)  56.5 54  S J Macnab (a2)
 6 4s24 Cate Blanco  (8)  56.5 52  K Asano (a2)
 7  Melody Roxx  (11)  56.5 47  
    S Weatherley (a)
 8 8s66s Natty Pagger  (9)  56.5 46  D Danis (a2)
 9 43 Mozart’s Mistress  (4)  55 51  
    C Burdan (a3)
 10 — Vancooga SCRATCHED

 11 — Infared SCRATCHED

 12  Jaxx Be Nimble  (6)  55 45   
EMERGENCIES:
 13 — Jakama Jill SCRATCHED

 14 6 Crystal Bellini  (10)  55 46   

Selections
Race 1: TOUCH THE CLOUDS, SAIGON HOT NIGHT, CLOWNIN 

AROUND

Race 2: AQUILA STAR, OVERTHETOP, REMARX

Race 3: RELIABLE MISS, ALEXANDRITE, TUPPENCE

Race 4: ENRICHMENT, SHADY GREY, ROSE BOWL

Race 5: ITS SO EASY, BEAUDZ WELL, JOSHUA ONE NINE

Race 6: PIRIWAI, CATE BLANCO, MOZART’S MISTRESS

 Legend: T – Won at track. C – Won at this distance on this course. D – Won at this distance on another course. M – Won in slow or heavy going. B – Beaten favourite at last start. H – Trained on track. N – Won at  
 night. S – Spell of three months. F – Fell. P – Pulled up. L – Lost rider. TV – Featured on Trackside TV. 

Wyndham harness at Wyndham  Thursday  Jetbet 7  TAB D. 2-3, 4-5, 6-7, 8-9, 10-11  T. 1-2-3, 5-6-7, 9-10-11  Q. 2-3-4-5, 8-9-10-11  PL6 6-11

1 MLT Three Rivers Hotel Trot 3.57
$10,000, r46-r100 special handicap stand, 
2400m

 1 27423 Rydgemont Milly  (Fr) 1 Ellie Barron

 2 32794 Moniburns  (Fr) 2 Kirstin Barclay

 3 97031 Zoned Scarlett  (Fr) 3 Brad Williamson

 4 43592 Count Eyre  (Fr) 4 Jonny W Cox

 5 64545 Big Iron  (Fr) 5 Samantha Ottley

 6 51056 Miss Jessica  (Fr) 6 Tim Robertson

 7 0s343 Christmas Babe  (Fr) 7 

    Matthew Williamson

 8 s9000 Lady Zara  (Fr) 8 Alister Kyle

 9 — Tweedledee SCRATCHED

 10 08762 Helluva Way  (Fr) U1 John Morrison

 11 50930 Jaccka Jeorge  (Fr) U2 Brent Barclay
 12 18219 Crusher Collins  (10) U1 
    Nathan Williamson
 13 96s25 Dipendra  (20) 1 Richard Stevens
 14 57s71 Majestic Connies  (20) U1 
    Kerryn Tomlinson
 15 90576 King Cassidy  (20) U2 Sheree Tomlinson

2 Les Frisby Fencing Pace 4.22
$8000, non-winners mr40 to mr44. mobile, 
2400m

 1 08493 Top Pocket Chance  (Fr) 1 Rory McIlwrick
 2 44246 With The Stars  (Fr) 2 Jonny W Cox
 3 6950D Don’t Need An Excuse  (Fr) 3 
    Brent Barclay
 4 03008 Ellz Angel  (Fr) 4 Brendon McLellan
 5 08050 Bub’s VC  (Fr) 5 Andrew Armour
 6 30545 Major Menace  (Fr) 6 Nathan Williamson
 7 43075 Delight N Gold  (Fr) 7 Earl Swain
 8 08060 Classie Princess  (Fr) 8 Samantha Ottley
 9 65654 The Naenae Express  (Fr) 21 Allan Beck
 10 60482 Indulgence  (Fr) 22 Matthew Williamson
 11 45538 Wee Ring The Changes  (Fr) 23 
    Craig Ferguson
 12 60s32 Mighty George  (Fr) 24 Ellie Barron

3 Lee’s Dairy & Cafe Trot 4.57
$7000, non-winners & up-r45 special handi-
cap stand, 2400m

 1 04724 Sunny Valley  (Fr) 1 Brad Williamson
 2 6665s Midsummer Queen  (Fr) 2 Brian Norman
 3 0 Birch  (Fr) 3 Rory McIlwrick
 4 06855 Whangamata  (Fr) 4 Brendon McLellan
 5 46600 Tommy Tiddler  (Fr) 5 Jamie Campbell
 6 77536 The Power Broker  (Fr) 6 Andrew Armour
 7 08 Luck O’ The Irish  (Fr) 7 Kirstin Barclay
 8 7 Slainte  (Fr) U1 Matthew Williamson
 9 80008 Kiwi Heir  (Em1) (Fr) U2 
 10 0Ps07 Bonnies Delight  (Fr) U3 Robin Swain
 11 87780 Cuddly Trouble  (30) 1 Nathan Williamson
 12 07090 Miss Bamboocha  (30) 2 Mark Hurrell
 13 64007 The Night Sweats  (30) 3 Jonny W Cox
 14 778s9 Tolkien  (30) 4 Kirk Larsen
 15 61000 Dream Of Pat  (30) 5 Craig Ferguson
 16 960s4 Matai Jetstar  (30) 6 Alex Milne
 17 4s956 Jaccka Josh  (30) 7 Samantha Ottley

4 Mlt Pioneer Tavern Pace 5.22
$10,000, mr45 to mr49. mobile, 2400m

 1 52228 Glenledi Captain  (Fr) 1 Peter Hunter
 2 45383 Better Thana Missus  (Fr) 2 Brent Barclay
 3 48s63 Delightful Gloria  (Fr) 3 Sheree Tomlinson
 4 s8245 Targaryen  (Fr) 4 Kirk Larsen
 5 8 La Rocca  (Fr) 5 Alex Milne
 6 403 Just Cheddar  (Fr) 6 Brad Williamson
 7 6387 I’m Watching You  (Fr) 7 
    Matthew Williamson
 8 968s7 Honour Before Glory  (Fr) 8 Jonny W Cox
 9 33727 Racing Minister  (Fr) 21 
    Shane Walkinshaw
 10 72493 The Night Watchman  (Fr) 22 
    Rory McIlwrick
 11 60099 Sly Tricks  (Fr) 23 Andrew Armour
 12 977 I Had A Dream  (Fr) 24 Ellie Barron

5 Southland Awards Ladyship Final 5.47
$15,000, 3yo+ f&m r54. mobile, 1609m

 1 s0279 Sunset Red  (Fr) 1 Gordon Lee
 2 58931 Lucys Delight  (Fr) 2 Brendon McLellan
 3 5995 Rakanellie  (Fr) 3 Brent Barclay
 4 37446 Rakarippa  (Fr) 4 Peter Hunter
 5 39822 Hells Shadow  (Fr) 5 Jonny W Cox
 6 316 Watch Me Now  (Fr) 6 Kirstin Barclay
 7 56616 Swell Time  (Fr) 7 Matthew Williamson
 8 22713 Delightful Gnp  (Fr) 8 Ellie Barron
 9 99s21 Rakabeach  (Fr) 21 Brad Williamson
 10 5 Sherwood Maggie  (Fr) 22 Craig Ferguson
 11 22719 Delight  (Fr) 23 Samantha Ottley

6 Kindergarten Stakes 14/3 6.12
$10,000, non-winners 3yo+ mr49 to mr50. 
mobile, 2400m

 1 842 Raksjameson  (Fr) 1 Ellie Barron
 2 5 Broadbeach  (Fr) 2 Brent Barclay
 3 4 Von Art  (Fr) 3 Matthew Williamson
 4 9 Saint Tropez  (Fr) 4 Allan Beck
 5 42332 Major Meister  (Fr) 5 Kirstin Barclay
 6 6 Love On The Rocks  (Fr) 6 Jonny W Cox
 7 4 Longueval  (Fr) 7 Nathan Williamson
 8 57353 Yankee Shard  (Fr) 8 Brad Williamson
 9 58 Rock To The Boss  (Fr) 21 Craig Ferguson
 10 2 Seamark  (Fr) 22 Samantha Ottley

 11  Art Profile  (Fr) 23 Brendon McLellan
 12 02 New York Man  (Fr) 24 Sheree Tomlinson

7 Wyndham Workouts Committee 6.37
$7000, r40-r52 stand, 2400m

 1 84992 Bottle Rock  (Fr) 1 Craig Ferguson
 2 30566 Wolf West  (Fr) 2 Samantha Ottley
 3 08900 Lady’s Lass  (Em2) (Fr) 3 Tim Robertson
 4 97046 Nightmarch  (Fr) 4 Robin Swain
 5 99007 Koromiko Eyre  (Em1) (Fr) 5 Tim Williams
 6 88783 Melton Mafia  (Fr) 6 Gordon Lee
 7 70s74 Groomsman  (Fr) 7 Peter Hunter
 8 7087s Miss Waikiwi  (Fr) 8 Sheree Tomlinson
 9 38795 Tartan Robyn  (Fr) 9 Matthew Williamson
 10 62562 Rosinupthebow  (Fr) 10 Mark Hurrell
 11 28901 Holy Havoc  (Fr) 11 Ellie Barron
 12 2s190 Gomeo Denario  (Fr) 12 Brent Barclay
 13 88105 Allandale  (Fr) 13 Brad Williamson
 14 s4239 Rockin Rod  (Fr) 14 Allan Beck
 15 75554 Man I’m Good  (Fr) U1 Alister Kyle
 16 313s6 Lock It In Eddie  (Fr) U2 Nathan Williamson

8 RD Petrol/Mclarens Ranfurly (G3) 7.02
$30,000, ffa. mobile, 2400m

 1 74P88 Mach’s Back  (Fr) 1 Kirstin Barclay
 2 21422 Lawrence  (Fr) 2 Brad Williamson
 3 23177 Kilowatt Kid  (Fr) 3 Matthew Williamson
 4 92160 Swamp Major  (Fr) 4 Samantha Ottley
 5 22231 Heisenberg  (Fr) 5 Tim Williams
 6 31409 Robyns Playboy  (Fr) 6 Craig Ferguson
 7 73124 Nandolo  (Fr) 7 Jonny W Cox
 8 — Vintage Cheddar SCRATCHED

 9 16421 Franco Santino  (Fr) 21 Nathan Williamson

9 Classic Cars At Wyndham 2/2 7.29
$9000, 4yo+ r50-r70. mobile, 1609m

 1 08809 Vin Scully  (Fr) 1 Brad Williamson
 2 09197 Vigoroso  (Fr) 2 Mark Hurrell
 3 76661 Tetrick  (Fr) 3 Brendon McLellan
 4 31055 Pick Six Telf  (Fr) 4 Brent Barclay
 5 1s506 Airwaves  (Fr) 5 Alex Milne
 6 71452 Bella Sara  (Fr) 6 Kirstin Barclay
 7 46460 Unloaded  (Fr) 7 Peter Hunter
 8 63404 Sweet Mary  (Fr) 8 Matthew Williamson
 9 62854 Amore Lancome  (Fr) 21 Jonny W Cox
 10 0P188 Makara  (Fr) 22 Allan Beck

 11 4118 Major Watson  (Fr) 23 Nathan Williamson
 12 42312 Paduka  (Fr) 24 Ellie Barron
 13 06679 Ideal Draw  (Fr) 25 Samantha Ottley
 14 27116 Maidonthebeach  (Fr) 26 Kirk Larsen

10 Nigel Marshall Excavating 7.54
$9000, 3yo+ r53-r63 discretionary handicap 
stand, 2400m

 1 35211 Jaccka Ted  (Fr) 1 Nathan Williamson
 2 82366 Ivana Legacy  (Fr) 2 Andrew Armour
 3 15367 Franco Huntington  (Fr) 3 John Morrison
 4 0s008 Chuckles  (Fr) 4 Kirstin Barclay
 5 0s658 Sounds Bettor  (Fr) 5 Samantha Ottley
 6 21642 Ronnie Pickering  (Em1) (Fr) 6 
    Brent Barclay
 7 — Revitalise SCRATCHED

 8 s9038 Maurice  (Fr) 7 Tim Williams
 9 48455 My Georgie Boy  (10) 1 Peter Hunter
 10 49541 Gabby’s Star  (10) 2 Brad Williamson
 11 s7113 Wolfenstein  (10) 3 Matthew Williamson
 12 141s0 Mistacullect  (10) 4 Craig Ferguson
 13 75839 Betterthanbrie  (10) 5 Jonny W Cox
 14 s4060 Major Sass  (10) 6 Ellie Barron
 15 58060 Four Starzzz Shiraz  (10) 7 Mark Hurrell
 16 72474 Parama  (10) 8 Allan Beck
 17 69346 The Maroon Marauder  (10) U1 
    Kerryn Tomlinson

11 Matai Farms/P & B Duffy 8.19
$7000, 4yo+ r40-r49. mobile, 1609m

 1 s2004 Kagee VC  (Fr) 1 Brad Williamson
 2 70s59 Carlo Gambino  (Fr) 2 Brendon McLellan
 3 27925 Star Ruler  (Fr) 3 Kerryn Tomlinson
 4 8s707 Better Galleon  (Fr) 4 Ellie Barron
 5 P8800 Von Richthofen  (Fr) 5 Rory McIlwrick
 6 32554 Myrcella  (Fr) 6 Colin Lee
 7 54534 Iwanadancewitsumbody  (Fr) 7 
    Matthew Williamson
 8 00100 Kramer  (Fr) 8 John Morrison
 9 9137P Coolhand Easton  (Fr) 21 Jonny W Cox
 10 60009 Alexy  (Fr) 22 Mark Hurrell
 11 42140 Black Ops  (Fr) 23 Allan Beck
 12 s40P0 Altimeter  (Fr) 24 Samantha Ottley
 13 12069 Magnetic Watch  (Fr) 25 
    Shane Walkinshaw
 14 — Maahes SCRATCHED

Selections
Race 1: MAJESTIC CONNIES, RYDGEMONT MILLY,  

 CRUSHER COLLINS

Race 2: DON’T NEED AN EXCUSE, MIGHTY GEORGE,  

 INDULGENCE

Race 3: SLAINTE, JACCKA JOSH, TOLKIEN

Race 4: TARGARYEN, I’M WATCHING YOU, JUST CHEDDAR

Race 5: WATCH ME NOW, DELIGHTFUL GNP,  

 HELLS SHADOW

Race 6: MAJOR MEISTER, RAKSJAMESON, SEAMARK

Race 7: GOMEO DENARIO, ROSINUPTHEBOW,  

 TARTAN ROBYN

Race 8: HEISENBERG, LAWRENCE

Race 9: PADUKA, MAJOR WATSON, BELLA SARA

Race 10: JACCKA TED, WOLFENSTEIN, MISTACULLECT

Race 11: IWANADANCEWITSUMBODY, MYRCELLA, KAGEE VC

Waikato greys at Cambridge  Thursday  Jetbet 3  TAB D. 2-3, 4-5, 6-7, 8-9, 10-11  T. 1-2-3, 5-6-7, 9-10-11  Q. 2-3-4-5, 8-9-10-11  PL6 6-11

1 Cookies Kitchen Sprint 12.06
 $1450, C1, 375m

 1 82263 Master Brady 21.90 Sean Codlin
 2 32645 Fancy 21.71 M Prangley
 3 44356 Smash Burton nwtd R & L Udy
 4 1311 Thrilling Brax 21.19 Karen Walsh
 5 67425 El Narco 21.57 Phil Green
 6 66872 Just Maddie 21.72 Marsha Black
 7 18748 Mr Felix nwtd Marsha Black
 8 14574 Little Moo nwtd Udy & Cottam
EMERGENCIES:
 9 18755 Snoopy’s Hero 21.44 David Ray
 10 26766 Afridi 22.06 W & T Steele

2 Greyhounds Nth Graduation 12.23
 $4100, C1, distance, 650m

 1 52431 Little Teegs 38.10 Arch Lawrence
 2 22544 Smoochie 38.24 Arch Lawrence
 3 35452 Go Angel 38.17 Glennis Farrell
 4 66346 Boyka nwtd Glennis Farrell
 5 37542 Fear The Fur nwtd S O’Neill
 6 75748 Amy Amy 38.12 Glennis Farrell
 7 63571 Djay Dynamix nwtd Lisa Cole
 8 33562 Little Apple nwtd W & T Steele
EMERGENCY:
 9 25565 Rich Lister nwtd Sam Lozell

3 Superior Chunky Dog Rolls 12.41
 $2860, C4/5, 375m

 1 11765 Native Scout 21.34 Phil Green
 2 35176 Spring Mechanic nwtd R & L Udy
 3 15332 Captain Kev 21.09 W & T Steele
 4 63263 Athenais 21.19 Shirley Ross
 5  Vacant Box Five - n & a
 6 11711 Suspicious Minds 20.89 Ben Craik
 7 48185 Raging Demon 20.99 R & L Udy
 8 13563 Call Me Leo 21.11 Thayne Green

4 Farmlands Coprice Stakes 12.58
 $2500, C0, 457m

 1 255 Amaro nwtd Arch Lawrence
 2 25565 Rich Lister nwtd Sam Lozell
 3 4246 Dobby Who nwtd M Prangley
 4 5s Award Winner nwtd Thayne Green

 5 2342 Kapai Chris nwtd W & T Steele
 6 735 Thea Who nwtd M Prangley
 7  Thrilling Rupert nwtd Karen Walsh
 8 42 Cointreau Time nwtd Arch Lawrence
EMERGENCY:
 9 85676 Xena Poppy nwtd R & L Udy

5 Vetora Cambridge Sprint 1.16
 $2035, C3, 375m

 1 55814 Big Time Clare nwtd Lisa Cole
 2 15585 Gain Capital 21.22 Ben Craik
 3 84783 Grunt 21.20 W & T Steele
 4 22383 Charlow nwtd R & N O’Regan
 5 43116 Flying Huey nwtd Marsha Black
 6 34144 Bigtime Jacob 21.24 Ben Craik
 7 41332 Botany Wayne 21.22 Phil Green
 8 78813 Frosty Blaze 21.31 Thayne Green
EMERGENCIES:
 9 2174F Jinja Bailey nwtd Udy & Cottam
 10 168s8 Lennox Heads 21.46 W & T Steele

6 Yvette Bodiam Photography 1.33
 $1450, C1, 375m

 1 56837 Stellar Babe 22.10 Paul Cleaver
 2 11348 Botany Thommo nwtd Phil Green
 3 5F473 Jinja Lad 21.72 Raewyn McPhee
 4 53754 Thrilling Arnold 21.48 Sean Codlin
 5 621 Rod’s Girl nwtd Udy & Cottam
 6 66455 Agbeze nwtd Marsha Black
 7 61777 React Respond nwtd Robert Roper
 8 58253 Tango Miss 21.46 Thayne Green

EMERGENCIES:
 9 67s5s Firefly Laffey nwtd Sean Codlin
 10 26766 Afridi 22.06 W & T Steele

7 Garrards Horse & Hound 1.51
 $1685, C2, 375m

 1 47618 Talkabout Sophie 21.54 Marsha Black
 2 56626 Kai Nan 21.63 Glennis Farrell
 3 61166 Go Falcon 21.39 W & T Steele
 4 13683 Seven Sharp 21.56 Wendy Toomath
 5 75763 Over Indulgence 21.66 Peter Henley
 6 27352 Dignity Dented 21.67 Thayne Green
 7 13457 Mad Jack 21.42 Thayne Green
 8 11312 Big Time Jonie nwtd Lisa Cole
EMERGENCY:
 9 55768 Stay Rich 21.46 M & J Smith

8 Affordable Pet Accessories 2.08
 $2860, C1/2, 457m

 1 21265 Looby’s Story 26.21 Arch Lawrence
 2 14634 Baileys Nice 25.94 Arch Lawrence
 3 83232 Ginny Weasley nwtd Emma Potts
 4 83877 In Focus nwtd Paul Cleaver
 5 11283 Silenci 25.65 Peter Ferguson
 6 85557 Shambi’s Girl nwtd K T Herbert
 7 73854 Jinja Jake nwtd W & T Steele
 8 56s22 Thrilling Morris nwtd Karen Walsh

9 Snicko Tribute Sprint 2.26
 $2390, C4, 375m

 1 F3571 Waiterimu Ripper 21.28 R & L Udy

 2 46542 Busy Flash nwtd W & T Steele
 3 65277 Hands Of Steel nwtd Thayne Green
 4 5324s Claretown Beau nwtd R & N O’Regan
 5 13584 Ti Amo 21.38 Ben Craik
 6 13427 Thrilling Peta 20.93 Karen Walsh
 7 57372 Sophia Noir 21.18 Arch Lawrence
 8 87863 Too The Nail 20.89 Phil Green

10 NZ Racing Series Grad Final 2.43
 $8500, NZRS, final, 457m

 1 14123 Big Time Jackson 25.61 Lisa Cole
 2 25454 Jinja Murphy nwtd W & T Steele
 3 12173 Big Time Elsa nwtd Lisa Cole
 4 143s4 Sausage nwtd Emma Potts
 5 54472 Big Time Kobe nwtd Lisa Cole
 6 31111 Thrilling Murphy 25.60 Karen Walsh
 7 68411 Opawa Light 25.75 Emma Potts
 8 28552 Big Time Rhino nwtd Lisa Cole
EMERGENCIES:
 9 74225 Bigtime Annie nwtd Lisa Cole
 10 53335 Big Time Amie nwtd Lisa Cole

11 Mike Stent Decorators Ltd 3.04
 $4030, C3/4, 457m

 1 27518 Big Time Benny nwtd Lisa Cole
 2 67177 Puzzle Tin nwtd W & T Steele
 3 25157 Don Morocco 25.70 Paul Cleaver
 4 74225 Bigtime Annie nwtd Lisa Cole
 5 T1347 Sovereign Pride nwtd Shirley Ross
 6 15722 Simply Smooth nwtd Lisa Cole
 7 55273 Bigtime Archie nwtd Lisa Cole
 8 41176 Keysile 25.56 Peter Ferguson

Selections
Race 1: THRILLING BRAX, FANCY, MASTER BRADY

Race 2: LITTLE TEEGS, DJAY DYNAMIX, SMOOCHIE

Race 3: SUSPICIOUS MINDS, CAPTAIN KEV, ATHENAIS

Race 4: THRILLING RUPERT, AWARD WINNER, KAPAI CHRIS

Race 5: CHARLOW, GAIN CAPITAL, BOTANY WAYNE

Race 6: ROD’S GIRL, BOTANY THOMMO, REACT RESPOND

Race 7: GO FALCON, OVER INDULGENCE, BIG TIME JONIE

Race 8: THRILLING MORRIS, SILENCI, GINNY WEASLEY

Race 9: THRILLING PETA, TOO THE NAIL, CLARETOWN BEAU

Race 10: THRILLING MURPHY, OPAWA LIGHT,  

 BIG TIME JACKSON

Race 11: SIMPLY SMOOTH, KEYSILE, PUZZLE TIN

WELLINGTON — Enzo’s Lad will attempt 
to become the third horse in history to win 
three Gr.1 Telegraphs (1200m) at Trentham on 
Saturday.

The son of Testa Rossa has won the last two 
editions of the JR & N Berkett-sponsored race 
and trainers Michael and Matthew Pitman are 
hopeful of adding to that tally this weekend.

“It’s going to be a good field as per usual and 
hopefully he will be cherry ripe by Saturday,” 
Michael Pitman said.

“When he won it the first year I don’t think he 
got the credit he deserved. 

“The second time around proved that it wasn’t 
a fluke. If he won it three years in a row it would 
be a massive effort.”

Since last year’s victory, Enzo’s Lad has 
collected a few frequent flyer points, having 
campaigned in both Hong Kong and the United 
Kingdom at the famed Royal Ascot meeting.

Enzo’s Lad finished unplaced in all three 
runs and Pitman said signs of the travel are still 
showing on the seven-year-old.

“He’s been hanging on to a winter coat, which 
sounds strange given we are in the middle of 
summer, but when we got to England he had 

grown a winter coat leading into their summer, 
so we had to clip him.

Although Enzo’s Lad has tailed the field home 
in two of his three starts back in New Zealand 
this term, Pitman said he needs firm ground in 
order to produce his best effort.

Pitman has taken a different approach with 
Enzo’s Lad this year, electing to bring him north 
a week before his Wellington assignment.

The Riccarton conditioners will also contest 
the race with fellow sprinter Sensei, who dead-
heated for third in last year’s Telegraph.

“Sensei is an extremely good galloper, he’s 

probably the fastest horse we have had anything 
to do with,” Pitman said.

The Dream Ahead gelding will go into 
Saturday in good form, having won the Listed 
Pegasus Stakes (1000m) and finished runner-up 
in the Gr.3 Stewards Stakes Handicap (1200m).

Sam Weatherley has been booked to ride 
Sensei, while Michael McNab will be reunited 
with Enzo’s Lad.

Sensei is currently at $10 on the TAB’s 
Telegraph futures market, while Enzo’s Lad is at 
$21 behind race favourite Avantage at $4. 

 — NZ Racing Desk

Enzo’s Lad vying for Telegraph three-peat
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Victoria races at Pakenham  Thursday Jetbet 12  TAB doubles 3-4, 7-8  Trebles 2-3-4, 6-7-8  Quaddie 1-2-3-4, 5-6-7-8

1 racing.com Plate 8.00
 $35,000, 4yo & up Maiden SW, 1200m

 1 000s9 Don’t Test Me  (7)  58.5 75  C Douglas 

 2 s570s Incarnadine  (2)  58.5 89  B Thompson 

 3 468s7 Kalleske  (5)  58.5 95  N Callow 

 4 37s00 Luvme Or Leevme  (1)  58.5 83  

    D Stackhouse 

 5 5s323 Pershing  (4)  58.5 100  B Melham 

 6 55s Miss Puerto Rico  (6)  56.5 92  D Thornton 

 7 0s057 Nadas  (10)  56.5 88  J Childs 

 8 89s Orakai  (8)  56.5 84  M Poy (a)

 9 0s9s Star Syrah  (3)  56.5 77  Ms J Kah 

 10  Written Lady  (9)  56.5 83  J Noonan 

2 First Swear Yearlings 2020 8.30
 $35,000, 3yo Maiden SW, 1200m

 1 5 Aeecee Diamond  (11)  58 96  L Currie 

 2  Arfa Crown  (2)  58 86  N Callow 

 3 43486 Celestial Warrior  (8)  58 93  C Douglas 
 4 7s Diesel Design  (14)  58 85  M Poy (a)
 5 33s Fortyfive Parklane  (7)  58 92  Z Spain 
 6 90s He’s A Balter  (5)  58 84  J Maskiell 
 7  Honorable Spirit  (12)  58 87  B Allen 
 8 s8582 Huckleberry  (10)  58 95  Ms J Kah 
 9  Journey Of Song  (9)  58 89  E Brown 
 10 2s Paris Pike  (6)  58 100  D Thornton 
 11  Bluest Sky  (13)  56 87  R Bayliss 
 12 35s5 Villa Blanca b (1)  56 90  D Oliver 
EMERGENCIES:
 13 50s Ragnars Bride  (3)  56 90  J Noonan 
 14 8s3 Party Maid  (4)  56 99  D Stackhouse 

3 Superior Food Services 9.00
 $35,000, 3yo & up F&M Maiden SW, 1400m

 1 77 Chevosa  (1)  58 99  Ms G Cartwright (a)
 2 82578 Deyama  (9)  58 92  J Maskiell 
 3 428s5 Fiftyonestates  (2)  58 93  D Thornton 
 4 52 Miss Vicki  (4)  58 93  N Punch (a1.5)
 5 446s4 Realism  (3)  58 96  M Dee 
 6 75s56 Reset All  (6)  58 92  N Callow 
 7 s59s3 Sigrid The Haughty  (7)  58 99  
    J Bowditch 
 8 3 Think Poised  (10)  58 97  B Melham 
 9 042s4 Electric Miss  (8)  56.5 100  B Thompson 
 10 443s6 Seafood Source  (5)  56.5 94  
    D Stackhouse 

4 O’Connor Premium Beef 9.30
 $35,000, 3yo & up Maiden SW, 1600m

 1 s8s74 Captain Moses  (12)  58.5 88  D Thornton 

 2 06 Catbluroo  (5)  58.5 88  N Punch (a1.5)
 3 390Fs Coleridge  (3)  58.5 86  N Callow 
 4 4s0 Cool Artie  (6)  58.5 83  J Noonan 
 5 5 Lesmurdie  (9)  58.5 93  D Oliver 
 6 2 Magus Man  (1)  58.5 100  B Melham 
 7 4 Ocean Blast  (10)  58.5 86  M Poy (a)
 8 2s484 Our Insider  (11)  58.5 86  J Maskiell 
 9 346Fs Referee  (7)  58.5 81  W Gordon 
 10 s7457 Shanghai Shaker  (2)  58.5 84  
    Jaden Lloyd (a3)
 11 s2550 Tak Ne  (4)  58.5 85  C Douglas 
 12 33 Nonconformist  (8)  57 98  J Childs 

5 Iron Jack Australian Lagers 10.00
 $35,000, 3yo & up Class 1, 1600m

 1 4s328 Petruchio b (11)  60 100  J Childs 
 2 213s5 Tigre Royale w (8)  59 91  J Allen 
 3 s8736 Duke Of Magnus n (3)  58.5 93  A Lynch 
 4 52630 Front Of Stage w (6)  58.5 93  M Aitken (a)
 5 175 Cunnamulla  (1)  57.5 93  C Douglas 
 6 51 High Delta  (7)  57.5 96  E Brown 
 7 2398s Reflect The Stars b (5)  57.5 99  D Oliver 
 8 27s34 No New Tricks dwb (4)  57 97  C Symons 
 9 901 Essex Skipper  (10)  55.5 91  W Gordon 
 10 2s580 Sadente b (9)  55 95  Ms G Cartwright (a)
 11 38422 Cyclone Tim w (2)  55 94  J Noonan 

6 Reward Hospitality 10.30
 $35,000, 3yo & up Benchmark 64, 1200m

 1 96659 Spirit Or Lager tcdn (16)  63.5 94  
    M Cartwright (a3)

 2 s67s7 Unfair Dismissal dw (7)  61 90  
    B Thompson 
 3 7288s Sang Choi Bao d (4)  60.5 89  J Allen 
 4 568s1 Tom’s Knight dwn (11)  59.5 92  
    D Thornton 
 5 4s1 Firefight d (2)  59 92  J Winks 
 6 1733s Pereira dwb (12)  59 98  E Brown 
 7 1312s Duchess Grace  (1)  58.5 87  J Bowditch 
 8 4s3s1 Scipio n (10)  58.5 95  D Oliver 
 9 0s70s Journeygirl dwn (14)  58 84  B Melham 
 10 63185 Groot  (9)  57.5 97  L Nolen 
 11 9349s Sealed n (3)  57 92  Ms J Kah 
 12 1s Frondeur dw (15)  56 100  Z Spain 
EMERGENCIES:
 13 58s44 Preliminaires w (6)  58.5 93  
    D Stackhouse 
 14 — Locko SCRATCHED

 15 5556s T’was One Morning  (13)  55.5 88   
 16 14782 Olympic Lad dw (8)  56.5 89  Ms B Grylls 

7 John Duff & Co Handicap 11.00
 $35,000, 3yo & up Benchmark 70, 1600m

 1 114s9 No Commitment cn (12)  63 91  
    B Thompson 
 2 380s4 Arancini  (1)  61 93  M Cartwright (a3)
 3 141s0 Big Sur d (6)  60 87  T Nugent (a)
 4 s0911 Catching Beams dwn (13)  60 92  
    Jaden Lloyd (a3)
 5 313Ps Lucques tdw (2)  60 91  J Maskiell 
 6 s3319 Mellors cdn (16)  59 93  L Nolen 
 7 099s7 Tremec wn (9)  59 82  D Stackhouse 
 8 s6430 Analytica cwn (4)  58.5 100  M Dee 

 9 88s46 Municipality w (14)  58.5 91  D Thornton 
 10 88020 Royal Thunder cdwn (3)  58.5 95  
    N Callow 
 11 04s24 Black Bliss tn (11)  57.5 95  C Douglas 
 12 41s40 Ghodeleine dw (8)  57.5 98  B Melham 
EMERGENCIES:
 13 8s6s2 La Belle Jude cwn (15)  56 91  J Bowditch 
 14 s07s8 Crimson Tears w (7)  55.5 92   
 15 54353 Touch Of Mink db (5)  55 93   
 16 210s4 Think We’re Due dw (10)  57 95  Ms J Kah 

8 Sportsbet Podcast 11.30
 $35,000, 3yo & up Benchmark 64, 1400m

 1 18077 Twinspier tdn (7)  61 99  B Melham 
 2 416s8 Fast Fever dw (13)  60.5 93  J Allen 
 3 11s46 Irish Butterfly cbn (2)  60.5 100  B Allen 
 4 3172s Falls dwb (11)  60 91  D Oliver 
 5 52951 Testa Boom dn (8)  59.5 90  N Callow 
 6 140s6 Whoshavesthebarber dn (3)  59 90  
    C Douglas 
 7 1830s Rock The Bowler d (9)  58.5 89  
    J Maskiell 
 8 08s53 Indiana Lilly cn (6)  58 91  D Thornton 
 9 6s1 Ring Of Honour  (5)  58 95  L Nolen 
 10 61043 High Torque  (12)  57.5 90  Ms J Kah 
 11 10s3 Zorro Rapido  (14)  57.5 91  B Thompson 
 12 s9850 She’s Sensational d (16)  57 94  M Dee 
EMERGENCIES:
 13 6s431 The Regiment n (1)  58.5 91  J Childs 
 14 128s5 Vladivostok dw (4)  58.5 94  D Stackhouse 
 15 53566 Nina Rules w (10)  56.5 91   
 16 016s8 Moneefa d (15)  55 93  M Dee 

Selections
Race 1: WRITTEN LADY, PERSHING, MISS PUERTO RICO

Race 2: VILLA BLANCA, AEECEE DIAMOND, BLUEST SKY

Race 3: REALISM, SEAFOOD SOURCE, THINK POISED

Race 4: NONCONFORMIST, LESMURDIE, MAGUS MAN

Race 5: TIGRE ROYALE, DUKE OF MAGNUS, HIGH DELTA

Race 6: SEALED, SCIPIO, FRONDEUR

Race 7: BLACK BLISS, ANALYTICA, ARANCINI

Race 8: FALLS, THE REGIMENT, RING OF HONOUR

Queensland races at Doomben  Thursday Jetbet 14  TAB doubles 3-4, 7-8  Trebles 2-3-4, 6-7-8  Quaddie 1-2-3-4, 5-6-7-8

1 Gallopers Sports Club 4.53
 $27,500, Maiden SW, 1050m

 1 2465s Game Set Match  (13)  57.5 81   
 2  Dixon Bay  (6)  56 92  R Maloney 
 3 — Rising Star SCRATCHED

 4 28s Sunlander b (5)  56 91  J Orman 
 5 34s22 Threepoint Missile b (4)  56 96  
    B Nothdurft (a1.5)
 6  Beating Drum  (7)  55.5 91  C Bayliss (a2)
 7 — Candy Floss SCRATCHED

 8 — Moment Of Bliss SCRATCHED

 9 — Air Spirit SCRATCHED

 10 9s242 Beachbreak  (16)  54 91  R Fradd 
 11 — Don’tdie Wondering SCRATCHED

 12 — My Adeline SCRATCHED

 13 49 Relentless Miss  (3)  54 87  
    M R Du Plessis 
 14 5337s Swan Island  (20)  54 100   
EMERGENCIES:
 15 0s Fay Conquers All  (9)  54 85  M Hellyer 
 16 — Nailed It Nan SCRATCHED

 17 9s Daytona Danica  (2)  54 81  Ron Stewart 
 18 — Mackenzie Country SCRATCHED

 19 9 Mozart’s Muse  (1)  55.5 85   
 20 00s White Satin Dancer  (10)  54 74   
 21 — Coach Carter SCRATCHED

 22 750s Terrius  (8)  56 84  J Murphy (a2)

2 Memberships @ BRC 5.28
 $27,500, 4yo & up Maiden, 1350m

 1 8s09s High Chief  (2)  59 79  B Thornton 

 2 508s6 Mulholland Man  (5)  58 87  

    J Huxtable (a2)

 3 8s527 Helsun  (1)  57.5 97  N Day 

 4 s2625 Stamen  (4)  57.5 94   

 5 789s Highland Rebel  (11)  57 89  B Stewart 

 6 43332 Little Albert  (9)  54.5 91  Ms C Eaton 

 7 7808s Piano Man  (8)  54.5 85  A Sewell 

 8 4s038 Slightly Shady  (7)  54.5 100  

    Ms M Wishart (a3)

 9 s4446 Arcing Hard  (10)  54 95  D Smith 

 10 57494 The Good The Bad  (6)  54 97  L Tilley 

 11 6980s Zofgold  (3)  54 86  A Thompson (a3)

3 TAB Handicap 6.03
 $27,500, 3yo Maiden, 1350m

 1 2 Mantelli  (3)  59 100  O Orr 

 2 2 Trumped Up  (14)  59 97  J Bayliss 

 3 4 Barbican  (6)  58.5 90  D Griffin 

 4 7 Military Kings  (12)  58.5 87  

    B Nothdurft (a1.5)

 5 84 Nitroglycerine  (2)  58 93  D Smith 

 6 0s433 Cactoblastis  (9)  57.5 92  R Maloney 

 7 66s42 Great Brave  (7)  57 95  B Stewart 

 8 46822 Vogue  (8)  57 95  B Thornton 

 9 — Divine Ascot SCRATCHED

 10 7s Parangas  (10)  56.5 91  J Huxtable (a2)

 11 5 Real Appeal  (1)  56.5 95  J Orman 

 12 7s Boom Chugga Lugga  (4)  56 76  

    A Thompson (a3)

 13 54s4 Dee Day Diva  (15)  56 92  R Fradd 

 14 23s97 Mysterious Lady  (5)  55.5 94  S Cormack 

 15 78s69 Sake Of One  (18)  54.5 90  C Bayliss (a2)

 16 54s42 Zamzara  (17)  54.5 94  M R Du Plessis 

EMERGENCIES:

 17 606s5 Aunty Snow  (11)  54 91  M Hellyer 

 18 89s05 Zavy’s Hope  (16)  54 94   

4 Eva Air Handicap 6.38
 $35,000, Class 5, 1110m

 1 01530 Piracy dw (8)  62.5 88  C Bayliss (a2)
 2 s3172 Aggravate dw (6)  59 93  D Griffin 
 3 4s687 Best Guess dw (1)  59 94  R Fradd 
 4 251Ps Red Chase cwb (14)  58.5 89   
 5 4176s Seven Year Reward wn (9)  58.5 89  L Tilley 
 6 1s659 Archer’s Paradox tw (12)  57 92   
 7 90s65 Beau Arrow tdw (13)  56.5 90  Ms R Palmer 
 8 0s448 Johnny Whitesox tcw (3)  56.5 91  
    B Stewart 
 9 5s556 Musical Genius cw (4)  56.5 100  
    B Thornton 
 10 s1270 Love Squirrels wn (10)  55.5 90   
 11 77247 Paper Trade cdw (5)  55.5 96  D Smith 
 12 69512 Rhyming Puppet w (11)  55.5 90  J Orman 
 13 40018 Goodonya Sonja tcdw (7)  55 87   
 14 04335 Helfuchi dw (2)  54 90  J Huxtable (a2)

5 Suez Handicap 7.13
 $35,000, Benchmark 75, 1615m

 1 — Free Billy SCRATCHED

 2 36737 Bryneich cwn (6)  58 95  A Thompson (a3)
 3 9s020 Hang tdw (8)  58 94  B Nothdurft (a1.5)
 4 14s41 Seat Of Power cdn (1)  58 100  B Stewart 
 5 246s7 Le Dude cw (11)  57.5 92  J Orman 
 6 18s56 Downloading tcw (9)  55.5 93  S Cormack 
 7 6s046 Metamorphic  (5)  55.5 93  G Colless 
 8 3428s Miss Shanti d (7)  55 89  R Fradd 
 9 21636 Last Light dw (3)  54.5 97  L V Cassidy 
 10 95580 Mishani Phoenix cd (10)  54.5 91  
    T Marshall 
 11 s4345 Axella wb (16)  54 97   
 12 61318 Capeos dwn (2)  54 99  Ron Stewart 
 13 57243 Lucky Jackson wn (12)  54 94   
 14 s4422 Slow Hands cw (15)  54 94  
    M R Du Plessis 
 15 s9804 Veni Vidi Vici dw (4)  54 93  J Murphy (a2)
EMERGENCIES:
 16 — Ultimate Ring SCRATCHED

 17 86568 Certain Doubt d (14)  54 88   

6 Souths Sports Club 7.48
 $35,000, Class 2, 1615m

 1 66s45 Pembroke Castle wn (7)  59 93  O Orr 
 2 0557s Romanesque w (6)  58 86  J Huxtable (a2)
 3 13351 Alderman d (3)  57.5 91  J Orman 
 4 — Slow Hands SCRATCHED

 5 63621 Murless d (2)  57 91  D Griffin 
 6 28415 Single Story d (14)  57 93  J Bayliss 
 7 94816 Starbuster tc (13)  56.5 92  R Maloney 
 8 s822s Twilighter b (9)  56.5 88  M R Du Plessis 
 9 86s83 Ultimate Ring cdw (12)  56.5 93  
    B Stewart 
 10 787s4 Westham  (15)  56.5 91  B Nothdurft (a1.5)
 11 s4345 Axella wb (8)  56 98  R Fradd 
 12 44153 Mosshiki d (11)  56 100   
 13 — Phoenix Flyer SCRATCHED

 14 5s487 Birkin Black w (18)  55.5 89  S Cormack 
 15 1s515 Jeopardise Me wb (19)  54.5 89   
EMERGENCIES:
 16 810s8 Miss Understanding  (20)  54 85   
 17 40052 Currumbin Craft w (4)  54 91  Ron Stewart 
 18 72763 Lady Solerno w (1)  54 90   
 19 36823 Sultry Testa  (5)  54 87  D Smith 
 20 s5477 Jessina w (10)  54 82   

7 BRC Royal Ascot Tour 8.20
 $35,000, Class 1, 1200m

 1 2s136 Cook It Charlie  (3)  58.5 92  T Marshall 
 2 1 Paleontologist tw (2)  58.5 91  J Orman 
 3 34436 Stay Smart d (15)  58.5 95  C Bayliss (a2)
 4 651s Sugar Zone t (20)  58.5 85   
 5 14 Canusee  (17)  57 90  A Thompson (a3)
 6 s7323 Stepped In Paint tw (21)  57 90   
 7 33s1 Vivendo Il Sogno d (1)  57 92  R Fradd 
 8 8s741 Calabria  (18)  56.5 88  
    J Guthmann-Chester (a1.5)
 9 60s22 Cinco Star  (16)  56.5 93  M Hellyer 
 10 241 Flatter c (6)  56.5 100  R Maloney 
 11 s2315 Me Mum’s Foxy d (13)  56.5 89  J Bayliss 
 12 9s791 Zouvilla d (12)  56.5 91  B Nothdurft (a1.5)
 13 — Flaunt SCRATCHED

 14 26715 Red Hana dn (8)  56 89  S Cormack 
 15 53531 Gandiva d (4)  54.5 90  L V Cassidy 
 16 s4s15 Devine Grey b (14)  54 95  Ron Stewart 
EMERGENCIES:
 17 22515 Golden Symphony dn (10)  57.5 87  
    M R Du Plessis 
 18 63107 Terzo Millennio  (24)  57.5 85   
 19 43s32 Quanyin w (7)  55 89  D Smith 
 20 7s523 San Pierre w (11)  57 92   
 21 43752 Coupe De Ville  (5)  54.5 88   
 22 6358s Surface To Surface d (22)  55.5 91   
 23 42439 Lord Of The Dreamz w (9)  54 88   
 24 20907 Gypsy’s Tip d (23)  54 79   

8 Lunar New Year Raceday 8.50
 $35,000, Benchmark 65, 1350m

 1 — Kitty Damour SCRATCHED

 2 s6606 Fanx w (1)  60 94  R Plumb 
 3 6s274 Only Wanna Sing twb (10)  60 99  
    J Murphy (a2)
 4 21557 Star Silk cwn (4)  60 94  J Huxtable (a2)
 5 75s42 Winning Kiss dwn (8)  59 99  
    A Thompson (a3)
 6 35263 Cordoned w (12)  58 95  
    Ms M Wishart (a3)
 7 210s3 Mountbatten  (6)  58 97  B Stewart 
 8 98006 Tabrobane w (21)  58 87  P Timbery 
 9 s8s86 Love And Rock It t (2)  57.5 97  R Fradd 
 10 64s82 Send Us A Sign w (16)  57 98  D Smith 
 11 8s355 Catalina Miss tw (14)  56.5 97  R Maloney 
 12 45387 Sojournist  (5)  56.5 99  M Murphy 
 13 4s486 Notonya Nelly d (13)  55.5 95  J Bayliss 
 14 — Shezandi As SCRATCHED

 15 35356 Whodunnit  (7)  55.5 98  Ron Stewart 
 16 21s2 Social Order  (11)  54 97   
EMERGENCIES:
 17 136s0 Dramatic Moments w (18)  57 87  
    D Griffin 
 18 — Arterial SCRATCHED

 19 44534 Vienna Moon wb (9)  54.5 99   
 20 34436 Stay Smart  (15)  56.5 100   
 21 6146s Comogli  (3)  55 94   
 22 9s791 Zouvilla  (17)  54.5 96  B Nothdurft (a1.5)

Selections
Race 1: BEATING DRUM, THREEPOINT MISSILE, SUNLANDER

Race 2: STAMEN, HIGH CHIEF, LITTLE ALBERT

Race 3: MANTELLI, MILITARY KINGS, GREAT BRAVE

Race 4: MUSICAL GENIUS, HELFUCHI, AGGRAVATE

Race 5: SEAT OF POWER, SLOW HANDS, LUCKY JACKSON

Race 6: MOSSHIKI, ALDERMAN, MURLESS

Race 7: FLATTER, PALEONTOLOGIST, VIVENDO IL SOGNO

Race 8: WINNING KISS, SOCIAL ORDER, ZOUVILLA

Christchurch greys at Addington  Thursday  Jetbet 9  TAB D. 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12  T. 1-2-3, 4-5-6, 7-8-9, 10-11-12  Q. 2-3-4-5, 9-10-11-12  PL6 7-12

1 The Fitz Sports Bar Sprint 3.51
 $2035, C3, 295m

 1 77332 Sozin’s Azure 17.44 John McInerney
 2 33836 Cawbourne Britty 17.22 Craig Roberts
 3 42287 Go Mufasa 17.16 Robin Wales
 4 25346 Bashful Buffy 17.17 John McInerney
 5 63542 Enchantee 17.51 Rosemary Blackburn
 6 31186 Khatia 17.67 John McInerney
 7 4F243 Ohana Lad 17.48 Calum Weir
 8 13137 Know Baby 17.27 Garry Cleeve
EMERGENCIES:
 9 15158 Mitcham Becky 17.34 Corey Steele
 10 34178 Opa’s Mate 17.47 Ray Casey

2 Happy B'day John McMillan 4.13
 $2390, C4, 295m

 1 16785 Bender Truth 17.11 Ashley Bradshaw
 2 27875 Kiwi Gunn 17.22 Ray Adcock
 3 66757 Thrilling Watch nwtd Daniel Roberts
 4 67357 Citizen Aguero 17.25 John McInerney
 5 47714 Smash Grenade 17.38 Malcolm Grant
 6 74754 Goldstar Trooper 17.01 S & B Evans
 7 42362 Hilton Forabet 17.16 Bruce Dann
 8 47473 Bahama Queen 17.08 Jason Dunn
EMERGENCIES:
 9 77748 Billy Frost 17.37 Malcolm Grant
 10 88785 Black Rounder 17.22 Jason Dunn

3 Active Electrical C'church 4.31
 $2035, C3, 295m

 1 35687 Nikko Baxter 17.32 John McInerney
 2 36175 Homebush Rapper 17.47 John McInerney
 3 57123 Amuri Liv 17.28 John McInerney
 4 412F8 Special Affair 17.30 Rosemary Blackburn
 5 34142 Ulyssa Bale 17.30 Craig Roberts
 6 21511 Two Be Frank 17.24 Bruce Dann
 7 14s88 Epic Rose 17.50 J M  McCook
 8 58515 Go Gunna 17.25 Robin Wales
EMERGENCIES:
 9 15158 Mitcham Becky 17.34 Corey Steele
 10 36627 King Kali 17.19 Malcolm Grant

4 Addington Events Centre 4.48
 $2390, C4, 295m

 1 76627 Hilton Hangover 17.15 Bruce Dann
 2 88585 Memoir 17.39 Hart & Taylor
 3 87245 Goldstar Willa 17.39 S & B Evans
 4 15338 Jax Jewel 17.37 Daniel Roberts
 5 84562 Wildebeest 17.20 Ashley Bradshaw
 6 65837 Fleur Dior 17.27 Jason Dunn
 7 24767 Hear This 17.30 Malcolm Grant

 8 56813 Homebush Sayer 17.54 John McInerney
EMERGENCIES:
 9 77748 Billy Frost 17.37 Malcolm Grant
 10 88785 Black Rounder 17.22 Jason Dunn

5 Thursday Place Pick Sprint 5.06
 $2860, C5, 295m

 1 51286 Homebush Finn 17.21 John McInerney
 2 11623 Opawa Oscar 17.10 Robin Wales
 3 12222 Archie John Hill 17.08 J & D Fahey
 4 27285 Disobedience 17.19 S & B Evans
 5 31247 Amuri Magic 17.28 John McInerney
 6 61257 Pita Ramos 17.14 Jason Dunn
 7 31473 Lisa’s Boy 17.24 Ray Casey
 8 5s252 Martha Magic 17.33 Lisa Waretini
EMERGENCIES:
 9 88154 High Dreamer 17.11 Malcolm Grant
 10 44356 Versailles 17.07 Jason Dunn

6 Springston Hotel Dash 5.32
 $2035, C3, 295m

 1 56546 Sozin’s Symphony 17.58 John McInerney
 2 12164 Major Storm 17.39 Craig Roberts
 3 74346 Broken Penniless 17.40 Garry Cleeve
 4 73228 Smash Calling 17.34 Malcolm Grant
 5 88447 Special As 17.30 J M  McCook
 6 23141 Jinja Dylan 17.27 Allan Joyce
 7 83728 Joe Bonanza nwtd John McInerney
 8 13215 Punters Last 17.41 Robin Wales
EMERGENCIES:
 9 15158 Mitcham Becky 17.34 Corey Steele
 10 67275 Goldstar Dodge 17.26 S & B Evans

7 Garrard’s Horse & Hound 5.57
 $2390, C4, 295m

 1 15611 Horse Range Jim 17.06 Malcolm Grant
 2 86621 Forehand Raid 17.19 Jason Dunn

 3 36776 Country Gent 17.28 Ashley Bradshaw
 4 F3168 King Toliman 17.32 Craig Roberts
 5 85187 Amuri George 17.33 John McInerney
 6 32448 Elodea 17.37 Rosemary Blackburn
 7 34377 Goldstar Spotty 17.25 S & B Evans
 8 11134 Belfast Demo 17.31 Hart & Taylor
EMERGENCIES:
 9 77748 Billy Frost 17.37 Malcolm Grant
 10 88785 Black Rounder 17.22 Jason Dunn

8 Suck It Up Ltd Dash 6.24
 $2860, C5, 295m

 1 11187 Beck Eleven 17.04 Lisa Waretini
 2 1411s Sheza Rippa 16.91 J & D Fahey
 3 66116 Homebush Alexei 17.41 John McInerney
 4 82421 Souffle Sue 17.19 John McInerney
 5 13337 Hankenstein 17.19 Ashley Bradshaw
 6 15146 Man Of Letters 17.19 Alison Lee
 7 62368 Colbert 17.25 Jason Dunn
 8 24451 Platinum Paisley 17.08 Jason Dunn
EMERGENCIES:
 9 88154 High Dreamer 17.11 Malcolm Grant
 10 85671 Our Dazzel 17.00 Robin Wales

9 Christchurch Casino Stakes 6.47
 $4735, C4/5, 520m

 1 74114 Darla Bale 30.24 Craig Roberts
 2 14558 Know Betrayal 30.27 Garry Cleeve
 3 34612 Opawa Sweet 30.23 Robin Wales
 4 83162 Opawa Deal 29.98 J & D Fahey
 5 21684 Opawa May 30.21 Robin Wales
 6 22636 Start The Show 30.02 Ray Adcock
 7 316s5 Dyna Monty 29.94 Craig Roberts
 8 43561 Ringside 29.84 Ray Adcock
EMERGENCIES:
 9 17837 Dyna Xarvel 30.35 Craig Roberts
 10 57478 Our Jolene 30.14 Robin Wales

10 Kolorful Kanvas Feature 7.12
 $3200, R/A, 520m

 1 11132 Seve 30.14 Daniel Lane
 2 62437 Our Anna 30.38 Robin Wales
 3 12115 Goldstar Mauney 30.20 S & B Evans
 4 F2416 Creme Brulee 30.26 Lisa Waretini
 5 12133 Bolty nwtd Daniel Lane
 6 22821 Opawa Nat 30.01 J & D Fahey
 7 13121 Opawa Toddy 30.18 J & D Fahey
 8 16174 Ozzie 30.34 Daniel Lane

11 Crate & Barrel Hotel Sprint 7.37
 $2860, C5, 295m

 1 35166 Smash Wild 17.07 Malcolm Grant
 2 57113 Homebush Boots 17.20 John McInerney
 3 21818 Culvie Ness 17.28 Hart & Taylor
 4 31234 Treville 17.27 Jason Dunn
 5 24761 Chanyaka 17.20 Bruce Dann
 6 52211 Ketchikan Kim 17.03 Jason Dunn
 7 33275 Little Krakatoa 17.24 Ashley Bradshaw
 8 17126 Select Trick 17.00 Calum Weir
EMERGENCIES:
 9 51638 Opawa Vinny 16.98 J & D Fahey
 10 14185 Golden Bay 17.13 J M  McCook

12 Livamol Sprint 8.02
 $2390, C4, 295m

 1 35763 Busy Rocca 17.29 Malcolm Grant
 2 16635 Chitina Tin 17.15 Alison Lee
 3 14432 Starr Blueblood 17.34 John McInerney
 4 18644 Jinja Ellie 17.24 Allan Joyce
 5 38657 Fired Up Jed 17.21 Bruce Dann
 6 27665 Goldstar Major 17.24 S & B Evans
 7 81774 Dyna Elliot 17.31 Craig Roberts
 8 23835 Neelix 17.29 Rosemary Blackburn
EMERGENCIES:
 9 77748 Billy Frost 17.37 Malcolm Grant
 10 88785 Black Rounder 17.22 Jason Dunn

Selections
Race 1: KNOW BABY, ENCHANTEE, SOZIN’S AZURE

Race 2: BENDER TRUTH, BAHAMA QUEEN, KIWI GUNN

Race 3: TWO BE FRANK, AMURI LIV, ULYSSA BALE

Race 4: HILTON HANGOVER, GOLDSTAR WILLA,  

 WILDEBEEST

Race 5: ARCHIE JOHN HILL, OPAWA OSCAR,  

 MARTHA MAGIC

Race 6: PUNTERS LAST, MAJOR STORM, JINJA DYLAN

Race 7: HORSE RANGE JIM, FOREHAND RAID,  

 COUNTRY GENT

Race 8: SHEZA RIPPA, BECK ELEVEN, PLATINUM PAISLEY

Race 9: RINGSIDE, OPAWA DEAL, DARLA BALE

Race 10: SEVE, BOLTY, OPAWA NAT

Race 11: KETCHIKAN KIM, SELECT TRICK,  

 HOMEBUSH BOOTS

Race 12: BUSY ROCCA, CHITINA TIN, JINJA ELLIE
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ODEON 5
Phone 867 3339

1917 (R13) WED 1pm,
3.30pm, 6pm, 8.30pm
THU 1pm, 6pm, 8.30pm
A SHAUN THE SHEEP
MOVIE:
FARMAGEDDON THU
10am
PLAYING WITH FIRE
(PG) WED 1.40pm,
6.40pm. THU 10.20am,
4.25pm
LITTLE WOMEN (G)
WED 12.50pm, 5.40pm,
8.20pm. THU 12.45pm,
5.45pm
THE GENTLEMEN (R16) 
WED 4.20pm, 8.40pm
THU 8.40pm
SPIES IN DISGUISE (PG) 
WED 2.20pm
THU 12.10pm
JUMANJI 2: The Next
Level (PG) WED 3.40pm,
6.10pm, 8.40pm. THU
10.20am, 3.30pm,
8.30pm
STAR WARS: The Last
Skywalker (M) WED
2.30pm, 5.25pm,
8.20pm. THU 3pm
FROZEN 2 (PG) WED
3.30pm. THU 2pm
THE PEANUT BUTTER
FALCON (M) WED
12.10pm. LAST DAY!

STARTING THU 16.1.20

DOLITTLE (M) THU
11.55am, 4.10pm,
6.20pm
BAD BOYS FOR LIFE
(TBC) THU 12.30pm,
6pm, 8.40pm
MY SPY (PG) THU 10am,
2.20pm, 6.30pm
BOMBSHELL (M) THU
10.30am, 3.30pm,
8.30pm 

Times may vary subject
to late changes

WWW.ODEONGISBORNE.CO.NZ

ELECTRICIAN . All
works certified. 10%
off hourly rate. Paul,
0226 783 024.

HOME maintenance,
build work, alterations.
Ph 027 361 8863.

HOUSE plans drawn,
alterations, extensions.
Ph 0273 618 863.

LLOYD’S House Re-
piling. Ph 863 1275.

MESSY GARDEN??
"Let us do it for you."
Ph 027 659 2915.

TREE removals, tree
trimming. Greenwaste
removal, 0274 668 201.

Maori Reservation
Trust of Okuri Marae

AGM

Venue: Anzac Room of
Tolaga Bay Inn, Uawa

Date: Sunday 23rd
February 2020

Time: 11am

Agenda:

1. Mihimihi/Karakia
2. Apologies
3. Minutes of previous

AGM
4. Matters Arising
5. Correspondence
6. Financial Report
7. General Business

RANGIATA
AHUWHENUA

TRUST

ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING

Thursday 18th
January 2020

Venue:
BDO Accountants

1 Peel St

11am

AGENDA:

Minutes
Chair’s Report
Financial Report
General Business

Lunch to follow

EXPERIENCED Thin-
ners, top wages, grass
areas. Ph 027 8795 412.

PART-TIME Admin
Secretary. Accounts,
payroll. 027 5331 184.

W A N T E D : Casual
Musterer, 25km from
city. Ph 06 862 9650
evenings.

WAIPIRO A31
TRUST

2019 ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING

Notice is hereby given
that the Annual General
Meeting of beneficial
owners will be held at
BDO offices on
Saturday 25 January
2020 at 10.30am.

AGENDA

1. Mihi/Karakia.
2. Apologies.
3. Minutes of previous

Annual General
Meeting.

4. Election - for two
positions caused by
the resignation of Lee
Cudd & Ngawiki
Cudd

   Note (1) Nomination
duly completed by
nominator and can-
didate must be lodged
at the Incorporations
office, 1 Peel Street,
Gisborne not later
than 10.30am, Wed-
nesday 22 January
2020.

   (2)  Proxy forms and
power of attorney
must be lodged at the
Incorporations office
by 10.30am, Thurs-
day 23 January
2020.

5. Chairperson
   Report.
6. Annual Accounts for

the years ended 30
June 2018 & 2019.

7. Distribution
recommendations.

8. Appointment of
Auditor and Share
Valuer.

9. Special Resolution:
   Beneficial owners to

vote in favour of one
of the following -

   Enter a 20yr carbon
farming lease with
NZ Carbon Farming

   Continue to lease the
property for livestock
farming

10. General Business.

Notes

Proxy and Powers of
Attorney forms are
available to beneficial
owners at BDO
Gisborne Ltd, 1 Peel
Street, Gisborne.

S Procter
CHAIRPERSON

PART-TIME PRACTICE

NURSE (0.2FTE) + CASUAL

Please apply in writing with CV to:

PO Box 672
or email admin@citymedgis.co.nz
Before Friday 24th January 2020

Enquiries to 868 6104

THE WHANGARA FARMS BOARD
TOGETHER WITH THE PAKARAE
A & OTHER BLOCKS, TAPUWAE
WHITIWHITI & WHANGARA B5

COMMITTEES OF MANAGEMENT,
INVITES SHAREHOLDERS TO

ATTEND OUR

SHAREHOLDER FARM
TOUR

Saturday 15 February 2020

Meeting at Whangara B5 Woolshed,
2072 State Highway 35 Whangara,

at 9.00am sharp.

Only 4-wheel drive vehicles (no bikes)
will be permitted to access the farms.
For transport on the day, please notify

BDO Gisborne if you are going to attend
and require transport OR if you have a
4-wheel drive vehicle available to take

passengers.

Lunch & refreshments to be provided.

Only those that register will be allowed
to attend due to transport and catering

numbers.
Registrations: by 5.00pm
Friday 7 February 2020

to BDO, PO Box 169, Gisborne or email
mbu@bdo.co.nz

WANTED:
SHEPHERD
GENERAL

For Hill Country Farm
27km from Gisborne on
sealed road. 3 bdrm
house with school bus
500m from gate.
Applicant to have 4
dogs under good
command, able horse
rider on hill country,
and be willing to take
responsibility. The
position involves stock
work and general work
consisting of fencing
and weed control.

Phone Merv Utting
06 867 0361

THE PROPRIETORS
OF AHIKOUKA A6B
 INCORPORATION

&
WAIOMATATINI C

& WAIROA 1A
TRUST

Shareholders &
Whanau are invited to

attend a farm tour

SATURDAY,
22 February 2020

Commence at 8.30am
Lunch at 12 noon
Wananga at 1pm

MEET AT
WAIOMATATINI

WOOLSHED,
983 WAIOMATATINI
ROAD, RUATORIA

Please notify the office
if you are going to

attend
RSVP by 5pm,

7 February 2020 to:
mbu@bdo.co.nz or

arataha.stn@gmail.com
or Ph 0800 11 11 55

and ask for
MBU Group

There will also be
accommodation avail-
able for Saturday night
at Porourangi Marae

(Note: If you phone in
our office is closed

from 5pm 20th Decem-
ber 2019 and re-opens
on 13th January 2020)

Waikirikiri School Office will be open to
receive new enrolments and to sell
uniform requisites as required from
Monday January 20th 2020 onwards.

Office hours will be from 9.00a.m. to 12
noon.

Students will commence school on
Monday 3rd February, 2020.

We are a dual medium school, providing
education in English as well as full
immersion Te Reo ake o Ngati Porou
from new entrant to year 8. Hindmarsh
Buses will be providing the same service
with the same bus route for Kaiti side. Go
Bus Gisborne will be providing the same
service with the same bus route for the
town side.

Nau mai haeremai.

WOF INSPECTOR

We are looking for a
fulltime, qualified

WOF Inspector to join
our team.

To apply phone and
chat to Neil,

Mangapapa Garage
06 867 3837 or email
mangapapagarage@

xtra.co.nz

PAKARAE A &
OTHER BLOCK

INCORPORATION
SCHOLARSHIP

To provide financial
assistance for the
scholarship holders to
complete a degree.

The applicant must be a
shareholder or son or
daughter or grandchild
of a shareholder or a
member of a whanau
trust in Pakarae. Please
provide your whaka-
papa to shareholdings
on your application
form (question 6).

Only applicants under-
taking fulltime tertiary
study will be con-
sidered.

Please direct all
enquiries for app-
lication forms to:

THE SECRETARY
Pakarae A & Other
Block Incorporation

PO Box 169
Gisborne 40409

Phone: (06) 869 1400
Email:

mbu@bdo.co.nz

Applications must be in
no later than Thursday
30 April 2020, and the
Scholarship Sub Com-
mittee will interview all
applicants.

PARAFED
GISBORNE

TAIRAWHITI

Is looking for an
Administrator with a
little bit more. We help
people with physical
disabilities in sport, and
need you to work the
admin side of our
organisation. You will
work alongside our
coordinator and report
to the board on a
monthly basis. Some-
times you might be
needed to assist our
coordinator in the field,
meet our members and
work with them. The
role is 10 hours per
week but can be
flexible to the right
applicant. Training and
ongoing support will be
provided.

Email cover letter and
resume to katie@
parafedgisborne.co.nz
Applications close 5pm,
Friday 17th January.

Entertainment

NOTICE BOARD

Gisborne District Council

Meetings

Meetings

Public Notices

Public Notices

Public Notices

Public Notices

Public Notices Public Notices

Work Wanted Work Wanted

Situations

Vacant

Situations Vacant Situations
Vacant

Situations

Vacant

Situations

Vacant

Having 
a garage 

sale 
Saturday?

Deadline 
to advertise 

is 2pm 
Thursday.

Classifieds
Phone 

869 0601

Keep Your 
Privacy

Let us collect 
responses to your 
advertisements.

Only $7.00 (incl GST) 
for 30 days 

Focus On 

The Land

Farming news 
and local profiles 

Wednesdays and 
Saturdays in your 
Gisborne Herald

www.gdc.govt.nz 

15 Fitzherbert Street
PO Box 747 Gisborne 4040

PHONE 06 867 2049
EAST COAST RESIDENTS 0800 653 800

EMAIL service@gdc.govt.nz

w.gdc.govt.nz 

itzherbert Street

P
U

B
L

IC
 N

O
T

IC
E EXTRAORDINARY COUNCIL MEETING TO 

FOLLOW SUSTAINABLE TAIRAWHITI

Thursday 30 January

To consider a report on the tenure of the 
current Directors of Gisborne Holdings 
Limited (GHL).

Thursday 30 January
9am Sustainable  Tairāwhiti

Meeting agendas and associated reports 
are available on our website two days 
before the scheduled meeting. This notice 
is given under the Local Government 
Oicial Information and Meetings Act 
1987.

FLOORSANDING &
POLYURETHANING

Of old and new

loors.
Phone

Modo Flooring
now for a free

quote! 867 0286

Fire and Emergency is seeking 
submissions from the public on the 
proposed Dispute Resolution 

Scheme rules.

The Scheme will be the process for 
resolving any disputes with 
Fire and Emergency, and is intended to 
be fair, independent and accessible.

FIND OUT MORE INFORMATION AT 

WWW.FIREANDEMERGENCY.NZ/PUBLIC-CONSULTATION

ProPrietors 
of Nuhiti Q 

iNcorPoratioN 

A special general 
meeting for the 
shareholders of the 
Proprietors of Nuhiti Q 
Incorporation will be 
held as follows:

Venue: Māori Land 
Court

60 Reads Quay, 
Gisborne

Date: Wednesday,
29 January 2020
time: 9.30 am

aGeNDa

Karakia tīmatanga
Apologies
Committee of 

Management Report: 
Peter Andrew

Update regarding the 
inancial state of the 
incorporation: Coates 
Associates

Proxy Forms
Nominations
Election of committee 

of management 
members

General business
Karakia whakamutunga

Proxy forms must be 
received by AgFirst 
by 9.30am, Monday, 
27 January 2020

Nomination forms must 
be received by  AgFirst 
by 5pm, Saturday 
25 January 2020

Proxy Forms and 
Nomination Forms can 
be collected from:

Registered Oice:  
Peter Andrew, AgFirst, 
PO Box 1101, Level 1, 
Marina View Building, 
6 Reads Quay, Gisborne

Ph: (06) 868 4144
Email: peter.andrew@

agirst.co.nz
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CENTRE ADMINISTRATOR
Permanent Part-time (15 hours per week)

We are looking for a positive and
energetic person who can provide a
consistently high level of administration
for our early childhood centre. The
successful applicant will need to be able
to:

•   Work independently but also within a
 team

•   Sound Microsoft Excel and outlook skills
•   Knowledge of IMS Payroll and Quick

 books Accounting System an
 advantage

•   Friendly, out-going personality
•   Excellent telephone and communica-

 tion skills
•   Knowledge of early childhood

 education administrative requirements
 and APT system an advantage.

If you believe you have the right
attributes, please apply in writing, with
CV attached, by 5pm, Friday 31st January
2020 to:

larraine@victoriachildcare.co.nz
Larraine Ball

Senior Teacher/Manager
Victoria Early Learning Centre
PO Box 1185, GISBORNE 4040

Turanga Health is an Iwi based health
provider in Turanganui a Kiwa

servicing the tribal boundaries of Ngai
Tamanuhiri, Te Aitanga a Mahaki and

Rongowhakaata.

Employment opportunities

Registered Nurse – Fixed Term to 19
December 2020 (Maternity Cover)

We have a vacancy for an experienced
registered nurse to join our Tamariki Ora
Team.

This role is supported by Kaiawhina –
strongly integrated in other primary care
initiatives within Turanga Health service
delivery and promises the successful
candidate a wide range of job variety and
work satisfaction.

CAYAD (Community Action on Youth
and Drugs) Coordinator – Fixed Term to
31 July 2020 (Maternity Cover).

We have a vacancy for a Health Promotor
to work alongside other Turanga Health
kaimahi and community groups with an
aim to collectively reduce alcohol and
drug related harm in young people.

If you are up for the challenge and want
to work within a unique team of
passionate health professionals, then pick
up a copy of the job description and
application form and submit your
expression of interest letter along with a
CV and completed job application to:
Turanga Health, PO Box 41, Gisborne
4040, Attn: Mahi Ora, or Drop off to: 145
Derby St, Gisborne.

All completed applications for this
position are to be received at Turanga
Health’s main office: 145 Derby St,
Gisborne, no later than 5pm, 20 January
2020.

HAY. Coming up
toward end of January.
Make an order and
arrange pick-up by
phoning 867 8399 or
027 243 8152.

 ALUMINIUM FABRICATOR

We are looking for an aluminium
fabricator/glazier to join our Gisborne
factory.

Your benefits:

•   Hourly rate based on experience with
 overtime rates

•   Large variety of work
•   Long-established company
•   On-going training

What you need to bring to this job:

•   Able to work in a team environment
•   Commitment
•   Reliability
•   Attention to detail
•   NZ residency or a valid NZ work visa

Apply to Kath at Fisher Aluminium
Gisborne, 390 Palmerston Road

Phone 06 867 7936

CAR shed or workshop
to rent. Ph 021 0232
8130.

BOARD wanted for
overseas winery interns,
prefer close to the city/-
industrial subdivision.
Period from mid Feb-
ruary until April/May.
Please contact Petina
and leave details on 867
9089, 9am-4pm.

J U D Y , Asian lady,
28yrs, 36DD busty. Ph
021 169 2715.
Q U I N C Y . In & out
calls, 021 024 84911.

Ngati Porou East Coast Schools & Kura

FOUR LEARNING SUPPORT CO-ORDINATOR POSITIONS

Porou Ariki Kahui Ako & the Ngati Porou Principals Association
are advertising four Learning Support Co-ordinator positions
based on the East Coast to work with schools and kura, in
clusters, from Potaka to Whangara. The positions are for
experienced trained teachers with a record of best practice. All
positions are bilingual requiring applicants to be fluent in te reo
ake o Ngati Porou me ona tikanga.

The positions will be based at the following schools/kura:

• TKKM o Kawakawa Mai Tawhiti
• TKKM o Te Waiu o Ngati Porou
• Hiruharama School
• Tolaga Bay Area School & Kahukuranui

Please contact the tumuaki/principal of the base school/kura
for further information:

• Campbell Dewes - tari@kkmt.school.nz
• Phil Heeney - tari@tewaiu.school.nz
• Keriana Tawhai - office@hiruharama.school.nz
• Nori Parata - tolaga.school@uawa.ac.nz

All applications close on Friday 24 January 2020 and should be
sent to the school/kura where the position being applied for is to
be based. Appointments will be made in early February 2020.

Nori Parata, Chairperson
Ngati Porou Principals Association

BUY now. 2m3 Pine
$120, 4m3 $220, 6m3
$320, 8m3 $430, 12m3
$640, short logs unsplit
20m3 $250. Mac’s
Wood. Ph 862 8876.
M A N U K A , Gum,
Macrocarpa. www.the
firewoodguy.nz

ASICS runners, worn
once, size 7, white, $30.
Size 7½, worn once, all
black, $25. Ph 027 6518
936.

B E S T W A Y pool,
3.66m x 76cm or 12ft x
30" includes pump and
replacement filters,
chlorine, pool shock,
water tester kit, temp
gauge, pool cover and
cleaner $150. Ph 868
4962 or 027 2131 067.
BOYS’ High V-neck
woollen black jumper,
126cm, $35, 2x polo
shirts, M (seniors, light
blue) $15ea, both for
$25, shorts, 92cm, $15,
2x shorts, 88cm, $15ea,
both for $25. Will
consider the lot for a
decent offer. Ph/text
021 208 1270.

CAMPING chairs (2),
folding with carry bags.
$40ea, $70 for both.
Folding metal camping
table, 850 x 550, 720
high, $20. Ph 868 8521.

C H I C K E N house,
houses up to 6 laying
fowls or rear chickens,
inspection welcomed,
$300. Ph 863 1241.

GIRLS’ High senior
white blouse/shirt, size
12, excell cond $22.
Ph/text 021 208 1270.

GISBORNE Int white
polo shirt Argyle brand,
purchased from school,
worn 3-4 times, size
10yrs, $12. Ph/text 021
208 1270.

GIS Int jackets (2) $35
ea, excell cond, small,
girls shorts $15, excell
cond, size 12. Boys
white polo shirt, $10.
New schooltex, size 12.
Girls white blouses (2)
$5, size 14. Boys cap
$5. Ph 867 5750, txt
021 0823 7934.

H U S Q V A R N A 16"
chainsaw $450. Toshiba
colour TV, 19" $30. Ph
027 213 1067 or 868
4962.

J A M jars 30-50c ea,
jam jars x11, 20c each,
bottles suitable preserv-
ing, x29, 50c each. Ph
867 5466.

LYTTON High polo
shirts, sml, $15ea, skirt,
size 67, $20, woollen
jersey, 92cm, $40, $40.
Ph 868 4277.

TEACHER AIDE

Lytton High School
seeks an experienced
Teacher Aide to work
with a student with very
high needs, experience
with Autism would be
an advantage. The
position is for 17-20
hours per week and
subject to a police vet.
This is a fixed term,
term time only position
commencing Friday
31st January 2020, until
the end of the junior
academic year i.e.
Thursday 11th
December 2020.
Please apply in writing

with CV (copy) and
contact details of 2

referees to:
 The Principal Lytton

High School,
 PO Box 635 Gisborne

4040 or email
sue@lyttonhigh.net

All applications must be
on the school’s
application form, avail-
able from the
Principal’s Secretary,
sue@lyttonhigh.net. For
further information and
a job description please
contact the school on
the above email address

Applications close
3.00pm Monday 20th

January 2020

Situations Vacant

Situations Vacant

Situations Vacant

Situations Vacant

Situations Vacant

Situations Vacant

Situations

Vacant

HOME & LEISURE

Firewood

PROPERTY

Private Escorts

AT YOUR SERVICE

Wanted  to Rent

Readers
Bargains

Accommodation

Livestock

FARMING Readers
Bargains

Readers
Bargains

Administrator - 

Information
Eastland Network - Gisborne

If you are you detail orientated, 
service-focused and have experience 

working with data - read on!

Group life insurance

Flexible hours - 30-40 per week

Help us support our community

Eastland Group specialises in regional 
infrastructure in the areas of ports, 
electricity distribution and electricity 
generation. We're also actively exploring 
the opportunities o�ered by emerging 
technologies in the energy space.

We aim to deliver consistent growth and 
excellent returns to our shareholder, Trust 
Tairāwhiti, for the ultimate benefit of the 
whole community.

Currently we have an opportunity for a 
talented, innovative and service-focused 
person to join the Eastland Network 
Information team.

You will have a high level of competency in 
Microsoft O�ce applications and 
experience in data administration, capture 
and analysis. Some knowledge of GIS, 
CAD, process and procedure mapping, 
indexing and classification is desirable.

The position is based in Gisborne, Tairāwhiti, 
a region renowned for sunshine, surfing and 
an enviably relaxed lifestyle that's popular 
with professionals and their families.

Eastland Group o�ers excellent conditions 
of employment and competitive 
remuneration. If you are someone who 
likes to "make things happen" and would 
like to be part of Eastland Group, please 
apply today.

Applicants for this position should have 
NZ residency or a valid NZ work visa.

To apply for this job go to: 
http://eastlandcareers.nz 
& enter ref code: 4992923. 
Applications close 31/1/20.

PART-TIME SUPPORT ADMINISTRATOR

MATERNITY LEAVE COVER

We are looking for a well presented and skilled person to join our 
irm in a front of house role for a Fixed Term of approximately 
10 months from the start of March 2020.  Hours are 8am to 
1.30pm daily.
The successful applicant will assist our administrative team 
with a wide variety of general business support duties, including 
reception, word processing, document control, payday iling 
and administration.
Skills and attributes required include:
* Experience in large ofice systems preferable
* Word Processing skills with proven proiciency in formatting 
* Availability to work across school holidays
* Strong communication skills
* Self motivated with good organisational skills
* Computer skilled in Word & Excel. Experience in MYOB 

Accounting Ofice and Xero would be an advantage.
If you have the background and skills for this position, please 
email your CV to tricia@grahamdobson.co.nz or post to 
Graham & Dobson’s address below:
Applications close Friday 24 January 2020.

Graham and Dobson Ltd t 06 869 1234 f 06 867 8357
393 Gladstone Rd PO Box 1247 e post@grahamdobson.co.nz
Gisborne 4040 New Zealand www.grahamdobson.co.nz
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Situations VacantSituations Vacant Situations Vacant

New vehicles and 
motoring news.

Every Tuesday
in your Gisborne 

Herald.

Classifieds
Phone 

869 0601

Having a
garage sale 
Saturday?

Deadline to advertise is 
2pm Thursday.

Keep Your 

Privacy
Let us collect 

responses to your 
advertisements.

Only $7.00 (incl GST) 
for 30 days 

Stand Out
Give your 

advertisement 

a boost with a 

HIGHLIGHTER

Join the team
launching to space.

Rocket Lab has exciting career opportunities 
available now at its Māhia launch site.

Logistics Assistant

A fast-paced role providing responsive and 

detail-focused logistics support for our team and our 

customers launching to space.

MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR

In this position you’ll be responsible for the planning, 

scheduling, and delivery of all the servicing, 

maintenance, and compliance requirements at our 

launch site.

MECHANICAL TECHNICIAN

Working with a tight-knit team of technicians and 

engineers, you’ll build, test, and maintain critical launch 

systems at the world’s only private rocket launch pad. 

Apply now:
www.rocketlab.co.nz/careers

Eastland Toyota
NEW ZEALAND’S BEST QUALITY VEHICLES

Hours: 8am-5pm Monday-Friday, 9am-4pm Saturday, 10am-3pm Sunday

2
7
4
5
2
-2
0

Paul Norman
027 506 7458

James Woochuk
021 0255 4388

Gavin Kernohan
027 475 6501

Taylor Luscombe
021 0261 0623

Interest rate of 10.75% only available on classic finance hire purchase. A $400 booking fee and $9.20 PPSR fee also apply. Weekly payments are based 
on a 20% deposit over 60 months and include booking fee, PPSR fee and payment protection insurance. The total amount payable can be calculated by 

multiplying the weekly figure by 261. The interest rate for the term of the loan is fixed. Subject to Toyota Financial Services lending criteria.

2004 TOYOTA NOAH
8 seater

$9990N
O
W

$17,990NOW

$44,990NOW$23,990NOW

2015 TOYOTA RAV 4 GXL

$15,990NOW

$34,490NOW

$11,490N
O
W

2013 TOYOTA AQUA

$27,990NOW

2016 FORD FALCON G6E

$25,490NOW

2018 MAZDA 3 GLX

333 Gladstone Road, Gisborne, Phone 06 867 9444 

2016 TOYOTA COROLLA GX

2018 TOYOTA HIGHLANDER GXL
AWD, 7 seater

2011 TOYOTA RAV4

2015 TOYOTA HILUX
Flat deck, auto, 4x4

2014 SSANGYONG ACTYON 
SPORTS

2017 TOYOTA YARIS GX

$12,990NOW

2014 TOYOTA YARIS GX

$15,990NOW

201  TOYOTA RAV4

$15,990$15,990$13,990NOW

From 

$64
pw*

6 FORD FALCON G6E2016 FORD FALCON G6E6 FORD FALCON G6E
From 

$125
pw*

From 

$46
pw*

From 

$53
pw*

2014 TOYOTA YARIS GX 6 TOYOTA COROLLA GX6 TOYOTA COROLLA GX
From 

$59
pw*

$17,990$17,990

2018 MAZDA 3 GLX

From 

$72
pw*

From 

$72
pw*

From 

$107
pw*

From 

$114
pw*

$12,990

2015 TOYOTA RAV 4 GXL
From 

From 

$81
pw*

2014 SSANGYONG ACTYON 
From 

$72
From 

Support for men 

and their whanau

tauawhi.org.nz

Youth Team Leader (part time, ixed-term)
Are you a qualiied social worker who enjoys working with youth and their families?
Tauawhi Men’s Centre, a service of Family Works Tairawhiti and Presbyterian Support 
East Coast, is a place to access help for issues such as relationships, anger, grief and 
loss, and stress.
This role is a ixed term position until 30 June 2020 (30 hours per week) and requires 
excellent communication, leadership and conflict management skills, a high level of 
professionalism, and respect for the privacy of all clients.
The successful candidate will also be empathetic, an effective team leader and have 
the ability to manage a small team of Youth Workers.
Required qualiications:
• A degree in Social Work
• Full Registration and competent to practice with the NZ Social Workers 

Registration Board, or working towards registration and competence
• A clean, current NZ Driver’s Licence
• Excellent IT skills

Support for men 

and their whanau

tauawhi.org.nz

Youth Team Leader (part time, ixed-term)
Are you a qualiied social worker who enjoys working with youth and their families?
Tauawhi Men’s Centre, a service of Family Works Tairawhiti and Presbyterian Support 
East Coast, is a place to access help for issues such as relationships, anger, grief and 
loss, and stress.
This role is a ixed term position until 30 June 2020 (30 hours per week) and requires 
excellent communication, leadership and conflict management skills, a high level of 
professionalism, and respect for the privacy of all clients.
The successful candidate will also be empathetic, an effective team leader and have 
the ability to manage a small team of Youth Workers.
Required qualiications:
• A degree in Social Work
• Full Registration and competent to practice with the NZ Social Workers 

Registration Board, or working towards registration and competence
• A clean, current NZ Driver’s Licence
• Excellent IT skills

For a full job description please email adminFWgisborne@psec.org.nz or  

phone 06 868 1399. Applications close 5pm 21 October 2019.

Non-Violence Programme Facilitator - 40hrs/pwk

Tauawhi is a service of Family Works Tairāwhiti, which provides support 
to men and women who are experiencing challenges that potentially 
can impact on safety and holistic wellbeing. The service effectively 
works alongside these men, women and children to achieve positive and 
sustainable life changes.

The role involves undertaking assessment for, and facilitation of Ministry 
of Justice and Department of Corrections Non-Violence Programmes on 
an individual and/or group basis, in addition to administrating mandatory 
reporting. 

The successful candidate requires excellent communication and conlict 
management skills, a high level of professionalism, and respect for the 
privacy of all clients. In addition, they must be empathetic, be a positive 
contributor to the team environment and have the ability to effectively 
manage and resolve stressful situations involving men and their families/
whānau.
Competencies required:
• Proven experience Court Directed Assessment;
• Understanding of Family Violence Dynamics; 
• Proven experience in facilitation and delivery of individual and group 

programmes;
• Proven experience in working with the Cognitive Behaviour Therapy 

(CBT) and other related intervention models;
• Excellent IT skills;
• A clean, current NZ driver’s licence
• Police Vetting clearance in accordance with the Vulnerable Children 

Act (2014).
Application packs are available from: 

Family Works Tairawhiti, 141 Bright Street, Gisborne 4010
or email adminFWgisborne@psec.org.nz  

Applications close 5.00pm on 24 January 2020

COOK/CLEANER
Fulltime Position

We seek motivated, organized and 
eficient person that plays an important 
role for staff and students. 
Ideal applicant will demonstrate:
• They are a team player able to meet 

Matapuna’s workplace expectations 
• A positive role model 
• The ability to connect with a range of 

cultures 
• Strong communication skills 
• The ability to provide 80 staff and 

students with morning tea and lunch 
daily 

• The ability to maintain high standards 
of cleanliness across the centre 

Applicants must have a full driver’s 
license, be able to pass vetting 
requirements for work with vulnerable 
children, and be drug free. Catering and/
or cleaning experience/qualiications are 
desirable. 
Please submit a covering letter and an up- 
to-date CV by Tuesday the 21st of January 
by email: Jodie.cook@matapuna.co.nz 
or to The CEO, PO Box 476, Gisborne 
4040. 
Start date on or before February the 7th.
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PAY TV

TVNZ 1

SKY SPORT 1 SKY SPORT 2 SKY 5 DISCOVERY

CHOICE

MOVIES PREMIERE

TVNZ 2 THREE PRIME MAORI TV

RNZ NATIONAL

BRAVO

KEY  0 Closed captions;  3 Repeat;  (HLS) Highlights;  (RPL) Replay;  (DLY) Delayed;  16 Approved for persons 16 years or over;  18 Approved for persons 18 years or over;  AO Adults only;   
C Content may offend;  L Language may offend;  M Suitable for mature audiences;  PG/PGR Parental guidance recommended for younger viewers;  S Sexual content may offend;  V Contains violence.

WEDNESDAY—THURSDAY’S TELEVISION GUIDE

 5pm The Chase 0 

 6pm 1 News At 6pm 0 

 7pm Extreme Cake Makers 0   

A one-metre-long cake 

that looks part dragon 

and part boat; an 

intricately decorated 

time-piece cake; a 

60cm-wide vanilla cake 

that gives the illusion of 

floating tiers.

 7.30 Shop Well For Less 0   

A family facing setbacks 

seeks to own a home 

again.

 8.20 L Lotto   

The Lotto draw.

 8.25 Shop Well For Less 0 

Continued.

 8.45 Living With The 

Boss PGR 0   

Allstar Cheersport boss 

Kimberley swaps her 

high heels for gumboots.

 9.45 Coronation Street PGR 0 

 10.45 The Family Law PGR 

 11.15 Code Black AO 3 0 

  THURSDAY  

 12.10 Queen Sugar PGR 0 

 1am Te Karere 3 

 1.25 Infomercials 

 5.35 Te Karere 3 

 6am Alphabetical 3 0 

 6.55 Sun, Sea, And Brides-to-

Be 3 

 8am Flipping Profit! 0 

 9am The Ellen DeGeneres 

Show 0 

 10am Tipping Point 3 

 11am The Celebrity Chase 3 

0 

 Noon Emmerdale 0 

 1pm Coronation Street 3 0 

 2pm The Ellen DeGeneres 

Show 3 0 

 3pm Tipping Point 0 

 4pm Te Karere 

 4.30 Border Patrol 3 0 

 5pm The Chase 0 

 6pm Gallagher Premiership 

Highlights Show 

 7pm French Top 14 Highlights  

A wrap up of all the tries 

and main talking points 

from every game of the 

round.

 7.30 Super Rugby 2017  

Crusaders v Highlanders.  

From AMI Stadium, 

Christchurch.

 9.30 Getting Grilled With 

Marshy 

 10pm Gallagher 

Premiership (RPL)  

Leicester v Bristol.

  THURSDAY  

 12am Gallagher 

Premiership (RPL)  

Saracens v Worcester 

Warriors.

 2am Gallagher 

Premiership (RPL)  

London Irish v Exeter 

Chiefs.  

From Madejski Stadium, 

England.

 4am Gallagher 

Premiership (RPL)  

Wasps v Northampton 

Saints.  

From Ricoh Arena, 

England.

 6am Super Rugby 2017  

Crusaders v Highlanders.  

From AMI Stadium, 

Christchurch.

 8am World Sevens (RPL)  

Day Two.  

From Sevens Stadium, 

Dubai.

 7.30 Big Bash (HLS)  
Heat v Strikers.

 8.05 L Big Bash  
Thunder v Renegades.  
From Manuka Oval, 
Canberra.

 11.05 L Big Bash  
Scorchers v Stars.  
From Optus Stadium, 
Perth.

  THURSDAY  

 2.30 India v Australia (HLS)  
First ODI.  
From Wankhede Stadium 
in Mumbai, India.

 3.30 Super Smash (HLS) 

 4am Super Smash (HLS) 

 4.30 Big Bash (HLS)  
Heat v Strikers.

 5am Big Bash (HLS)  
Hurricanes v Scorchers.

 5.30 Blackcaps v India (HLS) 
Third T20.  
From Seddon Park in 
Hamilton.

 5.58 L West Indies v 
Ireland  
First T20.  
From National Cricket 
Stadium, Grenada.

 9.30 Big Bash (HLS) 

 10.30 Big Bash (HLS)  
Thunder v Renegades.

 11am Big Bash (HLS)  
Scorchers v Stars.

 11.30 India v Australia (HLS)  
First ODI.

 12.30 Big Bash (RPL)  
Scorchers v Stars.

 4pm L Women’s Super 
Smash  
Elimination Final:  
Hearts v Sparks.  
From Eden Park Outer 
Oval.

 5pm Wheel Of Fortune PG 

 5.30 Storage Wars: Texas PG 

 6pm Highway Thru Hell PG 

 7pm Border Security: 

Australia’s Frontline M 

 7.30 CSI MV 

 8.30 FBI MV 

 9.30 Shades Of Blue MVLSC 

 10.30 SVU MV 

 11.15 Highway Thru Hell PG 

  THURSDAY  

 12.05 Charmed M 

 12.50 Wheel Of Fortune PG 

 1.15 Jeopardy! PG 

 1.40 Border Security: 

Australia’s Frontline M 

 2.05 Shades Of Blue MVLSC 

 2.50 FBI MV 

 3.40 SVU MV 

 4.25 Storage Wars: Texas PG 

 4.50 CSI MV 

 5.35 The Simpsons PG 

 6am Jeopardy! PG 

 6.25 Wheel Of Fortune PG 

 6.50 The Simpsons PG 

 7.15 Charmed M 

 8am Border Security: 

Australia’s Frontline M 

 8.25 Highway Thru Hell PG 

 9.15 Storage Wars: Texas PG 

 9.40 CSI MV 

 10.25 SVU MV 

 11.10 Charmed M 

 11.55 Jeopardy! PG 

 12.25 Wheel Of Fortune PG 

 12.50 Shades Of Blue MVLSC 

 1.40 FBI MV 

 2.25 CSI MV 

 3.10 Charmed M 

 4pm The Simpsons PG 

 4.30 Jeopardy! PG 

 5pm Wheel Of Fortune PG 

 5.30 Storage Wars: Texas PG 

 5.15 McKellen MLS 2018 

Documentary.

 6.45 Wildlife MLSC 2018 Drama. 

Jake Gyllenhaal, Carey 

Mulligan.

 8.30 Doe MVLC 2018 Thriller.  

A man wakes up with a 

strange ability and no 

memory of his past. 

After finding a clue, he 

must discover his true 

identity before it is too 

late. Timothy Davis, 

Tatyana Ali.

 10.10 Bad Times At The El 

Royale 16VL 2018 Drama. 

Jeff Bridges, Chris 

Hemsworth.

  THURSDAY  

 12.30 Bob Fosse: It’s 

Showtime MC 2018 

Documentary.

 1.35 This Teacher 16VC 2018 

Drama. Hafsia Herzi, Lucy 

Walters.

 3.10 The Dark Tapes 16VLC 

2018 Horror. Emilia Ares, 

David Banks.

 4.50 Doe MVLC 2018 Thriller.

 6.30 McKellen MLS 2018 

Documentary.

 8am Bad Times At The El 

Royale 16VL 2018 Drama.

 10.20 Wildlife MLSC 2018 Drama.

 12.05 Bob Fosse: It’s 

Showtime MC 2018 

Documentary.

 1.10 Nothing But Trailers M 

 1.40 Doe MVLC 2018 Thriller.

 3.16 Bad Times At The El 

Royale 16VL 2018 Drama.

 5.35 The New Romantic MLS 

2018 Comedy.

 5.40 Outback Opal Hunters PG 

 6.35 The World’s Deadliest 

Weather Caught On 

Camera PG 

 7.30 Alaska: The Last 

Frontier PG 

 8.30 Alaskan Bush People PG 

 9.25 Raising Wild PG 

 10.15 Moonshiners M 

 11.05 Naked And Afraid MLC 

 11.55 How It’s Made PG 

  THURSDAY  

 12.20 How Do They Do It? PG 

 12.45 Car Crash Global Caught 

On Camera PG 

 1.35 Deadliest Catch PG 

 2.25 Bering Sea Gold PG 

 3.15 Homestead Rescue PG 

 4.05 Insane Pools: Off The 

Deep End PG 

 4.55 Naked And Afraid MLC 

 5.45 Deadliest Catch PG 

 6.35 Fast N’ Loud PG 

 7.30 Car Crash Global Caught 

On Camera PG 

 8.20 Alaska: The Last 

Frontier PG 

 9.10 Alaskan Bush People PG 

 10am How It’s Made PG 

 10.25 How Do They Do It? PG 

 10.50 Outback Opal Hunters PG 

 11.40 The World’s Deadliest 

Weather Caught On 

Camera PG 

 12.30 Blood Relatives M 

 1.20 The Coroner: I Speak For 

The Dead M 

 2.10 Car Crash Global Caught 

On Camera PG 

 3pm Homestead Rescue PG 

 3.50 Deadliest Catch PG 

 4.45 Fast N’ Loud PG 

 5.40 Outback Opal Hunters PG 

 6pm Neighbours 0 
 7pm Shortland Street PGR 0 
 7.30 Australian Survivor PGR 0   

With the end in sight, 
every move the 
contestants make could 
be the difference between 
making the final three or 
being voted out of the 
game.

 8.40 M Boy  
AO 2010 Comedy Drama.  
In 1984, for an 11-year-
old living at Waihau Bay, 
the arrival of his father 
provides both wonder and 
a reality check.  
James Rolleston, Te Aho 
Eketone-Whitu, Taika 
Waititi.

 10.20 Two And A Half Men PGR 3 
0 

 10.50 Mom PGR 3 0 
 11.20 Wentworth AO 3 0 

  THURSDAY  
 12.15 Don’t Tell The Doctor AO 3 

0 
 1.05 Shortland Street PGR 3 0 
 1.30 Infomercials 
 2.35 Lucifer AO 3 0 
 3.25 Love Island Australia AO 3 

0 
 4.20 America’s Funniest Home 

Videos 3 
 4.40 Neighbours 3 0 
 5.30 Infomercials 
 6.30 Darwin And Newts 0 
 6.40 Paw Patrol 3 0 
 7.05 My Little Pony 0 
 7.25 Star v The Forces Of 

Evil 3 0 
 7.50 The Tom And Jerry 

Show 3 0 
 8.15 Ducktales 3 0 
 8.35 Sofia The First 3 0 
 9am Infomercials 
 10.05 Neighbours 3 0 
 11am Australian Survivor PGR 3 

0 
 12.05 Mom PGR 3 0 
 12.30 2 Broke Girls PGR 3 0 
 1pm Little Big Shots 0 
 2pm American Housewife 3 0 
 3pm Shortland Street PGR 3 0 
 3.30 Bluey 3 0 
 3.35 Powerpuff Girls 3 0 
 3.45 Bunk’d 3 0 
 4.35 House Rules 0 

 5pm Millionaire Hot Seat 0 

 6pm NewsHub Live At 6pm 

 7pm Bondi Rescue 3 0 

 7.30 The Block Australia PGR 

0   

Scotty gives the most 

upsetting news he has 

had to deliver to a team.

 8.40 M Paul AO 3 0  

2011 Comedy.  

Two British comic-book 

geeks travelling across 

America encounter an 

alien outside Area 51.  

Simon Pegg, Nick Frost.

 10.40 NewsHub Late 

 11.10 SVU AO 3 0   

An investigation hits a 

nerve with Benson when 

a suspect claims his 

genetics causes him to 

commit crimes.

  THURSDAY  

 12.10 Infomercials 

 7am The Biggest Loser 

Australia 3   

The contestants have a 

chance to see how far 

they have come since 

arriving at Biggest Loser 

HQ.

 8am The Biggest Loser 

Australia 3   

Today’s challenge will 

determine the top six.

 9am House Rules PGR 3 0   

An emotional 

homecoming for Tweed 

Heads mother and 

daughter team Kim and 

Michelle.

 10.05 Infomercials 

 11.30 Millionaire Hot Seat 3 0 

 12.30 Face The Truth PGR 

 1pm Dr Phil PGR 

 2pm American Ninja 

Warrior 3 

 4pm Find Me A Dream Home 

Australia 

 4.30 NewsHub Live At 

4:30pm 

 5pm Millionaire Hot Seat 0 

 5.30 Prime News 

 6pm Pawn Stars 3 

 6.30 Sky Sport News 

 7pm The Crowd Goes Wild 

 7.30 Traffic Cops PGR 0   

North Yorkshire’s traffic 

police are in the firing 

line of aggressive and 

angry criminals.

 8.30 Best Of Top Gear PGR 3 

 9.40 Ross Kemp: Extreme 

World AO 3 0 

 10.40 Ballers AO   

Spencer finds himself 

in damage-control 

mode after an incident 

involving Ricky; Joe 

considers the best way 

to break some bad news 

to the ASM staff.

 11.55 The Late Show With 

Stephen Colbert PGR 

  THURSDAY  

 12.55 Closedown 

 6am Ben 10 3 0 

 6.30 Batman: Brave And The 

Bold 3 0 

 7am Youth Olympic 

Games (HLS) Day Seven.

 8.10 Nicky, Ricky, Dicky And 

Dawn 3 

 8.35 The Moe Show 3 

 9.05 Celebrity Antiques Road 

Trip 3 

 10am The Doctors PGR 3 

 11am Antiques Roadshow 3 0 

 Noon Everybody Loves 

Raymond 

 12.30 Elementary PGR 3 0 

 1.30 Frasier 3 

 2pm The Late Show With 

Stephen Colbert PGR 3 

 2.55 Wheel Of Fortune 

 3.25 Jeopardy 

 3.55 Hot Bench 3 

 4.20 Tennis: Men’s 

Classic (HLS) 0 

 5.30 Prime News 

 5pm Paia 

 5.10 Pukoro 

 5.40 Tamariki Haka 3 

 5.50 E Kori 3 

 5.55 Pipi Ma 

 6pm Potae Pai 3 

 6.10 Darwin + Newts 3 

 6.20 Kids’ Kai Kart 3 

 6.30 Te Ao: Maori News 

 7pm R&R 3 

 7.30 Cam’s Kai 3 

 8pm Shear Bro PGR 3 

 8.30 Aotearoa 3 

 9pm Ahikaroa AO 

 9.30 Ahikaroa AO 

 10pm Rere Te Whiu AO 3 

 10.30 #whiuatepatai AO 3 

 11pm Te Ao: Maori News 3 

 11.30 Closedown 

  THURSDAY  

 6.30 Paia 

 6.40 My Mokai 

 7.10 He Rourou 3 

 7.20 E Kori 3 

 7.25 E Ki E Ki 

 7.30 Haati Paati 3 

 7.40 Huhu 3 

 7.50 Huritua 

 8am Polyfest Kapa Haka 3 

 8.30 My Party Song 

 9am Sachie’s Kitchen 3 

 9.30 Opaki 3 

 10am Waiata 3 

 10.30 Fitness In The Whare 3 

 11am Huia Rau 3 

 Noon Hamu And Tofiga PGR 3 

 12.30 It’s In The Bag 

 1pm Nga Pari Karangaranga 

O Te Motu 3 

 1.30 Opaki 3 

 2pm Toku Reo 3 

 3pm Senior Kapa Haka 

Regionals 3 

 3.30 Hahana 3 

 4pm Polyfest Kapa Haka 3 

 4.30 Patapatai 

 5pm Paia 

 5.10 My Mokai 

 5.40 He Rourou 3 

 5.50 E Kori 3 

 5.55 E Ki E Ki 

5pm Simply Nigella  5.30 Mysteries 
At The Museum  6.30 Jade Fever  
7.30 Guy Martin: The World’s 
Fastest Tractor  9pm Mega Yachts  
10pm Special Forces: Ultimate 
Hell Week PGR  11pm Bear Grylls: 
Mission Survive PGR  

THURSDAY  
Midnight Mysteries At The 
Museum  1am Mega Yachts  
2am Alone AO  3am Tribes, 
Animals, And Me  4am Special 
Forces: Ultimate Hell Week PGR  
5am Mysteries At The Museum  
6am Gardeners’ World  6.30 Jade 
Fever  7am Gordon Ramsay: 
Ultimate Home Cooking  
7.30 Simply Nigella  8am Tribes, 
Animals, And Me  9am Great 
Australian Cookbook  9.30 Best Of 
American Pickers  10.30 Meet The 
Humans  11.30 James Martin’s 
French Adventure  12.30 Jade 
Fever  1pm Mega Yachts  2pm Guy 
Martin: The World’s Fastest Tractor  
3.30 Attenborough: 60 Years In The 
Wild  4.30 Hairy Bikers’ Northern 
Exposure  5.30 Mysteries At The 
Museum  

5.30 Love It Or List It: Vancouver  
6.30 Dress To Impress  7.30 The 
Real Housewives Of Dallas  
8.30 Paramedics: Life On The 
Line  9.40 Emma Willis: Delivering 
Babies AO  10.40 Snapped  
11.30 Snapped: She Made Me Do 
It PGR  

THURSDAY  12.20 Infomercials  
10am Mom’s A Medium  
10.30 Dance Moms  11.30 Love 
It Or List It: Vancouver  12.30 The 
Real Housewives Of Beverly 
Hills PGR  1.30 Below Deck: 
Mediterranean AO  2.30 Four 
Weddings Australia  3.30 The 
People’s Court  4.30 Dance Moms  
5.30 Love It Or List It: Vancouver  

5pm The 5 O’clock Report  
6.06 Trending Now  
7.06 Summer Science  
With Alison Balance.  
Highlights from the world of 
science and the environment.  
8.06 Windows On The World  
8.30 Summer Live  
9.06 Convoys To Cairo  
10pm The World At Ten  
10.15 The Aotearoa History Show  
10.35 The Detail  
11.06 Inside Out  
With Nick Tipping.  

THURSDAY  12.04 The All 
Night Programme  3.05 Victoria 
In Maoriland  6am Breakfast  
7am Summer Report  
9.06 Summer Times  Noon The 
World At Noon  12.10 Worldwatch  
12.30 The Cold War Legacy  
1pm Afternoons Show  
4pm The Panel  
5pm The 5 O’clock Report  

Living with the Boss 
 8.45pm on TVNZ 1

Boy 
 8.40pm on TVNZ 2

Paul 
 8.40pm on Three

Compiled by15Jan20
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WINTER YOUTH OLYMPICS

CAMPBELL Wright has 
recorded New Zealand’s best ever 
international biathlon result.

 The 17-year-old from Hawea Flats 
placed fourth in the 7.5-kilometre 
sprint discipline at the Lausanne 
2020 Winter Youth Olympic Games.

 “I started off good, my legs felt 
pretty springy. In the shooting I 
only missed one shot so that was 
really good as well. On the last lap 
my legs started to pop and the last 
kilometre I just had to try bring it 
home without losing too much time,” 
said Wright.

 The biathlon was contested at 
Les Tuffes in France with athletes 
required to ski three 2.5km loops. 
After the first and second loop the 
athletes shot at five targets, with 
a penalty awarded for each target 
missed.

 Wright, the New Zealand team 
flagbearer, collapsed over the finish 
line, exhausted after recording a 
time of 19:45.01s, just 21.3s behind 
race winner Zawpl Marcin from 
Poland.

The fourth placing in a field of 99 

athletes is a remarkable result for 
New Zealand, with the sport usually 
dominated by European countries.

Meanwhile New Zealand is 
guaranteed a medal in the 3x3 mixed 
nation ice hockey event with Katya 
Blong’s team through to the gold 
medal match.

 The Aucklander’s team won their 
semifinal 7-5 to book a place in 
tomorrows final. New Zealanders 
Axel Ruski-Jones (Queenstown) and 
Tallulah Bryant (Queenstown) will 
play off for bronze.

 The ice hockey competition’s 
unique format sees eight teams 
made up of 13 athletes from 13 
different countries. This means 
teammates have never played with 
each other before and often don’t 
even speak the same language.

At the Champery Curling Arena, 
the New Zealand Curling Team 
suffered their first loss at Lausanne 
2020.

Zoe Harman, Lucy Neilson, Hunter 
Walker and Will Becker (all from 
Maniototo) were defeated 9-7 by 
Great Britain in the final match 
of pool play, but still qualified for 
tomorrow’s quarterfinals.

Biathlete fourth, NZ 
into ice hockey final

FOOTBALL

LONDON — Tottenham held 
off a late fightback from second-
tier Middlesbrough to win 2-1 in 
their FA Cup replay and advance 
to the fourth round today.

Newcastle were much more 
comfortable winners, scoring 
three times in the first 26 
minutes on the way to a 4-1 win 
over third-tier Rochdale.

Watford’s replay against 
Tranmere, another third-tier 
team, was postponed because of 
a waterlogged pitch and will be 
replayed next week.

Jose Mourinho’s best chance 
of a trophy in his first season as 
Tottenham manager lies with 
the FA Cup, and the team’s road 
to Wembley Stadium hasn’t 
started smoothly.

A 1-1 draw at Middlesbrough 
brought the teams back to 
London for a replay, which 
Tottenham started well to take 
a two-goal lead after 15 minutes 
through Giovani Lo Celso and 
Erik Lamela goals.

Middlesbrough, managed 

by former England and Real 
Madrid defender Jonathan 
Woodgate, battled back in the 
second half and ensured a nervy 
end to the game for Mourinho 
when Tottenham goalkeeper 
Paulo Gazzaniga failed to keep 
out George Saville’s 83rd-minute 
strike from the edge of the area.

Spurs hung on and will play 
Southampton away next in an 
all-Premier League matchup.

Newcastle have a great chance 
to go beyond the fourth round 
for the first time since 2006 after 
easing past Rochdale to set up 
a match with another third-tier 
team, Oxford.

Paraguay playmaker Miguel 
Almiron, with his fourth goal in 
seven games, completed a flurry 
of early goals by pouncing on a 
goalkeeper error to make it 3-0. 

Joelinton added a fourth in the 
82nd minute for the Brazilian 
striker’s first goal since August, 
and only second since his 
offseason move from Hoffenheim 
in Germany.

Premier League leader 
Liverpool found out their fourth-

round opponent.
They are third-tier 

Shrewsbury Town, who beat 
Bristol City 1-0 thanks to an 
89th-minute winner in their cosy 
New Meadow stadium.

Lower-league teams Coventry 
and Reading also advanced.

Coventry beat Bristol Rovers 
3-0 and Reading defeated 
Blackpool 2-0. — AP

n QUITO, Ecuador — Ecuador 
has hired former Barcelona and 
Manchester United midfielder Jordi 
Cruyff as its national team coach.

Cruyff, the son of coaching legend 
Johan Cruyff, has signed a three-
year contract, the Ecuador soccer 
federation said.

He is taking the job less than three 
months before the opening round of 
South American World Cup qualifiers.

Cruyff has previously coached 
China’s Dangdai Lifan and Israel’s 
Maccabi Tel Aviv.

Ecuador fired coach Hernán Gómez 
in August after a disappointing 
performance at the Copa America in 
Brazil, when the team was eliminated 
in the group stage. — AP

Spurs, Newcastle advance
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 THE LAST WORD IN ASTROLOGY 

CELEBRITIES BORN ON THIS DAY:
Max Joseph, 38; Richard T. Jones, 48; Debbie Allen, 70; John Carpenter, 72.

Happy Birthday:
Use your imagination, and it will make it easier to expand your ideas and 
make a go of your plans. Be the one to take the lead; line up the people 
you feel have the most to offer, and turn your life into the masterpiece you 
envision. Make this year about development, self-awareness and discovering 
what brings you greater joy. Your numbers are 5, 17, 23, 27, 32, 35, 49.

ARIES (March 21-April 19):
Pay attention to detail. Work alone to avoid interference. High energy and 
concentration will help you complete what you start. Stick to your game plan, 
even if someone tries to convince you to expand. Play safe and by the rules. 
3 stars

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Take precautions when dealing with unfamiliar people. Refuse to let anyone 
talk you into something you don't want to do. Attending a seminar or trade 
show will be informative. Use your brain to get what you want. 3 stars

GEMINI (May 21-June 20):
Maintain control. Discuss your ideas with someone inluential. A inancial 
investment you make will not be a safe bet. Listen and learn, but don't make 
a promise you'll regret. Spend more time on self-improvement and less trying 
to change someone. 5 stars

CANCER (June 21-July 22):
Look for an opportunity to work or travel with someone you like to be around. 
Refuse to let an emotional matter ruin your day. Don't let what someone does 
upset you. If you aren't happy with a deal, back away. 2 stars

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22):
Do something entertaining. Your upbeat attitude will attract attention, giving 
you the platform you need to persuade others to get involved in something 
you plan to do. Speak up, listen to the feedback offered and set your plans in 
motion. 4 stars

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Use the information you retrieve in conversations to your beneit. A good 
friend will offer a new perspective regarding your lifestyle and how best to 
improve your current situation. Romance is on the rise and will enhance your 
personal life. 3 stars

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
Emotional instability will surface if you try to make changes that someone 
opposes. If your family isn't agreeable, take off and enjoy the company of a 
friend or neighbor. Don't risk physical injury or ill health. Take better care of 
yourself. 3 stars

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Don't let a minor mishap or delay get the better of you. Work overtime if you 
have to, but don't give up. A unique idea will help you ix whatever problem 
you face. Romance is on the rise. 3 stars

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):
Choose a path that leads to greater happiness. A change to the way you 
look or how you live will boost your ego. Involvement with an international 
organization, government agency or institution will lead to a change of plans. 
4 stars

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Do what works best for you. Look at what you can do without, and minimalize 
your plans to it your budget. Remaining within your emotional, inancial and 
legal comfort zone will ease stress. No muss, no fuss. 2 stars

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Look before you leap. Be cautious when participating in physical challenges. 
Protect against injury and arguments. Concentrate on budgeting your 
inances and organizing essential papers. A meaningful partnership will 
improve if you make suggestions and are willing to compromise. 5 stars

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
You'll gain leverage if you take care of uninished business. The better 
prepared you are, the easier it will be to convince others to see things your 
way. Don't let someone's bad mood ruin your day. Personal improvements 
look promising. 3 stars

Birthday Baby:
You are responsive, focused and relentless. You are brave and strategic.

STAR RATINGS
FIVE STARS: Nothing can stop you now. Go for the gold. 

FOUR STARS: You can pretty much do as you please. It’s a good time to start new projects. 
THREE STARS: If you focus your efforts, you will reach your goals. 

TWO STARS: You can accomplish a lot, but don’t rely on others for help. 
ONE STAR: It’s best to avoid conflicts. Work behind the scenes or read a good book.

 DOUBLE CROSSWORD  No 10,889

ACROSS

CRYPTIC CLUES

QUICK CLUES

DOWN

 1. Past cure (12)
 7. Less (5)
 8. Tranquillity (5)
 9. Gaiety (3)
 10. Stout (9)
 11. Regular (6)
 12. Ebb (6)
 15. Ungainly (9)
 17. Donkey (3)
 18. Supple (5)
 19. Hurry (5)
 21. Niggardly (12)

 1. Untenable (12)
 2. Hasten (3)
 3. Put in (6)
 4. Rash (9)
 5. Depart (5)
 6. Insomnia (12)
 7. Inferior (5)
 10. Incessant (9)
 13. Exhilarate (5)
 14. Comprehend (6)
 16. Additional (5)
 20. Wickedness (3)

DOWNACROSS

QUICK
Across: 4 Scandal; 8 Raised; 9 
Engaged; 10 Malady; 11 Enlist; 
12 Tactless; 18 Instance; 20 
Remain; 21 Errata; 22 Content; 
23 Saying; 24 Ordered.
Down: 1 Primate; 2 Hillock; 3 
Feudal; 5 Contests; 6 Nearly; 7 
Averse ;  13  Eminence ;  14 
Inhabit; 15 Derange; 16 Detour; 
17 Cattle; 19 Threat.
CRYPTIC
Across: 4 Miscast; 8 Acquit; 9 
Affable; 10 Mailed; 11 Random; 
12 Date palm; 18 Falconer; 20 
Arbour; 21 Plaice; 22 Tea-cosy; 
23 Endive; 24 Cheroot.
Down: 1 Man-made; 2 Squints; 
3 Line up; 5 Informal; 6 Chains; 
7  Sa loon;  13 A l f resco;  14 
Insipid; 15 Briefed; 16 Breech; 
17 Concur; 19 Colony.

SOLUTIONS TO 

PUZZLE 10,888
Quick Crossword answers 

also fit the large grid

 1. Presumably they’re not 
associated with open 
arrest (6,6)

 7. Has the possibility to 
show strength (5)

 8. Feast consisting of 
leguminous food and 
nothing more (5)

 9. A humorist shows good 
sense (3)

 10. A counter’s upset by the 
mistress (9)

 11. Mend the chair? That 
could be a teaser (6)

 12. Army unit going to the 
East placed in a grave 
position (6)

 15. When filled, they vanish 
altogether (9)

 17. Fabulous bird petrified on 
the shore, we hear (3)

 18. It shows a marked rhythm 
coming from the drum, 
basically (5)

 19. They are used for 
smoothing out 
documentary records (5)

 21. Steam up when this is 
reached! (7,5)

 1. What engineers use to 
twist motorists! (12)

 2. For example about the 
right amount of work (3)

 3. Disconcerted, having left 
harbour (3,3)

 4. Liquid assets, as far as 
worshippers are 
concerned (9)

 5 & 7Dn. They help to fill up 
the same form (5-5)

 6. Not a purveyor of plasters 
for sore feet! (4,8)

 7. See 5 Down 
 10. Kind of armour - it has 

links with the post (9)
 13. A capital Trojan hero (5)
 14. Light meal produces a 

slight quarrel at home (6)
 16. Kind of brooch arrived 

with the ring (5)
 20. Where a small dog might 

sit or drink (3)

SUDOKU
SUDOKU is a logic puzzle made 

up of 81 squares on a 9x9 grid.
To solve the puzzle, each row, 

column and 3x3 grid within the 
larger grid must end up containing 
each number from 1 to 9, and 
each number can only appear 
once in a row, column or box.

A sudoku grid has a single 
unique solution, which can be 
reached without using guesswork.

 SOlUTiOn in nexT pUblicATiOn.



FOOTBALL by Steve Douglas, AP

THERE’S a shelf above the television 
in his home in a plush area of northwest 
England where Sergio Aguero keeps 
the match balls — signed by all his 
teammates — from the hat tricks he has 
scored for Manchester City.

He might have to put up another shelf 
soon.

Make that 16 hat-tricks for the 
Argentina striker since he breezed into 
English football in the offseason of 2011 
and left an imprint few other players can 
match.

The author of the most famous goal in 
the Premier League’s 28-year history — 
that unerring strike after 93 minutes, 20 
seconds to clinch City the title in 2012 
— is now the most prolific overseas-born 
scorer to have played in the top flight 
after his three goals against Aston Villa 
in City’s 6-1 win on Sunday took him to 
177, surpassing Thierry Henry.

Aguero, with his bleached hair, dark 
beard and wide smile, cradled the match 
ball in his left arm as he left the field 
at Villa Park, another opponent having 
been sunk by the lethal finishing of a 
player who, at 31, has already secured 
“legend” status in England, according to 
his manager.

“He will die scoring goals,” Pep 
Guardiola said.

It’s approaching 10 years at City for 
Aguero — an unusual length of stay for 

a player at a single club, especially by 
someone from another country. 

Who knows how his career in England 
would have turned out had he moved to 
Chelsea, as was briefly negotiated, a year 
before he made the switch from Atletico 
Madrid to Manchester City.

Away from the bright lights of 
London, he has managed to lead a fairly 
anonymous life off the field in the leafy 
suburb of Hale in Cheshire, a short ride 
from City’s Etihad 
Stadium.

A documentary on 
City, entitled All Or 
Nothing and released 
in August 2018, gave 
a glimpse of Aguero’s 
seemingly lonely and 
humble home life during 
which he spends much 
of his time playing video 
games or watching 
action and mafia movies 
in his personal “cinema.” 

When he’s not hanging out with close 
friends Nicolas Otamendi, a compatriot 
and teammate at City, or David De Gea, 
the goalkeeper for Manchester United 
and a former teammate at Atletico, 
Aguero’s busiest and most enjoyable 
time is the one week every month he 
gets to spend with his son, Benjamin, 
who otherwise lives in Argentina with 
his mother, Giannini Maradona — the 
daughter of Argentine football great 

Diego Maradona. 
The couple split in 2013.
The documentary also showed the 

room Aguero has at home which contains 
jerseys from the games in which he has 
scored. Like the shelf in the living room, 
it might need an extension.

With 177 goals, he is tied with Frank 
Lampard at No.4 on the all-time Premier 
League list, behind Andy Cole, Wayne 
Rooney and No.1 Alan Shearer (260).

Twelve of his 16 hat-
tricks for City have 
come in the Premier 
League — a record for 
the division — and of 
those 177 league goals, 
26 have been penalties 
and 156 have come 
inside the penalty area, 
the place where he 
comes alive with his 
explosive movement.

Former teammates 
have said Aguero is not the hardest-
working player in training — he actually 
appears to be one of City’s more jovial 
characters in the brief footage the 
club releases on its Twitter account 
every week. Last week, for example, 
he was seen dancing around alongside 
teammates.

Yet Aguero has had to buckle down and 
be more switched-on since 2016, when 
Guardiola joined City and demanded the 
striker become a more all-round player. 

The arrival of another top-class striker, 
Brazil international Gabriel Jesus, whose 
work off the ball so delights Guardiola, 
also shone a light on the work ethic of 
Aguero and he has responded in kind, 
becoming a more complete player with 
his ability to link up play and press from 
the front.

There were times, in 2017 and 2018, 
when the relationship between Guardiola 
and Aguero felt fraught. Yet Aguero 
remains City’s go-to striker, with the best 
goals-per-minute ratio (one every 106) in 
Premier League history for players with 
more than 100 goals. 

He also scores against all kinds of 
opponents, with two hat-tricks last 
season coming against Chelsea and 
Arsenal in a one-week span and another 
in 2014 coming against a Guardiola-
coached Bayern Munich.

Aguero, who scored twice as a 
substitute in his City debut, has one 
year left on his contract, after which the 
expectation is he will return to Argentina 
to close out his career.

When he does leave City, he’ll depart 
as the club’s all-time top scorer and will 
likely go down as its greatest ever player.

“He has been part of a very important 
core of players,” said recently departed 
former City captain Vincent Kompany, 
“and no matter what happens, he will 
always be remembered as one guy who 
helped us get to the next level, such a 
level.”

‘He will die 
scoring 
goals’

Manchester City’s Sergio Aguero leaves the 
field with the match ball at the end of the 
English Premier League clash between Aston 
Villa and Manchester City at Villa Park. The 
31-year-old striker scored his 16th English 
football hat-trick in a 6-1 victory and is the most 
prolific overseas-born player to have played 
in the top flight. His 177th goal took him past 
Frenchman Thierry Henry. Born in Buenos 
Aires, the man known as “Kun” — a childhood 
nickname based on the title character from 
a cartoon — also has 97 senior caps for 
Argentina and has scored 41 international 
goals. AP picture

Aguero remains City’s 
go-to striker, with the 
best goals-per-minute 
ratio — one every 106 
— in Premier League 
history for players with 
more than 100 goals.   

TENNIS

THE tennis world has slammed Australian 
Open organisers after electing to go ahead with 
qualifying matches yesterday despite Melbourne 
being blanketed by a smoky haze.

Poor air quality because of bushfires forced 
qualifying matches to be delayed yesterday 
morning but they were eventually cleared to go 
ahead.

The hazardous conditions proved a nightmare 
for players, who united to condemn the decision 
to let play unfold.

Aussie Bernard Tomic lost in the first round of 
qualifying for the year’s first grand slam, which 
starts on Monday, and needed medical attention.

“No air is going in. I’m getting tired so easy,” 
Tomic was heard telling medical staff. “Is anyone 
else complaining today?”

“No, it’s been OK,” said the medic.

There were also troubling scenes when 
Slovenian Dalila Jakupovic collapsed to the court 
due to a coughing fit while leading her opponent 
Stefanie Voegele. 

Jakupovic, ranked No. 180 in the world, was 
forced to retire from the match which had gone 
for just shy of two hours.

The Slovenian put the onus on Australian Open 
officials, saying the conditions weren’t right for 
matches to go ahead.

“I think it was not fair because it’s not healthy 
for us,” she said.

“I was surprised. I thought we would not be 
playing today but we really don’t have much 
choice. If they don’t put us on the court, maybe 
we get fined — I don’t know. It would be maybe 
better to see if tomorrow is better. They still have 
time.

“I never experienced something like this and 
I was really scared. I was scared that I would 
collapse. That’s why I went on the floor. Because 

I couldn’t walk any more. When I was on the 
ground it was easier to get some air.”

Several high-profile players vented their 
frustration after seeing fellow players suffering, 
including former world No.1 Maria Sharapova and 
Eugenie Bouchard, who were in action yesterday.

Former Wimbledon finalist Bouchard called 
multiple medical timeouts in the oppressive 
conditions as she survived to defeat China’s 
Xiaodi You.

“I felt like it was tough to breathe and I was a bit 
nauseous,” Bouchard said.

World No. 5 Elina Svitolina wasn’t happy and 
took aim at Australian Open officials with a 
scathing tweet — “Why do we need to wait for 
something bad to happen to do an action”.

Belgian player Steve Darcis delivered his 
own clip after the matches went ahead despite 
warnings from the Environmental Protection 
Authority telling Victorians to remain indoors.

At the Kooyong Classic, players and officials 

decided to stop play between Sharapova and 
German Laura Siegemund at 5-5 in the second set 
due to the smoke.

Tennis Australia (TA) said it would continue 
to work with its medical team, the Bureau 
of Meteorology and Environment Protection 
Authority Victoria scientists when making 
decisions about whether it’s safe to play.

Health authorities expected the air quality to 
bounce between the “very poor to hazardous 
range” until at least tonight.  

From Monday, there will be 128 players in each 
of the men’s and women’s singles draws, plus 
others in doubles, juniors and wheelchair events. 
And a small army of volunteers, ballkids, umpires 
and line judges and catering staff.

Then there’s the fans. The 2019 Australian Open 
hit a record 796,435 for attendance, including 
more than a half-million in the first week. 

So there’s more than a match schedule to 
consider. — NZ Herald/AAP/AP

Qualifying go-ahead condemned by players
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Senior club cricket draws
Poverty Bay club cricket — DJ Barry Cup,  

SATURDAY, 1pm: Bollywood Stars High School 
Old Boys v Landmark Homes OBR, Harry Barker 
Reserve rep wicket.

Hope Cup, Saturday 2pm: Gisborne Boys’ High 
School Colts v Campion College, Harry Barker 
1; Coastal Ultrasound Horouta Second 11 v High 
School Old Boys Presidents, Harry Barker 2; 
Rawhiti Legal OBR Second 11 v Ngatapa, Harry 
Barker 3.

Barca top Money League
BARCELONA have overtaken Real Madrid to top 

the Deloitte Football Money League for the first 
time and become the first club to break the 800 
million euros ($NZ1.35b) revenue barrier.

The 23rd edition of the table shows an 11 
percent rise in combined revenues, excluding 
transfer fees, for the top 20 clubs who between 
them enjoyed turnovers of a record 9.3 billion 
euros ($NZ15.66) for the 2018-19 season.

Real have dropped to second, generating 
income of 757.3m euros ($NZ1.27b), while 
Manchester United remain third. Arsenal have 
slipped out of the top 10 or the first time.

Barcelona’s rise to the top with income of 
840m euros ($NZ1.41b) is a clear sign of “a club 
adapting to changing market condition”’ by 
bringing merchandising and licensing activities 
in-house, according to Dan Jones, partner in the 
Sports Business Group at Deloitte. — AAP

Sainz leads by 24 seconds
HARADH, Saudi Arabia — Carlos Sainz’s lead in 

the Dakar Rally was slashed for a second straight 
day and reduced to 24 seconds with three stages 
to go.

Sainz was powering over the 410-kilometre 
stony route from Wadi Al-Dawasir northeast to 
Haradh with title rivals Nasser Al-Attiyah and 
Stephane Peterhansel when he made a navigation 
error. The Spaniard conceded five minutes at 
the time, then lost tread on a tyre and eventually 
finished 6½ minutes behind Peterhansel, who 
earned a rally-leading third stage win.

Sainz, 10 minutes up on Al-Attiyah on Sunday, 
was just 24 seconds up on the defending 
champion from Qatar. But Al-Attiyah was wary 
that there was still lots of room for error on 
Wednesday on the longest stage, 534km.

Peterhansel, third overall, was 6½ minutes back. 
The teammate of Sainz is chasing his 14th Dakar 
victory, and eighth in cars. — AP

Cracking down on slow play
ABU DHABI, United Arab Emirates — The 

European Tour has stepped up its attack on slow 
play by announcing players will be given an 
immediate one-shot penalty if they exceed time 
limits for taking shots on two occasions in the 
same tournament.

There also will be increased fines for players 
who are regularly timed by officials. The changes 
were announced two days before the start of the 
Abu Dhabi HSBC Championship, one of the main 
tournaments on the European Tour. — AP

Aussie sprint ace pregnant
MELBOURNE — Retired Olympic champion 

Sally Pearson will have her hands full during the 
Tokyo Games, with a baby rather than a gold 
medal. 

Pearson, who retired in August, has confirmed 
she is pregnant with her first child, due just 
before the 2020 Olympics opening ceremony in 
July.

A 100m hurdles gold medallist at the 2012 
Olympics and 2011 and 2017 world champion, 
33-year-old Pearson shared the news via social 
media. She posted a photo of a pair of baby 
shoes alongside her running spikes positioned in 
blocks. — AAP

Bowes knock denies Volts
A SCINTILLATING knock by Canterbury Kings 

batsman Chad Bowes cost the Otago Volts top 
spot on the ladder and hosting rights for the 
Dream11 Super Smash Grand Final.

Bowes hit 95 from 50 balls to lead the Kings to 
a six-wicket win chasing the Volts’ 167-5 at Hagley 
Oval in Christchurch.

In the final round-robin fixture, the Kings were 
playing for pride while the Volts, on would have 
secured a home final in Dunedin with a win.

Instead of advancing straight to the grand final 
the Volts will host the Auckland Aces in Friday’s 
elimination final at the University of Otago Oval.

The Wellington Firebirds secured top spot while 
the Wellington Blaze are top in the women’s 
competition, meaning a grand final double at the 
Basin Reserve on Sunday. 

SPORT BRIEFS

CRICKET

MUMBAI, India — Captain Aaron 
Finch and David Warner hit centuries as 
Australia hammered India by 10 wickets 
in the first one-day international.

Warner was 128 not out and Finch 110 
not out as Australia scored 258 without 
loss in 37.4 overs in reply to India’s 255 
all out.

Fast bowler Mitchell Starc took 3-56 in 
only his second ODI on Indian soil as the 
hosts’ middle order collapsed after a 121-
run second-wicket partnership between 
Lokesh Rahul (47) and Shikhar Dhawan 
(74).

It was the fifth 10-wicket defeat for 
India in ODI cricket and only their second 
at home. The last time India lost an ODI 
by 10 wickets was in 2005 against South 
Africa in Kolkata.

Australia’s first 10-wicket victory 
against India was fuelled by the third-
highest partnership in ODIs between 
Warner and Finch for their team. They 
ensured Australia won with a massive 
13.2 overs to spare.

“It was a great effort from our bowlers 
in the afternoon,” said Warner. “To put 

India down to just 255 at home was 
incredible and to then close down the 
game like we did was brilliant.”

He and Finch started the chase in 
belligerent fashion, putting on 84 runs in 
the first powerplay.

Warner reached his half-century off 40 
balls, passing 5000 ODI runs, while Finch 
reached there off 52 deliveries.

Both survived confident appeals against 
different bowlers, with Warner reviewing 
in the 29th over.

India’s bowlers failed to get any 
purchase, and the dewy conditions 
in Mumbai didn’t help their cause as 
Australia galloped to 200 in the 31st over.

Warner reached his 18th ODI hundred 
off 88 balls. Overall, he hit 17 fours and 
three sixes.

Finch reached his 16th hundred off 108 
balls, including 13 fours and two sixes.

This was after Australia won the toss 
and opted to field.

India lost Rohit Sharma (10) early to 
Starc. Rahul came out to bat at No.3 and 
put on a century stand with Dhawan for 
the second wicket. He fell in the 28th over 
off Ashton Agar (1-56) and that’s when 
India’s collapse began.

Dhawan was dismissed two overs later 
off Pat Cummins (2-44). The turning point 
came when Adam Zampa (1-53) dismissed 
Virat Kohli (16) with an easy return catch 
— the sixth time Zampa has claimed the 
India captain’s scalp.

India were reduced to 164-5 when 
Shreyas Iyer (4) fell to Starc.

Cummins and Kane Richardson (2-43) 
shared four wickets as the India middle 
order was exposed.

Rishabh Pant (28) and Ravindra Jadeja 
(25) added 49 runs for the sixth wicket 
and took India past 200. They finished, 
though, with a sub-par total.

Pant took a blow to his head when he 
was dismissed in the 44th over and did 
not take any further part in the match 
owing to concussion. Rahul kept wickets 
instead.

“We were totally outplayed in all 
departments,”Kohli said.

“It is a very strong Australian side. 
We didn’t get enough runs, we were too 
respectful in certain phases and it cost us. 

“Today was one of those days when we 
weren’t allowed into the game at all.”

The second of three ODIs is on Friday in 
Rajkot. — AP

‘Totally outplayed’
Centuries to Warner, Finch as Aussies rout India

Australian openers Aaron Finch (right) 
and David Warner celebrate their 
centuries in the first ODI against India 
in Mumbai. Their partnership of 258 
was the biggest for any wicket for 
Australia against India; Warner became 
the fastest Australian to 5000 ODI 
runs and fourth fastest worldwide 
behind Hashim Amla, Viv Richards and 
current India captain Virat Kohli. It was 
Warner’s 18th ODI century, ranking him 
second-equal with Mark Waugh on 
the all-time Australian list led by Ricky 
Ponting on 29. Warner’s century took 
his run tally for the season to 1201 runs 
across all formats, at an average of 
above 171.57.  AP pictures

Gisby is normally a 
frontrunner, so what 
made him proud of this 
year’s win was that he 
had to come from behind 
to win his final.

With about five 
minutes left, he still 
needed to find a solid 
score. 

He found it and his 
combined total of 10.1 
out of 20 was just enough 
to secure the title.

Gisby works two days a 
week as a security guard 
at Gisborne Hospital.

“Every day’s a surf 
day,” he said.

“Gisborne is blessed 

with such good surfing 
conditions.

“When it comes 
to preparing for 
competition, I’m as fit as 
I can be.”

Gisby, who won his 
first national title in 
Gisborne in 1984, has 
thought about retiring 
from competition before 
but in the weeks leading 
up to the nationals he 
found that the urge to 
compete was still there. 

He would be content to 
finish with 38 national 
titles, he said.

But there was no 
denying the prospect 
of possibly winning 40 
looked appealing.

‘Every day’s a surf 
day’ for John Gisby
FROM PAGE 28

BOXING

LOS ANGELES — Tyson Fury leaned 
into the microphone and issued an 
audacious prediction to Deontay Wilder 
regarding their heavyweight rematch.

“You’re going to sleep in two rounds,” 
the English champion said.

Wilder replied by picking up his own 
microphone and loudly sniffing it, 
mocking Fury for his past problems with 
drug abuse.

When these two unbeaten 
heavyweights got together in downtown 
Los Angeles yesterday, they picked up 
right where they left off across the street 
in December 2018.

Their thrilling split draw at Staples 
Center has led to a rematch February 
22 in Las Vegas, and both men claim 
they expect a knockout victory in 
what’s likely to be the most-anticipated 
heavyweight title fight in recent years.

Although both fighters are skilled in 
the craft of promotional hyperbole, it 
was still a surprise when Fury (29-0-1, 
20 KOs) declared he could knock out 
Wilder within the first six minutes at the 
MGM Grand Garden Arena.

A knockout prediction is no surprise 
at all coming from Wilder (42-0-1, 41 
KOs), whose peerless punching power 
dropped Fury twice in their first bout. 
The fight’s most memorable moment 
was Fury’s stunning rise from a 
12th-round knockdown that had left him 
flat on his back.

“I’m prepared for more than ever,” 
Wilder said. “I told Fury two years ago I 
was going to baptise him, and I did just 
that. Rising up is part of the baptism. I 
told him he was going to go, ‘Timber!’ 
And he did just that. This time around, 
it’s called unfinished business. He won’t 
be able to get back up. This time, I’m 
going to knock him out.” — AP

Fury predicting round 2 KO
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WAKA AMA

TAIRAWHITI crews dug deep in some tight 
races on day three at the waka ama sprint 
nationals in testing conditions on Lake Karapiro 
yesterday.

The first final of the day was the closest. 
Horouta Waka Hoe crew Mairangi’s Tanes beat 
Mareikura Waka Ama Club’s Ngaa Tama Toa by 
just 0.31 of a second in a thrilling junior 16 boys 
W12 500 metres final.

Tairawhiti crews did well in other tight tussles 

yesterday.
Ngaa Tama Toa (Mareikura) won their J16 boys 

W6 500m final by 0.5 of a second, heading off 
TOA Waka Ama Club’s Whitireia.

Horouta intermediate boys’ crew Tangata 
Hianga won their W12 500m final, edging 
Ruamata Waka Ama boat Maninihau by 1.41sec.

Tangata Hianga (Horouta) also won the W6 
500m final.

The W12 J16 girls’ crew for Horouta, Puhi 
Kaiariki, won their 500m final and Mareikura 
were fourth.

The first of the turn races were held yesterday.
Tangata Hianga capped off a great day for by 

winning the W6 500m turn event — their third 
gold medal in a huge day for the young gun 
crew. 

YMP crew Rukopo were fourth.  
In the intermediate girls, Horouta’s 

Hinepukohurangi were second in the W6 500m 
turn final and third in the W6 500m final.

Nga Tamatoa were second in the J16 boys’ W6 
1000m.

Horouta, the reigning overall club champions, 

added another gold to their collection in the last 
final of the day.

Puhi Kaiariki (Horouta) won the J16 girls’ W6 
1000m by nearly 9secs.

YMP crew Puketapu were fifth and Horouta’s 
Puhi Kaimoana sixth.

The 2020 Te Wananga o Aotearoa National 
Sprint Championships started on Sunday with 
junior races and have stepped up in intensity 
through the week.

An action-packed day of individual races was 
scheduled for today.

PADDLES TO THE MEDALS

SIX GUNS: Mareikura junior 16 men’s crew Ngaa Tama Toa dig it in on a choppy Lake Karapiro during day 3 action at the Aotearoa waka ama sprint championships. Ngaa 
Tama Toa collected a gold in the W6 500 metres final and two silver medals. The champs continued today with a full day of W1 racing.   Picture by Garrick Cameron 
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WORLD TOMORROW
Adelaide fine 15 25
Amsterdam cloudy 5 9
Bangkok showers 24 33
Beijing cloudy -6 3
Berlin fine 6 10
Brisbane showers 23 29
Buenos Aires fine 16 26
Cairo showers 13 18
Canberra thunder 18 28
Cape Town fine 19 30
Delhi thunder 9 16
Frankfurt cloudy 5 10
Geneva cloudy 2 9
Hong Kong fine 18 23
London rain 6 12
Los Angeles rain 8 15
Melbourne showers 16 19
Moscow rain 0 4
New York fine 4 9
Paris fine 5 12
Perth fine 21 35
Singapore thunder 24 33
Stockholm showers 4 8
Suva thunder 24 28
Sydney thunder 21 28
Tokyo fine 4 10
Toronto snow -3 -3
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causing � ooding and some damage. 

At Whangarei over 127mm of rain fell 

in 24 hours and water covered many 

roads. At Dargaville the Wairoa River 

ran so high that water invaded the 

main street although no shops were 

� ooded.
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NZ TOMORROW
Auckland � ne 23
Hamilton � ne 24
Tauranga � ne 22
Rotorua � ne 21
Taupo � ne 20
Napier showers 19
New Plymouth � ne 22
Palmerston North � ne 19
Wellington � ne 17
Christchurch � ne 18
Queenstown � ne 24
Dunedin � ne 18
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A ridge covers the South 

Island. Meanwhile, a low 

develops off the east 

coast of the North Island, 

maintaining an unsettled 

southerly flow there. 
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lower South Island later on 

Saturday.
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Aussies crush India
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SURFING by Grant Miller

FINN Vette says he does his best 
surfing when he’s feeling confident.

The Gisborne 15-year-old should 
take a fair bit of confidence into his 
next event, a World Surf League 
junior meet on the Gold Coast, after 
he won the boys’ under-16 title 
at the national championships in 
Dunedin last Saturday.

Vette said the final went perfectly 
for him.

He got a couple of good waves 
in the first five minutes and was 
always in control, scoring 15.5 out of 
20 — enough to comfortably see off 
his opponents.

Vette had a busy week in Dunedin, 
as he also surfed in the u18 and 
open men’s divisions, and he’s not 
about to take things easy. The Gold 
Coast event is this weekend. 

He has another junior competition 
to look forward to in Manly in 
March, just ahead of the highly 
anticipated Piha Pro in Auckland.

The Piha Pro, from March 16-22, 
is part of the World Surf League’s 
Challenger series and some of New 
Zealand’s best talent will be against 
top surfers from overseas.   

Vette also has Year 12 at Gisborne 
Boys’ High School to take care of in 
2020.

The surfers in Dunedin had 
challenging conditions to contend 
with at St Clair and Karitane as the 
swell got up early in the week.

Vette was still in the hunt in all 
three of his divisions over several 

days, eventually bowing out in the 
open men’s and u18 semifinals, 
which allowed him to concentrate on 
Saturday’s u16 final.

“It was definitely a challenging 
week,” he said. “I was pretty busy 
every day. It took a lot out of me, for 
sure.”

One surfer cheering him on was 
Gisborne veteran John Gisby.

“I was pleased for him,” Gisby 
said. “I was giving him a lot of 
encouragement. I don’t think he 
needed it — he surfed so well in the 

final.”
Gisby, 66, picked up his 38th 

national title when he won the men’s 
over-60 division on Saturday.

“I’ve still got the same enthusiasm 
from when I started,” he said.

Gisby admitted to getting nervous 
when the nationals roll around.

“I can’t sleep or eat properly. It’s 
horrible, but I think it’s a nervous 
energy that really helps me. Once I 
hit the water, I’m OK.”

FINN’S PERFECT FINAL

FINE FINISH: Finn Vette, from Gisborne, receives 
the traditional shoulder carry up the beach after 
winning the under-16 boys’ title at the national surfing 
championships in Dunedin. 
 Picture by Cory Scott/NZ Surfing Magazine 

ANOTHER YEAR, ANOTHER TITLE: Gisborne surfer John Gisby won the 
men’s over-60 title at the national champs. It was his 38th national crown.

Picture by Cory Scott/NZ Surfing Magazine

Veteran Gisby eyeing 40 national championship titles

CONTINUED ON PAGE 26

GOLDEN TREBLE

SWEET VICTORY: Intermediate boys’ crew Tangata Hianga celebrate their W12 500 metres final victory on what was a golden day for the youngsters from the Horouta Waka 
Hoe Club at the Aotearoa national waka ama sprint championships on Lake Karapiro yesterday. Tangata Hianga won the W6 500m, W6 500m with turn and W12 500m finals as 
Gisborne paddlers enjoyed another successful but testing day in choppy conditions affected by the wind.  MORE ON THE CHAMPS, PAGE 27  Picture by Garrick Cameron


